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AbstractThe thesis is concerned with veri�cation of properties of concurrentsystems expressed in the modal �-calculus. This approach is calledmodel-checking.The modal �-calculus contains �xpoint-operators which give great ex-pressive power. In order to treat the model-checking problem alge-braically we introduce �xpoint-equation systems as an extension ofexpressions containing least and greatest �xpoints. Fixpoint-equationsystems interpreted over the Boolean lattice or an in�nite product ofBoolean lattices are called Boolean equation systems. Model check-ing for systems with �nite state spaces is shown to be equivalent tosolving �nite Boolean equation systems. We discuss existing model-checking algorithms from the perspective of Boolean equation systemsandpresent a new algorithm, similar to Gau� elimination for linear equa-tion systems.As an application we investigate algorithms solving the problem ofmutual exclusion, construct formulae for liveness properties and verifythem with an implementation of the Gau� elimination algorithm.Model-checking in the modal �-calculus has already been treated inautomata theory and game theory. We are able to show a new equiva-lence to an automata-theoretic problem by going via Boolean equa-tion systems. There existed a reduction of model-checking to a gametheoretic problem. Using Boolean equation systems we can prove theequivalence.For the case of in�nite state spaces we also show that model-checking isequivalent to solving in�nite Boolean equation systems. Additionally,we present an algorithm, similar to the Gau� elimination algorithm forthe �nite case.
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Chapter 1Introduction.1.1 General introduction.When it is necessary that a thing shouldbe, it is possible that it should be. ...Yet, from the proposition `it may be'it follows that it is not impossible, andfrom that it follows that it is not nec-essary; it comes about therefore that thething which must necessarily be need notbe; which is absurd....Aristotle, Hermeneia1The beginning of modal logic dates back to Aristotle who was alreadyconcerned with the logic of necessity and possibility. Later, the Megar-ian Stoics also dealt with modal logics, introducing a time based inter-pretation: possible is just what either is or will be; a thing is necessaryonly if it is now true and always will be true.Leibniz gave a semantic model for logics including the modalities `nec-essarily' and `possibly': he assumed a set of worlds and de�ned aproposition being necessarily true if it is true in all worlds, and beingpossibly true if there exists some world where it is true. In addition,1see [Boc70]
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12 Chapter 1. Introduction.he proved that we live in the best of all possible worlds.Formal mathematical treatment of modal logic started in this cen-tury. Nowadays philosophers, logicians, linguists and computer scien-tists share an interest in the subject, and various systems of modallogic have been developed.In further development, more structure was given to the model ofworlds. When deciding whether some proposition p is necessary inone world only a speci�ed set of worlds may be relevant, which neednot include every world in the model. This feature is represented byan accessibility relation between worlds, and p is necessarily true inone world means that p being true in all worlds accessible from thecurrent one. Temporal logic is then de�ned as a modal logic, whereaccessibility between worlds represents time passing by, and the worldsare ordered linearly in time.In computer science modal and temporal logic play a role in the ver-i�cation of systems. Here, the task is to show that a system meetsits speci�cation which may consist of set of properties expressed asformulae of a logic.Models for modal logic are Kripke structures, also called transitionsystems. They consist of a set of states (representing the worlds) andtransitions between the states (the accessibility relation). A transitionsystem models the di�erent states an arbitrary system can enter, andactions leading from one state to another. A state can represent e.g.the content of a memory, the value of a program counter, a state of apinball machine. Transitions may carry a label identifying an action(write 1 to a memory cell, shoot the pinball) or modelling just theon-going of a system as time passes. The latter case provides a modelfor temporal logic.Propositions are about states or paths of a model, e.g. for the pinballmachine initially the only possible action is to insert a coin; there existsa run of the pinball machine, where I always get a free game, or, if Ihit the pinball machine in�nitely often then the ball will eventuallyroll down.



1.1. General introduction. 13In the �rst period, objects of veri�cation were sequential and impera-tive programs. Proving correctness for a program was to show thatgiven a speci�ed input the program would terminate and producea speci�ed output. The works of Floyd [Flo67], Manna and Pnueli[MP69], Park [Par70] and Hoare [Hoa69] were important developmentsin this context.The �rst modal logics for veri�cation were dynamic logics introducedby Pratt [Pra76], and mostly used in the propositional version. Propo-sitional Dynamic Logic (PDL) is built up from Propositional Logicextended by the modalities h�i, where a program � is a regular ex-pression over a set of atomic programs. The formula h�ip is true at astate, where it is possible for the program � to execute and result ina state satisfying p. Various restrictions and extensions of PDL havebeen investigated. The most famous ones are PDL with test progams,and PDL-� [Str81] where an in�nite loop-operator is added to pro-gram expressions.The introduction of concurrency caused change concerning the char-acteristics of programs: termination and results produced were notlonger necessary features, but on-going and interaction with an en-vironment became relevant. Pnueli called them \reactive systems".Proving correctness here required more expressive logics. Manna andPnueli [MP83] found that temporal logic is suitable in this context.They applied a proof-theoretic style of veri�cation: for a given pro-gram they derived a set of temporal properties and showed that thespecifying property was a consequence of this set (or was not).Clarke, Emerson and Sistla [CES86], and others started with a newapproach, called model-checking. Here, veri�cation for �nite state sys-tems is performed automatically and, in contrast to deriving a proof,an algorithm receiving a formula and a model as input gives the resulttrue or false. The temporal logic they used is Computation Tree Logic(CTL). In this logic a number of useful properties is expressible (e.g.if the pinball is shot then it will eventually roll down again), but somerelevant properties are not (e.g. if in�nitely often a player hits thepinball machine then in�nitely often it will be in the state \tilt").



14 Chapter 1. Introduction.In subsequent development, work was centered mainly on two issues:the tackling of the size of problems and the de�nition of more expres-sive logics. Of course, the problems are not mutually independent ofeach other; roughly, the more expressive a logic is, the more complexis veri�cation and the smaller is the size of solvable problems.An extension of CTL that can express the \tilt"-property cited aboveis called CTL*. For this temporal logic Emerson and Lei [EL86] pre-sented a model-checking algorithm.Meanwhile also various extensions of CTL and CTL* have been inves-tigated which are more expressive, but still simple enough for model-checking.Kozen [Koz83] introduced a very powerful logic, subsuming all othermodal and temporal logics mentioned above: the modal �-calculus. Inaddition to Propositional Logic it contains the modalities [a] and haiand the �xpoint operators � and �. The modalities allow one to ex-press properties for one next-step, while by means of least (and duallygreatest) �xpoint immediately properties over �nite and in�nite pathscan be modelled. The beauty of this logic lies in its expressiveness incombination with its simplicity. The �rst model-checking algorithmfor the modal �-calculus was developed by Emerson and Lei [EL86].However, the complexity of their algorithm is higher than that for lessexpressive logics such as CTL: it is of exponential complexity in the sizeof the formula in contrast to polynomial complexity of model-checkingalgorithms for CTL. Since then a number of algorithms for the modal�-calculus have been suggested, yet there has not been any essentialimprovement concerning complexity so far, and the lower bounds forthe complexity of this problem have not yet been detected.Concerning the size of problems considerable progress has been achievedby so-called \symbolic model-checking". For earlier algorithms themodel, a transition system, had to be represented explicitly. In anew approach for CTL model-checking Burch, Clarke and McMillan[BCM+92] chose Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) as data-structure,which allowed a very compact encoding of transition systems, and thesize of problems that could be treated grew enormously.



1.1. General introduction. 15However, the size of the transition systems is still the most limitingproblem in this area. Especially for concurrent systems the so-called\state space explosion" makes veri�cation di�cult or even impossi-ble. Reduction techniques for transition systems have been investi-gated including e.g. abstractions and symmetries, which relativizethe purely automatic approach and reintroduce elements of proof tomodel-checking.The method of model-checking described above is \global" in the sensethat the algorithms traverse the whole state space and determine theset of all states satisfying a property. Usually, we are interested inwhether a property holds of paths starting from the initial state of asystem. Showing its correctness may not require the whole state space,or not even the set of reachable states, but a (hopefully small) subsetof it. Algorithms based on this idea are called \local". A local model-checking algorithm for the modal �-calculus was �rst introduced byStirling and Walker [SW89] in form of a tableau system.In the case of general in�nite state-spaces there is no hope for fullyautomatic methods. However, proving properties with computer as-sistance is a possibility. Brad�eld and Stirling [BS90, Bra92] developeda tableau method allowing computer-aided veri�cation for formulae ofthe modal�-calculus. Other work has been done in this area for in�nitemodels de�ned e.g. by some Petri-net classes [EN94], or context-freegrammars.Also in this work, we are concerned with model-checking for the modal�-calculus. The approach is an algebraic one: model-checking is trans-formed to the problem of solving a class of equation systems, calledBoolean equation systems. In fact, we can show that the two problemsare equivalent, for the case of �nite systems as well as for in�nite ones.Based on this equivalence we discuss model-checking algorithms andshow their relations to other techniques, in automata theory and gametheory. The following section goes on to outline this in more detail.



16 Chapter 1. Introduction.1.2 Synopsis.In the beginning we give a brief collection of relevant de�nitions andfacts from lattice theory and the �xpoint theorems which are structuresand facts basic for the whole work.In computer science mainly least �xpoints have been considered. Propo-sitions for expressions containing least and greatest �xpoint operatorsdo not go beyond duality arguments so far. Chapter 3 contains the �rstcontribution of this work: an introduction of �xpoint-equation systemsas a generalization of nested and alternating �xpoint-expressions. Itentails an extensive collection of properties of �xpoint-equation sys-tems. The di�erence between more traditional equation systems and�xpoint-equation systems consists of the additional structure given tothe latter: there is an order de�ned on the equations and each equa-tion is equipped with a minimality or maximality condition. Becauseof this structure known results for solutions of equation systems overlattices do not apply for the �xpoint-equation systems. In this work�xpoint-equation systems will be interpreted over the Boolean latticefor �nite state space model-checking as well as over an in�nite productof Boolean lattices for model-checking of in�nite state spaces. Section3.2 contains de�nitions and properties for the �nite case, extendingproperties for �xpoint-equation systems over arbitrary lattices. Thein�nite case will be treated in chapter 9. Fixpoint-equation systemsinterpreted in this way are called Boolean equation systems and in�niteBoolean equation systems.Chapter 4 contains an introduction to the modal �-calculus, includingsyntax, semantics, basic notations and facts.The main point of chapter 5 is the equivalence of the model-checkingproblem for �nite state spaces and the problem of solving Booleanequation systems. Reductions to Boolean equation systems for the caseof non-alternating �-calculus expressions have already been treated byother people. The extension to the general case could be done by thewell-known �xpoint theorems. Here, in section 5, we give a reductionapplying directly to the general case. The size of a Boolean equation



1.2. Synopsis. 17system derived is linear in the size of the model and linear in the sizeof the formula. In order to get a representation of a Boolean equationsystem linear in the size of the original model-checking problem a asimple form for equations has to be de�ned following known techniques.Section 5.2 shows the reduction in the other direction. Given a Booleanequation system, we construct a formula of the modal �-calculus and amodel, such that the Boolean equation system has the solution true i�the the model satis�es the formula. The size of the model is quadraticin the size of the Boolean equation system, the size of the formula islinear.Chapter 6 deals with methods for solving Boolean equation systems,local as well as global ones. We start with a discussion of the problem,relating it to the \classical" version of Boolean equation systems with-out order on the equations and without side conditions for �xpoints.The known methods solving the model-checking problem are the ap-proximation technique and a tableau method. We interprete themon Boolean equation systems. In addition we present a new solvingtechnique for Boolean equation systems which is similar to Gau� elim-ination for linear equation systems. It leads to both, a local and aglobal algorithm. The last section contains a simple proof for solvingBoolean equation systems being in NP \ co-NP, and according to theequivalence results also the model-checking problem is contained inthis class, which is a known result.Examples for application are presented in chapter 7. Here, we focuson composing and proving di�erent liveness properties for Peterson'salgorithm solving the problem of mutual exclusion. These propertiesprovide non-trivial examples for �-calculus formulae. They are veri-�ed with an implementation of Gau� elimination for Boolean equationsystems.The model-checking problem for the modal �-calculus has been treatedin other frameworks: there exist reductions to problems in automata-and game-theory. In the �rst case all automata derived are tree-automata. In section 8.1 we show the equivalence of model-checkingand the non-emptiness-problem of alternating automata on in�nite



18 Chapter 1. Introduction.words over a single-letter alphabet with a parity acceptance condition.The model-checking problem has also been reduced to model-checkinggames. In section 8.2, we show the equivalence of deciding whether aplayer has a winning strategy for a game and solving a Boolean equa-tion system. The reduction of Boolean equation systems to model-checking gives immediately a reduction from a model-checking gameto a model-checking problem, which has been an open question.So far we have only been considering �nite state spaces. In chapter9, the theory of Boolean equation systems is extended to the in�nitecase. Boolean equation systems as they are used here are derived from�xpoint-equation systems interpreted over a (possibly in�nite) prod-uct of Boolean lattices. The equivalence of in�nite Boolean equationsystems and the model-checking problem for in�nite state spaces isproved by reductions in both directions. These results are only usefulwhen having a �nite representation of the problem which is given byset based equation systems. We present an elimination method usingideas from Gau� elimination for the �nite case and from the tableaumethod of Brad�eld and Stirling. It solves set based equation sys-tems and also the model-checking problem for the in�nite case. Smallexamples demonstrate the technique.The thesis ends with concluding remarks putting our results in a gen-eral framework.



Chapter 2Basics.2.1 Orders and lattices.The basic structure in this work are lattices; formulae of modal logicwith implication order form a lattice, the powerset of a state spaceis complete lattice. The semantic of a formula of modal logic can beinterpreted as an order preserving function between two lattices. The�xpoint operators of modal logic have to be de�ned via continuousfunctions. Therefore, we collect here the relevant de�nitions and facts.A detailed introduction into lattices and orders can be found [DP90].De�nition 2.1 A binary relation � on a set P is a partial orderif for all x; y; z 2 P :(reexivity) x � x(antisymmetry) x � y and y � x imply x = y(transitivity) x � y and y � z imply x � zA set equipped with a partial order is called an ordered set.De�nition 2.2 Given an ordered set P and a subset Q of P thegreatest element of Q is a 2 Q if a � x for all x 2 Q. Dually, theleast element of Q is a 2 Q if a � x for all x 2 Q.
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20 Chapter 2. Basics.De�nition 2.3 Let P be an ordered set. The greatest element ofP , if it exists, is called the top element of P and written >. Dually,the least element of P , if it exists, is called the bottom element ofP and written ?.Proposition 2.4 Given an ordered set P any subset Q � P is anordered set.Proposition 2.5 Let (P1;�1); : : : ; (Pn;�n) be ordered sets. Theirproduct P1� : : :�Pn can be equipped with a partial order by point-wise de�nition: (x1; : : : ; xn) � (y1; : : : ; yn) i� xi �i yi for 1 � i � n.De�nition 2.6 Let P and Q be ordered sets. The set of functionsfrom P to Q is denoted by (P ! Q). For each function f 2 (P ! Q)the domain is P and the codomain is Q.A function f 2 (P ! Q) is monotone, if for all p1; p2 2 P withp1 � p2 it is the case that f(p1) � f(p2).The set of all monotone functions is denoted by hP ! Qi.On the set of functions (P ! Q) an order is inherited from theorder on their codomain Q: Let f; g 2 (P ! Q). Then f � g iff(a) � g(a) for all a 2 A.De�nition 2.7 Let P be an ordered set and S be a subset of P .Then x 2 P is an upper bound of S, if s � x for all s 2 S. Duallyx 2 P is a lower bound of S, if x � s for all s 2 S.All upper bounds of S are collected in a set " S, the lower boundsin a set # S. The least element of " S, if it exists, is called leastupper bound of S, and denoted by WS. The greatest element of# S if it exists, is called greatest lower bound of S, and denoted byVS. They are also called the supremum and in�mum of S.Notation: For the supremum Wfx; yg we write x_ y, and x^ y for thein�mum Vfx; yg. When speaking about powersets we will use S andT instead of W and V, and [ and \ instead of _ and ^.



2.1. Orders and lattices. 21De�nition 2.8 Let P be a non-empty ordered set. P is a lattice,if x _ y and x ^ y exist for all x; y 2 P . P is a complete lattice, ifWS and VS exist for all subsets S � P .Proposition 2.9(1) In a lattice WS and VS exist for all �nite subsets S � P .(2) Every �nite lattice is complete.(3) In a complete lattice the bottom element ? and the top element> exist.(4) For any set X its powerset P(X) equipped with the set inclusionorder � is a complete lattice.(5) If P and Q are (complete) lattices then also the sets of functions(P ! Q) and hP ! Qi are (complete) lattices. Supremum andin�mum are obtained pointwise.In most cases we think of functions as represented by function expres-sions. These are built up by variables X from a set of variables X ,the operations supremum _ and in�mum ^, and a set of operatorsfOp(k1)1 ; : : : ; Op(kn)n g for some n 2 IN , where ki denotes the arity ofthe operator Op(ki)i .f ::= X j f _ f j f ^ f j Op(ki)i (f; : : : ; f)Proposition 2.10 Let P and Q be ordered sets, f : P ! Q amonotone function, and S � P such that WS and VS exist inP , and W f(S), V f(S) exist in Q. Then f(WS) � W f(S) andf(VS) � W f(S).Proposition 2.11 Products of complete lattices equipped with apartial order as in proposition 2.5 are complete lattices.De�nition 2.12 A non-empty subset S of an ordered set P isdirected, if every �nite subset F of S has an upper bound in S.



22 Chapter 2. Basics.De�nition 2.13 Let P and Q be complete lattices.Then f : P ! Q is continuous if for every directed set in P it is thecase that f(WD) = W f(D).A function that preserves ?, i.e. f(?) = ? is called strict.Proposition 2.14 Let P and Q be complete lattices. Then everymonotone function f : P ! Q is also continuous.De�nition 2.15 Given a lattice P and a function f : P ! P . Anelement x 2 P is a �xpoint of f if f(x) = x.2.2 Fixpoints and their properties.This section is a collection of various properties of �xpoints which canbe found in the literature. It starts with properties of simple �xpoints,both least and greatest. Then we look at the more general case where�xpoint operators of possibly di�erent type are nested.2.2.1 Simple �xpoints.The very basic theorem comes from Tarski [Tar55] (see also [LNS82]).It guarantees the existence of a least and greatest �xpoint for a mono-tone function over a complete lattice.Theorem 2.16 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice, f : A ! A amonotone function, and P the set of all �xpoints of f . Then P isnot empty and the system (P;�) is a complete lattice; in particularthe least �xpoint is �X:f(X) = Vfa 2 A j f(a) � ag and thegreatest �xpoint is �X:f(X) = Wfa 2 A j f(a) � ag.We will use � when referring to either � or �.The next properties (for monotone f) can be found e.g. in [Koz83].



2.2. Fixpoints and their properties. 23Proposition 2.17(1) f(�X:f(X)) = �X:f(X)(2) If f(a) � a then �X:f(X) � a.(3) If f(a) � a then �X:f(X) � a.(4) If f(a) � g(a) for all a 2 A then �X:f(X) � �X:g(X).(5) If f(a) = f(b) for all a; b 2 A then �X:f(X) = f(X).(6) �X:f(X) = �X:f(f(X))The following property is known as the reduction lemma, see for ex-ample [Koz83], [Win89].Lemma 2.18 a � �X:f(X) i� a � f(�X:(f(X) _ a))or, dually, a � �X:f(X) i� a � f(�X:(f(X) ^ a)).Tarski's theorem shows the existence of a least and greatest �xpoint,but no constructive method to yield it. This is the subject of the nextwell-known theorem based on approximants. It is presented here in itsgeneral version, using trans�nite iteration (see [LNS82]).De�nition 2.19 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice andf : A ! A a monotone function. Then ��X:f is an approximantterm, where � is an ordinal. The approximant terms are de�ned bytrans�nite induction:�0X:f(X) def= ?�0X:f(X) def= >��+1X:f(X) def= f(��X:f(X))��X:f(X) def= _�<���X:f(X)��X:f(X) def= �̂<���X:f(X)where � is a limit ordinal.



24 Chapter 2. Basics.Proposition 2.20 For a complete lattice (A;�) and a monotonefunction f : A! A�X:f(X) = _�2Ord ��X:f(X)�X:f(X) = ^�2Ord ��X:f(X)where Ord is the class of all ordinals.Moreover there exists an ordinal � of cardinality less or equal tothat of A such that for � � �:�X:f(X) = ��X:f(X)and, dually,�X:f(X) = ��X:f(X):2.2.2 Nested �xpoints.Wenow want to consider nested �xpoints, such as �X:f(X;�Y:g(X;Y ))where X and Y are variables over lattices (A;�) and (B;�), and fand g are monotone in both arguments. As a �rst step we will de�nethe inner �xpoint �Y:g(X;Y ) as a function g0 from A to B. We willabuse notation and do not introduce new names for f and g whentheir domains are interpreted in di�erent ways. For technical reasonswe assume from now on that there are not two di�erent variables in anested �xpoint expression having the same names.De�nition 2.21 Let (A;�) and (B;�) be complete lattices, g amonotone function on A � B to B. Then the least �xpoint withrespect to B is a function from A to B�Y:g(X;Y ) def= Vfg0 2 (A! B) j g(X; g0(X)) � g0(X)gand the greatest �xpoint is�Y:g(X;Y ) def= Wfg0 2 (A! B) j g(X; g0(X)) � g0(X)g.



2.2. Fixpoints and their properties. 25Proposition 2.22 The least (greatest) �xpoint of g : A� B ! Bis a monotone function g0 : A! B and it is the case thatg0(a) = �Y:g(a; Y ) (g0(a) = �Y:g(a; Y )) for every a 2 A, whereg(a; Y ) : B ! A and �Y:g(b; Y ) follows de�nition 2.16.Proof: straightforward �The monotonicity of g0 implies that f(X; g0(X)) is a monotone functionfrom A to A and its �xpoints are well de�ned according to de�nition2.16. The application to arbitrary nesting of �xpoints works straight-forwardly. In the remark below g0 might be a vector of functionsresulting from inner �xpoints and all domains could be interpreted as(possibly empty) products of complete lattices.Remark 2.23 We want to point out, that there exist two ba-sically di�erent interpretations of the inner �xpoints which haveconsequences for algorithms calculating them. The �rst one is themore common one: g0 as a function on A to B is de�ned pointwise,g0(a) def= �Y:g(a; Y ). For every argument a 2 A we get the simplefunction g(a; Y ) on B to B and the application of a �xpoint operator�Y is well de�ned. This interpretation gives rise to the approxima-tion based algorithms. Evaluation of g0 at a is done by a simpleapproximation of �Y:g(a; Y ) as in proposition 2.20.The other interpretation focuses on the fact, that in some cases wecan explicitly calculate the function g0, not in a pointwise manner,but as a function expression with a free variable Y . Here the evalu-ation of g0(a) consists of a simple function evaluation and not of anapproximation.Beki�c's theorem [Bek84] for eliminationof simultaneous �xpoints showshow a simultaneous �xpoint can be transformed to a nested �xpointexpression.Theorem 2.24 Let (A;�) and (B;�) be complete lattices,f : A �B ! A and g : A� B ! B monotone functions.Then �(X;Y ):(f(X;Y ); g(X;Y )) = a; b, wherea = �X:f(X;�Y:g(X;Y )), and b = �Y:g(a; Y ):



26 Chapter 2. Basics.



Chapter 3Fixpoint-equationsystems.We introduce �xpoint-equation systems extending the notion of nested�xpoint expressions. The intention of this chapter is to provide thetechnical basis for the rest of the work. Therefore, apart from de�-nitions of syntax and semantics it contains an extensive collection ofproperties of �xpoint-equation systems. In the �rst section the generalcase of �xpoint-equation systems is investigated, where they are inter-preted over arbitrary complete lattices. For the issue of this work therequired domains are the Boolean lattice and a possibly in�nite prod-uct of Boolean lattices. The second section focuses on the �xpoint-equation systems over the Boolean lattice, Boolean equation systems.For this case some de�nitions simplify and we get a number of furtherproperties. Proofs of this chapter are shifted to the appendix.
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28 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.3.1 Fixpoint - equation systems forcomplete lattices.First syntax and semantics1 are de�ned, then we give a translationfrom �xpoint expressions to �xpoint equation systems. The main partof this section contains an extensive collection of properties of �xpoint-equation systems.In the following we consider sequences of functions f1; f2; : : : over a lat-tice (A;�). Often, free variables will be substituted by the same valuesin each function. Instead of performing explicitly the substitution ineach function we collect the values of the variables in a valuation, calledenvironment. �; �1; : : : will range over environments, where each � isa function � : X ! A.A function f can be applied to an environment �, and the result f(�)is the value of the function f after substituting each free variable X off by �(X). By �[X=a] we denote the environment that coincides with� for all variables except X, i.e. �(Y ) = (� [X=a])(Y ) for Y 6� X, and(�[X=a])(X) = a. In the remainder [X=a] has priority over all otheroperations, and �[X=a] always stands for (�[X=a]).The order on a lattice (A;�) extends naturally to an order on environ-ments over A (see De�niton 2.6). We have �1 � �2 i� for all variablesX 2 X it is the case that �1(X) � �2(X). Thus the set of environ-ments (for a �xed set of variables X ) forms a lattice. Obviously, thelattice operations _ and ^ can be applied also to environments wheninterpreting them pointwise.De�nition 3.1 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice.A �xpoint-equation system over A is a �nite sequence of equationsof the form (�X = f), where f : An ! A for some n 2 IN is amonotone function.The empty sequence is denoted by �.1The version of notation used here was inspired from Vergauwen [Ver95] whopointed me to it for the special case of �xpoint-equation systems over the Booleanlattice. It turned out to be more compact than earlier versions.



3.1. Fixpoint - equation systems for complete lattices. 29In the following E ; E 0; E1; : : : will range over �xpoint-equation systems.For technical reasons we assume that no two equations of a �xpoint-equation system E have the same left hand side variable. Variableswhich appear on the left hand side of an equation of E are collected inthe set lhs(E), i.e. lhs((�X=f) E) def= fXg [ lhs(E). Variables on theright side of an equation of E are collected in the set rhs(E). Variablesof rhs(E) which are contained in lhs(E) are called bound. Variableswhich are not bound are free, free(E) def= rhs(E) n lhs(E). A block ina �xpoint-equation system E is a set of consecutive equations of E allhaving the same �xpoint operator in front.The order de�ned below reects the linear order of equations in a�xpoint-equation system. It will be applied to both equations andvariables.De�nition 3.2 Let (�X=f) E be a �xpoint-equation system and�0Y =g an equation of E . Then �X=f C �0Y =g and also X C Y .As usual X E Y abbreviates (X C Y or X = Y ).A �xpoint-equation system E 0 is a subsystem of a �xpoint-equationsystem E , if for each pair of equations with (�XX=fX ) C (�Y Y =fY )in E 0 both equations are contained in E and ordered in the same way.A subsystem E 0 of a �xpoint-equation system E is called closed withrespect to E, if free(E 0) � free(E).De�nition 3.3 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice, (�X = f) E a�xpoint-equation system over A, and � : X ! A an environment.The solution of a �xpoint-equation system relative to � is anenvironment de�ned by structural induction:[�] � def= �[(�X=f) E ] � def= [E ] � [X=�X:f([E ]�)][(�X=f) E ] � def= [E ] � [X=�X:f([E ]�)]where�X:f([E ] �) = Vfa j a � f([E ] � [X=a])g�X:f([E ] �) = Wfa j a � f([E ] � [X=a])g



30 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.Note, that if all variables of rhs(E) are bound, then [E ] �1 = [E ] �2holds for all environments �1; �2.De�nition 3.4 Given a �xpoint-equation system E we de�ne alexicographic order �E on environments.�1 �� �2 i� �1 = �2Let E � (�X=f) E 0.�1 �E �2 i� �1(X) < �2(X) or �1(X) = �2(X) and �1 �E0 �2.Dually, if E � (�X=f) E 0, then�1 �E �2 i� �1(X) > �2(X) or �1(X) = �2(X) and �1 �E0 �2.There exists an alternative characterization of the solution of a �xpoint-equation system, which in some contexts will be more suitable.Proposition 3.5 The solution of [�] � is �.The solution of [(�X = f) E ] � is the lexicographically least (w.r.t(�X=f) E) environment �1 satisfying:(1) f(�1) = �1(X) and(2) �1 is the solution of [E ] � [X = �1(X) ].De�nition 3.6 For E = (�1X1=f1)(�2X2=f2) : : : (�nXn=fn)let E (i) def= (�iXi=fi) : : : (�nXn=fn) for 1 � i � n.Corollary 3.7 If [E ] � = �0 then [E (i)] � 0 = �0 for 1 � i � n.The characterization of the solution will be illustrated by an exampleover the Boolean lattice IB = ffalse; trueg, where false < true.Example: Let (�X1 = X2 ^ X4) (�X2 = X3 _ X1) (�X3 = X4 ^X2) (�X4=X1 _X3) be a �xpoint-equation system over IB.Starting from the �xpoint-equation system consisting only of the lastequation �X4=X1 _X3 we will select stepwise all environments ful-�lling point (2) of proposition 3.5, then those ful�lling point (1), andin the next step the remaining environments are considered for theequation system with one equation more.



3.1. Fixpoint - equation systems for complete lattices. 31For readability we write an environment � here as a vector (b1; b2; b3; b4),meaning an environment � where �(Xi) = bi.For the equation system consisting of the last equation E (4) � (�X4=X1 _X3), it is the case that[E (4)] (true ; false; false; true ) = (true ; false; false; true )[E (4)] (true ; false; true ; true ) = (true ; false; true ; true )[E (4)] (true ; true ; false; true ) = (true ; true ; false; true )[E (4)] (true ; true ; true ; true ) = (true ; true ; true ; true )[E (4)] (false; false; true ; true ) = (false; false; true ; true )[E (4)] (false; true ; true ; true ) = (false; true ; true ; true )[E (4)] (false; true false; false) = (false; true false; false)[E (4)] (false; false; false; false) = (false; false; false; false)Now we go on with E (3) � (�X3=X4 ^X2) (�X4=X1 _X3)Each of the environments above ful�ll point (2) of proposition 3.5, butnot all of them ful�ll point (1), i.e., the equation X3 =X4 ^X2; thefollowing do:(true; false; false; true)(true; true; true; true)(false; true; true; true)(false; false; false; false)Note that for all these four environments it is[E (3)] � = [(�X3=X4 ^X2) (�X4=X1 _X3)] � = �The next step is to select these environments � which ful�ll also theequation X2=X3 _X1. These are:(true; true; true; true)(false; true; true; true)(false; false; false; false)But here it is the not the case that each of these satis�es[E (2)] � = [(�X2=X3 _X1) (�X3=X4 ^X2) (�X4=X1 _X3)] � = �.



32 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.For (true; true; true; true) we have[E (2)] (true; true; true; true)= [(�X2=X3 _X1) (�X3=X4 ^X2) (�X4=X1 _X3)](true; true; true; true)= [(�X2=X3 _ true) (�X3=X4 ^X2) (�X4= true _X3)](true; true; true; true)= [(�X2= true) (�X3=X4 ^X2) (�X4= true] (true; true; true; true)= (true; true; true; true)On the other hand, (false; true ; true ; true ) and (false; false; false; false) co-incide in the free variable of E (2), which is X1 and equals to false.Both ful�ll point (1) and (2) of proposition 3.5. Hence solution isonly the lexicographiclly smaller one with respect to E (2), which is(false; false; false; false) (because of the mu-�xpoint in the equation ofX2).Both environments (true; true; true; true) and (false; false; false; false) ful�llequation X1 = X2 ^ X4 and the lexicographically smaller one, here(true; true; true; true) (because of the �-�xpoint of X1) is the solution ofthe equation system. CUnfortunately, the de�nition of the solution of a Boolean equationsystem is not very intuitive, and an interesting question is, whetherthere exists a more illuminating characterization.A natural idea is to determine the set of all environments that ful�ll allequations �(Xi) = fi(�), and then, according to the �xpoint operators,select one environment as the solution.Unfortunately this approach cannot work. Counterexamples can befound in section 6.1 and also some more discussion of this point.The question for a clearer characterization of the solution is closelyrelated to the methods which determine the solution. This will betreated in chapter 6.Fixpoint equation systems are introduced as an extended notation fornested �xpoint expressions. We now de�ne a transformation from�xpoint expressions to �xpoint-equation systems and show that thesemantic is preserved.



3.1. Fixpoint - equation systems for complete lattices. 33The transformation is divided into two functions. One, E, maps thetree-like structure of a �xpoint expression to a sequence of expressions.The other one, E0 turns expressions into �xpoint equations. We startwith an example and give the formal de�nition afterwards.Example:E( �X:((�Y:X _ Y ) ^ (�Z:X ^ Z)) )= (�X= E0( (�Y:X _ Y ) ^ (�Z:X ^ Z) ))E( (�Y:X _ Y ) ^ (�Z:X ^ Z) )= (�X= E0(�Y:X _Y )^E0(�Z:X ^Z)) E(�Y:X _Y ) E(�Z:X ^Z)= (�X=Y ^ Z) (�Y = E0(X _ Y )) (�Z= E0(X ^ Z))= (�X=Y ^ Z) (�Y =X _ Y ) (�Z=X ^ Z)De�nition 3.8 Let �X:f be a �xpoint expression over a lattice(A;�), where f is a monotone function on A consisting of constants,variables, �xpoint expressions, the lattice operations _ and ^ andadditionally a set of monotone ki-ary operations on A, denoted byOp(ki)i for some i 2 IN . Assume that in �X:f names are unique, i.e.each variable is bound only once by a �xpoint operator. E maps�X:f to a �xpoint-equation system and is de�ned as follows:E(a) = �E(X) = �E(f1 ^ f2) = E(f1)E(f2)E(f1 _ f2) = E(f1)E(f2)E(Op(ki)i (f1; : : : ; fki)) = E(f1) : : :E(fki )E(�X:f) = (�X=E0(f)) (E(f))E0(a) = aE0(X) = XE0(f1 ^ f2) = E0(f1) ^E0(f2)E0(f1 _ f2) = E0(f1) _E0(f2)E0(Op(ki)i (f1; : : : ; fki)) = Op(ki)i (E0(f1); : : : ;E0(fki ))E0(�X:f) = X



34 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.Proposition 3.9 Let �X:f be a �xpoint expression over a lattice(A;�) and � an arbitrary environment.Then (�X:f)(�) = ([E(�X:f)] �)(X).The proof of this proposition requires the following lemma:Lemma 3.10 Let E1 and E2 be �xpoint-equation systems, suchthat� lhs(E1) \ lhs(E2) = ;,� lhs(E1) \ rhs(E2) = ;,� lhs(E2) \ rhs(E1) = ;.Then [E1][E2]� = [E1E2]�Note that a straightforward transformation back froma �xpoint-equationsystem to a (nested) �xpoint expression is not always possible. ForBoolean equation systems in the context of �-calculus model checkingwe will show a method in section 5.2. In general, a �xpoint-equationsystem can be transformed back to a set of (nested) �xpoint expres-sions. For example (�X = Y )(�U =V ) is a �xpoint-equation system,and �X:Y and �U:V are (the only sensible) �xpoint expressions cor-responding to it.Another example is (�X=Z)(�Y =X)(�Z=Y ) . It might correspondto the expression �X:�Z:�Y:X, but the transformation of this expres-sion to a �xpoint-equation system gives (�X=Z)(�Z=Y )(�Y =X).In the following we present a collection of properties of �xpoint equa-tion systems which describe equivalence and order relations on theirsolutions. The �rst one states that a �xpoint-equation system is amonotone operator on environments.Lemma 3.11 If �1 � �2 then [E ] �1 � [E ] �2.It is easy to see that in the lemma above only for variables X that arefree in E we need the condition �1(X) � �2(X). Hence the order ofthe environments de�ned pointwise on all variables can be restrictedto the variables which are free in E .



3.1. Fixpoint - equation systems for complete lattices. 35Corollary 3.12 [E ] �1 _ [E ] �2 � [E ]( �1 _ �2), and[E ] �1 ^ [E ] �2 � [E ]( �1 ^ �2).We de�ne an equivalence relation � and an order - on �xpoint-equation systems, relating those that have the same solution, or solu-tions ordered by � respectively, for all environments. It extends theequivalence relation � de�ned in [Ver95] for Boolean equation systems.De�nition 3.13De�ne E1 � E2 i� [E1] � = [E2] � for all environments �.De�ne E1 - E2 i� [E1] � � [E2] � for all environments �.Equivalence and ordering of �xpoint-equation systems is preserved forpre�xing of equations. For equivalence on Boolean equation systemsthis result was stated in [Ver95].Lemma 3.14 If E1 � E2 then EE1 � EE2.If E1 - E2 then EE1 - EE2.De�nition 3.15 Let for some n 2 IN� E1 � (�1X1=f1) : : : (�nXn=fn),� E2 � (�1X1=g1) : : : (�nXn=gn).Then E1 � E2 i� fi � gi.E1 _ E2 def= (�1X1 = f1 _ g1) : : : (�nXn = fn _ gn),E1 ^ E2 def= (�1X1 = f1 ^ g1) : : : (�nXn = fn ^ gn),Lemma 3.16 If E1 � E2 then also E1 - E2Corollary 3.17 [E1] � _ [E2] � � [E1 _ E2] � , and[E1] � ^ [E2] � � [E1 ^ E2] � .



36 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.This corollary will be illustrated by an example, where even in thecase that both systems have the same solution their disjunction has agreater one:Example: Again the lattice is (IB;�). Consider two �xpoint-equationsystems E1 � (�X1=X2) (�X2=X2) (�X3=X1) and E2 � (�X1=X3) (�X2=X3) (�X3=X2)Both have the same solution (false; false; false) for any �. However, thesolution of their disjunction (�X1=X2 _X3) (�X2=X2 _X3) (�X3=X1 _X2) is (true; true; true). CThere are other simple, desirable properties which surprisingly do nothold. We demonstrate here one of them.If E1 - E2 then E _ E1 - E _ E2 and E ^ E1 - E ^ E2Counterexample: Let E ; E1; E2 be �xpoint-equation systems over theBoolean lattice (IB;�).E1 � (�X1=X1) (�X2=X2) (�X3=X3)E2 � (�X1=X2) (�X2=X3) (�X3=X2)E � (�X1=X2) (�X2=X1) (�X3=X3)E1 has the solution (false; true; true) and E2 has the solution (true; true; true).Hence E1 - E2.The solution of E is (false; false; true). E1 ^ E has also the solution(false; false; true), E2 ^E has (false; false; false) as solution. Here E ^E2 -E ^ E1. CThe following lemma extends a property for Boolean equation systemsin [Ver95] to �xpoint-equation systems.Lemma 3.18 If ([(�X=f) E ] � )(X) = ([(�X=g) E ] � )(X)then [(�X=f) E ] � = [(�X=g) E ] �:The next both lemmata deal with a quite natural property: whenknowing parts of the solution then these parts may be \removed" fromthe equation system preserving the solution. This allows stepwise solv-ing and reduction methods for �xpoint-equation systems.



3.1. Fixpoint - equation systems for complete lattices. 37Lemma 3.19 Let� E � E1 (�X=f) E2,� ([E ] � )(X) = a, and� E 0 � E1 (�X=a) E2.Then [E ] � = [E 0] � .Lemma 3.20 [E1 (�X = a) E2] � = [E1 E2] � [X=a].The following lemmata describe properties of the solution of a �xpoint-equation system when interchanging equations or switching the �x-point operator, from � to �, or the other way round. From Beki�c'sTheorem 2.24 it follows that interchanging subsequent equations withthe same �xpoint operator does not inuence the solution. The sameholds for equations with di�erent �xpoint operators if the variables ofboth equations are di�erent. Otherwise interchanging equations im-plies di�erent solutions which are ordered pointwise. This property isslightly surprising having in mind the characterization of a solutionwhich refers to lexicographic ordering (Proposition 3.5).Lemma 3.21 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] �,� �2 def= [E1 (�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2] �.Then �1 = �2.Lemma 3.22 If� X1 is not free in f2,� X2 is not free in f1,� �1 def= [E1 (�1X1=f1) (�2X2=f2) E2] �� �2 def= [E1 (�2X2=f2) (�1X1=f1) E2] �Then �1 = �2.



38 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.Lemma 3.23 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] � ,� �2 def= [E1 (�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2] � .Then it is �1 � �2, and moreover, if the inequality is strict then�1(X1) < �2(X1) and �1(X2) < �2(X2).Lemma 3.24 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X=f) E2] �,� �2 def= [E1 (�X=f) E2] �.Then it is �1 � �2, and moreover, if the inequality is strict then�1(X) < �2(X).Often we need some standard representation of �xpoint-equation sys-tems, where each right hand side contains at most one of the operators_ or ^. Every �xpoint-equation system can be transformed into sucha form by introduction of additional \fresh" variables.Lemma 3.25([(�X=f1 ^ f2) E ] �)(Y ) = ([(�X=f1 ^X0) (�0X0=f2) E ] �)(Y ),([(�X=f1 _ f2)E ] �)(Y ) = ([(�X=f1 _X 0)(�0X 0=f2)E ] �)(Y ),where X 0 is a new variable, i.e. (*) X 0 does not occur on the righthand side of E or in f1 or f2, and (**) Y 6= X0.For reduction of �xpoint-equation systems the next property is useful:within a block duplicate equations may be removed.Lemma 3.26 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f) (�X2=f) E2] �� �02 def= [E1[X1=X2] (�X2=f [X1=X2]) E2[X1=X2]] �� �2 def= �02[X1=�02(X2)]Then �1 = �2.



3.2. Boolean equation systems. 393.2 Boolean equation systems.Wenow introduce Boolean equation systems as a special case of �xpoint-equation systems, where the underlying lattice is the Boolean latticeftrue; falseg with false < true. Of course, syntax and semantics as de-�ned in section 3 apply also to Boolean equation systems. However,interpreted over the Boolean lattice dealing with �xpoints gets simpler,and we will reintroduce syntax and semantics for this special case. Inorder to distinguish the Boolean case also syntactically we choose [[ ]]instead of [ ] as semantic brackets.Let X be a set of Boolean variables, and f; g; : : : range over Booleanexpressions. Analogously to de�nition 3.1 we de�ne:De�nition 3.27 The set of negation free Boolean expressions overa countable set of variables X is denoted by IB+(X ).A Boolean equation is of the form �X=f , where � 2 f�; �g, X is aBoolean variable X 2 X , and f 2 IB+(X ).A Boolean equation system is a sequence of Boolean equations. Theempty sequence � is a Boolean equation system; if �X=f is a Booleanequation and E is a Boolean equation system, then (�X=f) E is alsoa Boolean equation system.Dealing with �xpoints gets much simpler over the Boolean lattice.The following two lemmata show that the least and greatest �xpointsof Boolean functions can be represented as functions themselves. Incontrast to standard de�nitions it is not necessary to evaluate thempointwise. (See also de�nition 2.21 and remark 2.23.)Lemma 3.28 Suppose f(X) is a monotone Boolean function in thesingle variableX. Then �X:f(X) = f(false) and �X:f(X) = f(true).Lemma 3.29 Suppose f(X1; : : : ; Xn) is a monotone Boolean func-tion from IBn to IB. Then its least and greatest �xpoints withrespect to X1 are �X1:f(X1; : : : ; Xn) = f(false; X2; : : : ; Xn) and�X1:f(X1; : : : ; Xn) = f(true; X2; : : : ; Xn) and both are monotonefunction from IBn�1 to IB.



40 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.Proposition 3.30 Let E be a Boolean equation system, �X=f aBoolean equation, � an environment, b� = false and b� = true. Thenfor the solution of a Boolean equation system it is the case that:[[�]] � = �[[(�X=f) E]] � = [[E ]] � [X =f( [[E ]] � [X=b�] ) ]:Example: Consider the equation system �X1=X1 and arbitrary �.[[�X1=X1]] � = [[�]] �[X1=(X1)([[�]] �[X1=true])]= �[X1=(X1)(�[X1=true])]= �[X1=true]Hence the solution of this Boolean equation system is X1 = true. CThe size of a Boolean equation system E is de�ned as the number ofits variables and the size of all its right-hand side expressions,j�j def= 0j(�X=f) Ej def= 1 + jf j+ jEj:The size of a negation free Boolean expression jf j is the number ofvariables and constants contained in f .A Boolean equation system E is in simple form, if each right-hand sideexpression consists of conjunctions, or disjunctions, or a single variableor a constant.In some contexts it is useful to restrict the size of the right-hand sizeexpressions to 2. This gives rise to the following de�nition of a standardform for Boolean equation systems.A Boolean equation system E is in standard form, if� lhs(E) = fX1; : : : ; Xng for some n 2 IN� if Xi C Xj then i < j� each right-hand side expression consists of a disjunction Xi _Xj, aconjunction Xi^Xj , a single variable Xi or a constant true or false.



3.2. Boolean equation systems. 41Proposition 3.31 For each Boolean equation system E there existsa Boolean equation system E 0 in standard form and a renamingfunction �, such that ([[E ]] �)(X) = ([[E 0]] �)(�(X)), and E 0 has sizelinear in the size of E .A Boolean equation system can be devided into blocks. A block isde�ned as a set of consecutive equations of E having the same �xpointoperator in front. Hence we can distinguish �-blocks and �-blocks.The linear orderings E and C on the equations of a Boolean equationsystem extends naturally to an order E and C on the blocks of aBoolean equation system. We now de�ne active variables, nestingdepth and alternation depth for Boolean equation systems..De�nition 3.32 Let� E be a Boolean equation system,� �XX=fX , �Y Y =fY be equations of E ,� �XX=fX C �Y Y =fYThen X is active in �Y Y =fY i�� there is a free occurrence of X in �Y Y =fY , or� some variable Z is free in �Y Y =fY , X C Z C Y and X is activein �ZZ=fZ .A variable X is active in a block Ej , if it is active in any equation ofEj.A block Ei is active in a block Ej, if some variable X in an equation�XX=fX of Ei is active in Ej.When de�ning the nesting depth and alternation depth of �xpointoperators for expressions we have to take into account that the subfor-mula order is a partial order. In the case of Boolean equation systemswe have just a linear order on the equations. However, the partial orderis reected by the possible applications of lemma 3.22 to interchangeequations.



42 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.De�nition 3.33 The nesting depth of a Boolean equation systemE is the minimal number of blocks of all Boolean equation systemsthat can be derived from E by (repeated) interchanging of equationsaccording to lemma 3.22.De�nition 3.34 Let� E be a Boolean equation system,� �1X1 = f1 C : : : C �nXn = fn a chain of Boolean equations ofmaximal length, such that for every 1 � i < n(1) Xi is active in �i+1Xi+1 = fi+1,(2) Xn is free in fn, and(3) �i 6= �i+1,Then E has alternation depth n, i.e. ad(E) = n.Section 3 contains a number of properties of �xpoint equation systems,which are, of course, also valid for the special case of Boolean equationsystems. In addition to these there exist more properties for Booleanequation systems, which will be needed in later chapters.The complementation E of a Boolean equation system is de�ned in-ductively as follows:� = �(�X=f) E = (�X=f ) E;where � = �� = �true = falsefalse = trueX = X for X 2 Xf1 ^ f2 = f1 _ f2f1 _ f2 = f1 ^ f2The complement � of an environment � is de�ned as �(X) = �(X).The complementation lemma for Boolean equation systems is:Lemma 3.35 ([[E ]] �)(X) = false i� ([[E]] �)(X) = true.



3.2. Boolean equation systems. 43The next is a very strong property about a reduction of Boolean equa-tion systems preserving their solution. Having a Boolean equationsystem E in standard form we can construct a new Boolean equa-tion system E 0 in the following way: all equations having conjunctionsor constants on their right-hand side are unchanged and become equa-tions of E 0. In every equation of E with a disjunction on the right-handside one disjunct is selected as the new right-hand side for the equationin E 0. Note that E 0 contains no proper disjunctions and we say, sucha system is in conjunctive form. The order of variables in E and E 0is the same. From de�nition 3.15 and lemma 3.16 we know alreadythat for every environment � the solution of E 0 is lower or equal to thesolution of E . The following proposition says even more: for every �there exists a choice of disjuncts, such that E and E 0 have the samesolution. The dual property holds when choosing conjuncts instead ofdisjuncts.Proposition 3.36 Given a Boolean equation system E and anenvironment � there exist Boolean equation systems E 0 and E 00 withthe properties:� E 0 is in conjunctive form,� E 0 � E , and� [[E 0]] � = [[E ]] �.For E 00 the dual properties hold:� E 00 is in disjunctive form,� E 00 � E , and� [[E 00]] � = [[E ]] �.Corollary 3.37 For Boolean equation system E and an environ-ment � there exists a Boolean equation system E 0 with the followingproperties:� [[E ]] � = [[E 0]] �, and� E 0 is derived from E by selecting in every equation one variableof the right hand expression.



44 Chapter 3. Fixpoint-equation systems.Proof: Apply proposition 3.36 for the disjunctive and then for theconjunctive case. �



Chapter 4The modal �-calculus.This chapter gives an introduction to the modal �-calculus accordingto Kozen's propositional �-calculus [Koz83]. The modal �-calculus hasbeen widely studied and detailed introductions can be found in severalplaces, such as [Sti93] and [Eme91]. Here we will briey review thelogic and its properties and we give associated de�nitions relevant toour work.4.1 Syntax and semantics.The syntax of the modal �-calculus is de�ned with respect to a set Qof atomic propositions including true and false, a �nite set L of actionlabels and a denumerable set Z of propositional variables. A formulaof the modal �-calculus is an expression of the form:� ::= Z j Q j :� j � ^ � j [a]� j �Z:�;where Z 2 Z, Q 2 Q and a 2 L, and where in �Z:� every freeoccurrence of Z in � falls under an even number of negations. Thestandard conventions for the derived operators and abbreviations are:�1 _�2 def= :(:�1 ^ :�2)hai� def= :[a]:�[K]� def= Va2K [a]�hKi� def= Wa2K hai�
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46 Chapter 4. The modal �-calculus.[�K]� def= [L nK ]�[�]� def= [L]��Z:� def= :�Z::�[Z=:Z];where K � L, and �[Z=:Z] means the syntactical substitution ofevery occurrence of Z in � by :Z.We denote the set of all modal �-calculus formulae by �L, and thesubset of �xpoint free formulae by �0.A formula is in positive normal form, if negations apply only toatomic propositions and no variable is quanti�ed twice. Every for-mula can be transformed syntactically into positive normal form byusing the derived operators, applying the De Morgan rules and re-naming variables. Therefore, we can restrict the set of formulae to thepositive fragment assuming that for every atomic proposition Q 2 Qthe negation of Q is also an atomic proposition, i.e. an element of Q.In this sense, an equivalent de�nition of the syntax is:� ::= Z j Q j � ^� j � _ � j [a]� j hai� j �Z:� j �Z:�In the following we will refer only to formulae of the positive fragmentand assume that they are in normal form.Formulae of the modal �-calculus with the set L of action labels areinterpreted relative to a labelled transition system T = (S; f a!j a 2Lg), where S is a possibly in�nite set of states and a!� S�S for everya 2 L a binary relation on states. The union of all relations is denotedby ! def= Sa2L a!. A valuation function V assigns to every atomicproposition Q in Q and propositional variable Z in Z a set of statesV(Q) � S and V(Z) � S meaning that proposition Q and variable Zhold for every state in V(Q) and V(Z). The pair T and V is called amodel M of the modal �-calculus. The semantics of each �-calculusformula � is the set of states jj�jjTV . A state s satis�es a formula �,written as s j=M �, i� s 2jj�jjTV , which is de�ned inductively as follows:jjQjjTV = V(Q)jjZjjTV = V(Z)



4.1. Syntax and semantics. 47jj�1 _ �2jjTV = jj�1jjTV [ jj�2jjTVjj�1 ^ �2jjTV = jj�1jjTV \ jj�2jjTVjj[a]�jjTV = [[a]]T jj�jjTVjjhai�jjTV = hhaiiT jj�jjTVjj�Z:�jjTV = \fS0 � S jjj�jjTV[Z=S0]� S0gjj�Z:�jjTV = [fS0 � S j S0 �jj�jjTV[Z=S0]gwhere [[a]]TS0 def= fs j 8s02S: if s a! s0 then s02S0ghhaiiT S0 def= fs j 9s02S0:s a! s0gExamples for �-calculus formulae will be given below. First we wantto introduce some technical terms.The size of a transition system includes the number of states and thenumber of transitions, jT j def= jSj+ j!j.The branching degree j�-R j is the maximal number of successors thatany state of the transition system has, j�-R j def= maxs2S jfs0 j s! s0gj.An upper bound for the branching degree is the number of states jSj.The size of a formula j�j is de�ned as follows:jZj = jQj = 1j�1 _ �2j = j�1j+ j�2jj�1 ^ �2j = j�1j+ j�2jj[a]�j = 1 + j�jjhai�j = 1 + j�jj�Z:�j = 1 + j�jj�Z:�j = 1 + j�jDe�nition 4.1 As usual, subformulae of a formula � are de�nedinductively on the structure of �. If 	 is a subformula of � we willwrite � E 	, and � C 	 if it is a proper subformula.



48 Chapter 4. The modal �-calculus.De�nition 4.2 In a formula �Z:	 each occurrence of the variableZ is bound. An occurrence of X in � is bound, if it is bound in anysubformula of �. An occurrence of a variable which is not bound iscalled free.We now want to introduce the notions of nesting depth and alter-nation depth of �xpoint operators for formulae of �L. The latterwill be de�ned via active variables as introduced by Kozen [Koz83].Alternation depth was de�ned by Emerson and Lei [EL86] and is arelevant size for many model checking algorithms. Niwi�nski [Niw86]gave a more sensible de�nition for alternation depth which we will usewith a minor extension. Its de�nition based on active variables followsKaivola [Kai96]. There a more detailed discussion of these conceptscan be found. A small example for demonstrating the di�erences is:the Emerson-Lei alternation depth of �X:�Y:�Z:X is 3, its Niwi�nskialternation depth is 2, whereas we want it to be 1.De�nition 4.3 Let� � be a formula,� � E �1X1:	1 C : : : C �nXn:	n a chain of subformulae of maxi-mal length.Then � has nesting depth n, i.e. nd(�) = n.De�nition 4.4 Let� � be a modal �-calculus formula,� 	 be a subformula of �, i.e. � E 	, and� Z a variable.Then Z is active in 	 i�� there is a free occurrence of Z in 	, or� some variable Z0 is free in 	, � E �Z 0:	0 E 	, and Z is activein �Z 0:	0.



4.2. Basic formulae. 49De�nition 4.5 Let� � be a formula,� � E �1X1:	1 C : : : C �nXn:	n a chain of subformulae of maxi-mal length, such that for every 1 � i < n(1) Xi is active in �i+1Xi+1:	i+1,(2) Xn is free in 	n, and(3) �i 6= �i+1.Then � has alternation depth n, i.e. ad(�) = n.Note that our extension consists of point (2) in the previous de�nition.Leaving it out would give Niwi�nski alternation depth.4.2 Basic formulae.It needs some practice to read and create �-calculus formulae. How-ever, there are only a few basic structures, from which formulae arebuilt up, and we want to explain them here.The �rst aspect to make clear is the di�erence between the modalities[a] and hai. The formula [a]� is true at a state for which necessarilythe a-successors ful�ll �, the formula hai� is true at a state for whichpossibly the a-successors ful�ll �.ccc���s0 s1 j= Qs2 j= Qaa s3b ccc���t0 t1 j= Qt2 j= :Qaa t3b bu0 u3For the �rst transition system, we have s0 j= haiQ and s0 j= [a]Q. Forthe second one it is t0 j= haiQ, because t0 has an a-successor ful�llingQ, but t0 6j= [a]Q, as t0 also has an a-successor ful�lling :Q. In thethird transition system we get u0 6j= haiQ, due to the absence of an a-successor, but u0 j= [a]Q, because there is no a-successor not ful�llingQ.



50 Chapter 4. The modal �-calculus.Crucial is the di�erence between least and greatest �xpoints. In gen-eral, least �xpoints describe �nite behaviour, greatest �xpoints addi-tionaly also in�nite behaviour. In the transition systems below weassume :Q at each state, where the opposite is not stated explicitly.v1 aa v2 j= Q w1 aa w2a w3j= QaThe formula �Z:haiZ _Q stands for the property \there exists an a-path on which eventually Q will hold". It holds both states v1 andw1. The universal counterpart \on all paths eventually Q will hold",expressed by �Z:[a]Z _ Q, holds for v1, but not for w1, because onthe in�nite path w1w2w1w2 : : : the atomic proposition Q never holds.Considering the semantic de�nition of a least �xpoint, we have thatthe subset fw3g satis�es the inequality:jj[a]X _QjjTV[Z=fw3g] = [[a]]T fw3g [ fw3g = ; [ fw3g � fw3gIt follows that in the intersection of all sets satisfying the inequalityw1 is not contained, and hence is not an element of the least �xpoint,which coincides with the informal argumentation above.With a greatest �xpoint, the proposition \on all a-paths always Qholds" can be formulated as �Z:[a]Z ^ Q. In the transition systemsabove it only holds at w3.Combining least and greatest �xpoints allows us to express more com-plicated properties. The formula �Z:�X:(([a]Z^Q)_[a]X) correspondsto the proposition \on all in�nite a-paths in�nitely often Q holds". Tomake the structure plausible, consider the two fragments of the for-mula �X:(([a]Z ^Q) _ [a]X) saying \eventually ([a]Z ^Q) will hold"and �Z:([a]Z ^ Q) saying \always Q will hold". Combining them inone formula gives \always, either Q holds, or, if it does not, then even-tually Q will hold" which is equivalent to the �rst explanation above.In the transition systems above, this formula satis�es v1 and w3. Theexistential version �Z:�X:((haiZ ^Q) _ haiX) holds also for w1.As last example consider the property \eventually Q will always hold",



4.3. Properties of the modal �-calculus. 51expressed by the formula �X:�Z:(([a]Z ^Q) _ [a]X). Here, the least�xpoint is the outermost and the di�erence to the previous formulalies in the order of \always eventually" and \eventually always".In chapter 7 we use some more sophisticated formulae, but they areexplainable with the basic examples discussed in this section.4.3 Properties of the modal �-calculus.The modal �-calculus is a branching time logic, in that at each stateall successors or some successor may be considered. In fact, this isthe only way of looking at the next state within a path. It stands incontrast to linear time (temporal) logic. There, the models are setsof runs and in each run there is one unique successor for each state. Abranching time property which cannot be expressed in linear time is:it is always possible to continue in such a way that eventually Q holds.ExpressivenessThe modal �-calculus subsumes many other temporal logics, such asPropositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [FR79], PDL-� [Str82], Compu-tation Tree Logic (CTL) [CE81], its extended versions CTL* [EH86],and ECTL* [VW83], Hennessy-Milner logic [HM85], and linear time�-calculus.However, translations from these logics (apart from Hennessy-Milnerlogic) into modal �-calculus are non-trivial, e.g. for CTL* is it double-exponential, for ECTL* the translation is single-exponential [Dam92],as it is also for linear time �-calculus.The fragment L1 of the modal �-calculus consists of formulae whichcontain only disjunctions, diaa next step operators, and, as in the gen-eral case, constants, variables and the �xpoint operators. The fragmentL2 includes L1 and allows conjunctions and [a]-operators in a restrictedform: they may be applied only to closed subformulae. In [EJS93] L2was shown to be exactly as expressive as ECTL*. In the de�nition be-low �c2 denotes a formula that is closed and generated by the grammar.



52 Chapter 4. The modal �-calculus.The set of formulae of L2 is de�ned as:�2 ::= Q j Z j �2 _ �2 j �2 ^ �c2 j hai�2 j [a]�c2 j �Z:�2 j �Z:�2For a long time it was not known, whether alternation depth of morethan 3 increases the expressiveness of the modal �-calculus. Brad�eld[Bra96] showed the strictness of the alternation hierarchy by transform-ing it to the mu-arithmetic hierarchy. Independently, Lenzi [Len96]proved the same result.Comparing modal logics with propositional logic gives the followingrelations: in modal logic without �xpoints �rst order properties can beexpressed, but modal logic lies strictly between propositional logic and�rst order logic. Adding �xpoint operators to modal logic shifts theexpressive power beyond �rst order: the modal �-calculus lies between�rst and second order logic.Kozen and Parikh [KP83] reduced the modal �-calculus to SnS, themonadic second order theory of n successors. In [H�ut90] H�uttel showedit to be equi-expressive to SnS.AxiomatizationKozen [Koz83] gave an axiomatization for a fragment of the modal�-calculus (the aconjunctive fragment). For a long time the axiomati-zation for the full modal �-calculus was an open question.Walukiewicz [Wal95b] showed the completeness of Kozen's axiomati-zation for the full modal �-calculus. Ambler, Kwiatkowska, Measorand Bonsangue ([AKM95], [BK95]) proved the same result, and inde-pendently also Hartonas [Har95], by means of modal duality theory.DecidabilityThe question of decidability is: given a formula of the modal�-calculus,does there exist a model for it?From the reduction of the modal �-calculus to SnS [KP83] the decid-ability follows giving a non-elementary decision procedure.In [Koz88] Kozen proved a �nite model theorem for the modal �-calculus, saying that every formula having a model has also a �nitemodel. He also gives a nonelementary decision procedure.



4.3. Properties of the modal �-calculus. 53In [EJ88] Emerson and Jutla showed that decidability of the modal �-calculus has deterministic exponential time complexity. By a reductionfrom alternating polynomial space Turing automata it follows that theproblem is EXPTIME complete [Eme96].Model CheckingThe model checking problem is: Given a model and a formula of themodal �-calculus does initial state of the transition system satisfy theformula?Many authors restrict the models to �nite ones. We want to considermodels with both �nite and in�nite state spaces. Chapters 5 to 8 willdeal with �nite state space model checking, chapter 9 with the in�nitecase.The size of the model checking problem is de�ned as j�j � jT j, where� is a formula and T a transition system.Zhang, Sokolsky and Smolka [ZSS94] showed that �nite state spacemodel checking is P-hard, even for the alternation free fragment. Itfollows from Emerson and Lei's [EL86] polynomial algorithm for frag-ments with restricted alternation depth that for these fragments modelchecking is P-complete.Kalorkoti [Kal96] pointed out that a monotone Boolean circuit cantrivially be expressed as a set of Boolean equations (with any �xpointoperators), and P-hardness follows from the equivalence of the modelchecking problem and solving Boolean equation systems, which will beproved in chapter 5.The best known upper bound for model checking in the unrestricted �-calculus is NP \ co-NP, proved by Emerson, Jutla and Sistla [EJS93].Section 6.5 contains a proof of this result in our framework.In �gure 4.1 below, we illustrate the model checking problem.The set of �-calculus formulae L� factorized by the equivalence rela-tion , forms a lattice, where formulae are ordered by implication,known as the Lindenbaum algebra of L�. The semantic function[[ ]] : L� ! P(S)monotone and maps each formula to the set of states that satisfy theformula. The powerset P(S) is a complete lattice.
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;Figure 4.1. Lattices of the modal �-calculus and its semanticsIf jj jjTV were continuous, we could immediately derive that (L�= ,)would also be a complete lattice. However, this is not the case, andone example for non-continuity is [a]�, where jj[a]�jjTV= [[a]]T jj�jjTV and[[a]]T is only continuous for transition systems with �nite branchingdegree (see [Sti93] p.499).One strategy to solve the model checking problem is to determine theset of states for which the formula given holds, and then to checkwhether the initial state is an element of this set. This approach iscalled global model checking. The strategy of local model checkingtries to answer the question directly for the initial state.



Chapter 5Boolean equationsystems for modelchecking.The main interest of this chapter is to show the equivalence of themodel checking problem for the modal �-calculus and the problemof solving Boolean equation systems. Several authors have reducedthe model checking problem into Boolean equation systems: Arnoldand Crubille [AC88], Andersen [And92], Larsen [Lar92], Vergauwenand Levi [VL94] and others. However, they mainly derive Booleanequation systems for the case of simple �xpoints. One reason is, thatthe approximation scheme using backtracking, the most well knownalgorithm giving a solution to (nested) �xpoint expressions, requiressubsequently solving simple �xpoint expressions. Therefore, there isno need for de�ning �xpoint-equation systems with nested and alter-nating �xpoint operators. In contrast to this we want to investigate thegeneral case of Boolean equation systems independently from any algo-rithm. Existing model checking algorithms can now be interpreted asalgorithms for solving Boolean equation systems and vice versa. Fur-thermore, we have a number of useful properties of �xpoint-equation
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56 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.systems collected in chapter 3. They allow us to derive new algorithmsand help to give a clearer understanding of the basic problem. More-over, the equivalence to other frameworks solving the model checkingproblem will be shown, as they can be found in automata theory andgame theory (chapter 8).Section 5 contains the reduction of the model checking problem. It con-sists of a syntactical mapping from a �-calculus formula and a modelto a Boolean equation system, and the proof that the formula holdsat the initial state of the transition system, i� the Boolean equationsystem derived has the solution true for a corresponding variable. Insection 5.2 it will be shown that there exists a reduction which is linearin the size of the formula as well as in the size of the transition sys-tem. A polynomial reduction from Boolean equation systems to modelchecking problems is presented in section 5.2.5.1 Reduction of the model checkingproblem.The transformation function E maps a pair (�;M) consisting of amodal �-calculus formula � and a model M to a Boolean equationsystem.E refers to a set of functions fE1; : : :Eng, where each Ei, for 1 � i � n,is related to state si of the transition system.Roughly the function E is responsible for the linearization of a nested�xpoint formula, whereas the function Ei maps a modal �-calculusformula to a Boolean expression at state si. We will omit the secondargument M of E when it is clear from the context. Note, that thetransformation is de�ned for formulae having a �xpoint as outermostoperator. A formula � not in this form can easily transformed to anequivalent formula �X:� by addition of an e�ectless �xpoint operator,where X is not free in � (see proposition 2.17(5)).



5.1. Reduction of the model checking problem. 57E(Q) = �E(X) = �E(�1 ^ �2) = E(�1) E(�2)E(�1 _ �2) = E(�1) E(�2)E([a]�) = E(�)E(hai�) = E(�)E(�X:�) = (�X1=E1(�)) : : : (�Xn=En(�)) E(�)and for 1 � i � nEi(Q) = ( true if si 2 V(Q)false otherwiseEi(X) = XiEi(�1 ^ �2) = Ei(�1) ^Ei(�2)Ei(�1 _ �2) = Ei(�1) _Ei(�2)Ei([a]�) = ^si a!sj Ej(�)Ei(hai�) = _si a!sj Ej(�)Ei(�X:�) = XiFor a valuation V the environment �V is de�ned as: �V (Xi) = true i�si 2 V(X).The following reduction theorem shows that the transformation pre-serves the semantics, i.e. a property satis�es a state in a model i� thecorresponding variable in the Boolean equation system derived has thesolution true.Theorem 5.1 Let �X:� be a formula of the modal �-calculus,M = (T ;V) a model and si a state of T .Then for all environments �V it is the case thatsi j=M �X:� i� ([[ E( (�X=�);M ) ]] �V ) (Xi) = true.



58 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.A proof can be found in the appendix. A motivation for it will be afterthe following example.Example: Consider the transition system de-picted, and let Q hold for s2, but not for s1,i.e. V(Q) = fs2g. The proposition we want toprove is \on some in�nite a-path Q holds in-�nitely often", �X:�Y:hai((Q^X) _ Y ). Thereduction to a Boolean equation system is: s1 aa s2E(�X:�Y:hai((Q ^X) _ Y ))= (�X1= E1(Y )) (�X2= E2(Y )) E(�Y:hai((Q ^X) _ Y )= (�X1=Y1) (�X2=Y2) (�Y1= E1(hai((Q ^X) _ Y )))(�Y2= E2(hai((Q ^X) _ Y ))) E(hai((Q ^X) _ Y ))= (�X1=Y1) (�X2=Y2)(�Y1= E2((Q ^X) _ Y ))) (�Y2= E1((Q ^X) _ Y )))E((Q ^X) _ Y )= : : := (�X1=Y1) (�X2=Y2)(�Y1=(true ^X2) _ Y2))) (�Y2=(false ^X1) _ Y1)))= (�X1=Y1) (�X2=Y2) (�Y1=X2 _ Y2) (�Y2=Y1) CThe proof of theorem 5.1 will take several intermediate steps. Roughlya �-calculus formula has to be mapped to a �-calculus equation system.Then the latter is mapped to a equation system on the power set ofthe state space, where modal operators are mapped to set operatorsetc. The last step reects the isomorphism between sets and Booleanvectors. For the base case of expressions the situation can be illustratedas follows: Recall that �0 is the set of �xpoint-free expressions ofthe modal �-calculus, i.e., the expressions of the propositional modallogic. The equivalence classes of �0 together with the implicationordering form a lattice (�0=,;)), the Lindenbaum algebra of �0.
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true
falseFigure 5.1. Lattices for modal �-calculus, state space and Boolean vector spaceThe powerset of the state space S = fs1; : : : ; sng with the inclusionorder forms a complete lattice (P(S);�). The evaluation functionk kTV : �0 ! P(S) is monotone (and continuous). The extension ofthe evaluation function from �0 to expressions over �0 maps modaloperators [a]; hai to set operators [[a]]T ; hhaiiT , modal variables to setvariables and the logical operators ^;_ to the set operators \;[. Thuswe get an expression over the powerset of the state space. De�ningfalse � true the Boolean lattice (IBjSj ;�jSj) with pointwise ordering isisomorphic to (P(S);�). The last step leads from a vector expressionin IBn to a Boolean equation system; a vector expression is split inton expressions and the operators [[a]]T ; hhaiiT are evaluated.5.2 Representation and complexity.A straightforward application of the transformation E may lead to aBoolean equation system of exponential size in the nesting depth ofmodal operators. The problem is discussed in e.g. [And92]: an equa-tion in �L1 of the form �iXi= hai[a] : : : hai[a]Xj with l modal operatorsis transformed to jSj equations of the form WI1VI2 : : :WIl�1 VIl Xkfor some index sets I1; : : : ; Il. Obviously the size of this expression isbounded by j�-R j l, where j�-R j is the branching degree of the under-lying transition system. The upper bound for the branching degree is



60 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.the size of the state space jSj.In order to avoid such blow up Arnold and Crubille [AC88] suggestedto transform �-calculus equations into simple form, i.e. each righthand side consists of a disjunct Xi _Xj or a conjunct Xi ^Xj or onemodal operator in front of a variable [a]X or haiX. The transforma-tion is done by introduction of additional variables. For the generalcase of nested �xpoint operators in proposition 3.25 the correctnessof introducing new variables and equations is proved for disjunctionsand conjunctions. The correctness of introducing new variables andequations for modal operators can be shown similarly to the proof oflemma 3.25.Using this technique the size of a Boolean equation system resultingfrom the transformation E from a modal �-calculus formula � and amodel (T ;V) is bound by O(j�jjT j). A discussion of the representationassumptions for this result can be found in Andersen [And92]. TheBoolean equation system derived from a model checking problem isthen also in simple form as de�ned in section 3.2.Example: Consider a transition system with k states and from eachstate exists an a-transition to each other state (not to itself). The�-calculus formula is �X:[a]haiX.������������ �������������������� �������@@@@@@@HHH������AAA aaa !!! ���AALLLLLLLLL ���������!!!!!!!!aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!!!!!��������� LLLLLLLLL����� @@@@@@@@@@ �����1 2 3 456: : :kFigure 5.2. Transition system



5.2. Representation and complexity. 61The Boolean equation system derived froman untransformed equation�X=[a]haiXhas size of O(k2):�X1 = k̂j=2 k_i=1;i 6=jXi: : :�Xk = k�1̂j=1 k_i=1;i 6=jXi
simple form equations(�X=[a]X0) (�X 0= haiX)has size of O(k):�X1 = k̂j=2X 0j�X01 = k_j=2Xj: : :�Xk = k�1̂j=1X0j�X 0k = k�1_j=1X0jCIt is obvious that nesting depth and alternation depth of a Booleanequation system are not greater than nesting depth and alternationdepth of the underlying �-calculus formula. In dependency of themodel these numbers can decrease as the following example will show:Example: Consider the �-calculus formula� � �X:hai�Y:[b]X ^ [a]Yand the transition system depicted.Transformation to a Boolean equation systemE gives:(�X1=Y2) (�X2=Y1) (�Y1=Y2) (�Y2=Y1)� has nesting depth and alternation depth 2.E has nesting depth 2 and alternation depth 1. s1 aa s2



62 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.5.3 Reduction of Boolean equationsystems.In order to show that the model checking problem and the problem ofsolving a Boolean equation system are equivalent we also have to give atransformation in the other direction. For any closed Boolean equationsystem E we will construct a formula of the modal �-calculus � and amodelM, such that E and E(�;M) are equivalent, i.e. for all variablesof E they have the same solution. Roughly, after some reordering ofequations and introduction of new equations an equation system isdivided into blocks. We de�ne a transition system that consists of asmany states as the largest block contains equations. Transitions arede�ned straightforwardly in such a way, that the transformation Eproduces the required expressions.Theorem 5.2 For a closed Boolean equation system E there existsa proposition of the modal �-calculus � and a model M = (T ;V),such that for a variable renaming function � on the variables of E ,all X 2 lhs(E) and environments �([[E ]] �)(X) = ([[E(�;M)]] �)(�(X)):It is ad(E) � ad(�), T is of size O(jEj2) and � is of size O(jEj2).Proof: The construction of � and a transition system is performedin seven steps. We assume that the Boolean equation system E is instandard form.(1) Divide E into blocks, such that consecutive blocks have di�erent�xpoint operators and within one block there is a unique �xpointoperator.(2) Within each block move all disjunctions to the top and the con-junctions to the bottom according to theorem 3.21. Now divideeach block into two new blocks, such that one contains no dis-junctions (called conjunctive block) and the other one containsno conjunctions (called disjunctive block).



5.3. Reduction of Boolean equation systems. 63(3) Introduce a new variable for each block and if X is the variableof a block rename all the left-hand side variables of this blockto X1; : : : ; Xj for some j 2 IN . Let � be the injective renamingfunction which maps an \old" variable to a \new" one.(4) Transform the Boolean equation system into an equivalent one, E 0in the following way. Assume there is occurrence of a variable Xon the right hand side of an equation �Y =f , where Y E X and Xis not a variable of the same block as Y and not of the directly sub-sequent block. Then introduce a new variable X0, transform theequation above to �Y =f [X=X 0] and add the equation �0X 0=Xto the directly subsequent block, where �0 is the �xpoint oper-ator of this block. Continue with introduction of new variablesuntil there is no occurrence of a variable which belongs to a sub-sequent, but not directly subsequent block. Choose names of newvariables, such that within one block there is still a unique vari-able name and consequent variables are numbered by consequentindices. The transformation is correct according to lemmata 3.25and 3.22. The additional blow-up of the Boolean equation systemis not more than O(n2) for n def= j E j, because in each block of E 0cannot be added more equations than the number of right-handside variables in the preceding blocks of E .(5) If n is the highest index appearing in one of the blocks then createa transition system T consisting of n states numbered 1 to n.De�ne a set of action labels, such that for each ordered pair of(block) variables (X;Y ) there exists a unique label xy. Transformthe equations and add labelled transitions to the transition systemas follows. Let 1 � i; j; k � n.for equations of a disjunctive block, add to T transition(s)�iXi = Yj _ Zk  �iXi = hxyiY _ hxziZ i xy! j; i xz! k�iXi = Yj  �iXi = hxyiY i xy! jfor equations of a conjunctive block, add to T transition(s)�iXi = Yj ^ Zk  �iXi = [xy]Y ^ [xz]Z i xy! j; i xz! k�iXi = Yj  �iXi = [xy]Y i xy! j



64 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.The transformation does not increase the size of the equation sys-tem (apart from addition of modalities).(6) Create a sequence of expressions, one for each block. For eachdisjunctive block with variables X1; : : : ; Xk de�ne�X def= k_i=1f�ij�Xi=�i is an equationg:Note that according to the choice of action labels each variableappears at most once in �X (assuming that hxyiY _ hxyiY isreduced to hxyiY ). Create the expression �X:�X .Dually, for each conjunctive block with variablesX1; : : : ; Xk de�ne�X def= k̂i=1f�ij�Xi=�i is an equationg:Again according to the choice of action labels each variable ap-pears at most once in �X . Create the expression �X:�X .The size of �X:�X is linear in the number of blocks of E 0.(7) By construction the sequence of expressions has the property: in�X:�X occur only left-hand side variables from preceding expres-sions or from the directly subsequent one. Generate an expression� starting with the �rst expression of the sequence and the iter-atively substituting the variable which is left-hand side variableof the next expression by the next expression. Show that E 0 is asubsystem of E(�;M), where M consists of the transition sys-tem T and an arbitrary valuation (this is, because the formulaeconstructed do not contain atomic propositions).The size of � is linear in the size of all �X , and hence quadraticin the number of blocks of E 0. Then, altogether, the size of � isO(b2), where b is the number of blocks in E , and the transitionsystem T has at most n states and 2n transitions, where n is thenumber of equations in E . �It is easy to show that E 0 is a subsystem of E(�;MT ), where MT =(T ;V). The valuation V can be chosen arbitrarily, because the formu-lae constructed do not contain constants.



5.3. Reduction of Boolean equation systems. 65Remark 5.3 The number of action labels is quadratic in the num-ber of blocks of E , but does not depend on the size of blocks. Whenconsidering in�nite Boolean equation systems we assume that thenumber of blocks is �nite, but within each block there may be anin�nite number of equations. The transformation for the in�nitecase then works as the one for the �nite case, only the transitionsystem will have an in�nite number of states. The formula � hassize quadratic in the number of blocks.Example: step 1:Boolean equation system�Z1 = Z3 _ Z5�Z2 = Z4 ^ Z6�Z3 = Z1 _ Z6�Z4 = Z2 _ Z5�Z5 = Z3 ^ Z2�Z6 = Z4 _ Z3step 3: renaming�U1 = W1 _ Y1�V1 = X1 ^ X2�W1 = U1 _ X2�X1 = V1 _ Y1�X2 = X1 _ W1�Y1 = W1 ^ V1
step 2: block structure�Z1 = Z3 _ Z5�Z2 = Z4 ^ Z6�Z3 = Z1 _ Z6�Z4 = Z2 _ Z5�Z6 = Z4 _ Z3�Z5 = Z3 ^ Z2step 4: introduction ofadditional variables�U1 = V2 _ V3�V1 = W2 ^ W3�V2 = W1�V3 = W4�W1 = U1 _ X2�W2 = X1�W3 = X2�W4 = X3�X1 = V1 _ Y1�X2 = X1 _ W1�X3 = Y1�Y1 = W1 ^ V1



66 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.step 5: creating equations and a transition system�U1 = huviV _ huviV�V1 = [vw]W ^ [vw]W�V2 = [vw]W�V3 = [vw]W�W1 = hwuiU _ hwxiX�W2 = hwxiX�W3 = hwxiX�W4 = hwxiX�X1 = hxviV _ hxyiY�X2 = hxxiX _ hxwiW�X3 = hxyiY�Y1 = [yw]W ^ [yv]V
���� �������� ����2341 w v wx2u;vu; v; wx21; x22; v; wy1; y2;w11 x1 x2

step 6: create one expression for each block�U:huviV�V:[vw]W�W:hwuiU _ hwxiX�X:hxviV _ hxxiX _ hxwiW _ hxyiY�Y:[yw]W ^ [yv]Vstep 7: generate one expression�U:huvi(�V:[vw](�W:hwuiU _ hwxi(�X:hxviV _ hxxiX _ hxwiW _ hxyi(�Y:[yw]W ^ [yv]V ))))



5.3. Reduction of Boolean equation systems. 67translate formula and transitionsystem created back to aBoolean equation system�U1 = V2 _ V3�U2 = false�U3 = false�U4 = false�V1 = W2 ^ W3�V2 = W1�V3 = W4�V4 = true�W1 = U1 _ X2�W2 = X1�W3 = X2�W4 = X3�X1 = V1 _ Y1�X2 = X1 _ W1�X3 = Y1�X4 = false�Y1 = W1 ^ V1�Y2 = false�Y3 = false�Y4 = false C



68 Chapter 5. Boolean equation systems for model checking.



Chapter 6Solving Booleanequation systems.In this chapter we will illuminate various methods for solving Booleanequation systems. All of them are in fact model checking algorithms.Usually they are presented within di�erent settings. Here they are alldiscussed within one framework. This allows a clearer understandingof concepts.We distinguish two basic classes of methods, the global ones and thelocal ones. The global ones require the full Boolean equation systemand their result is a complete solution for all variables. The localones try to determine a subset of equations which gives su�cient in-formation to calculate the solution for the single variable which is ofinterest. (Usually it is the variable which corresponds to the initialstate of the transition system and the property to prove.) The worstcase complexity of local algorithms can never be better than the oneof global algorithms: in the worst case the whole equation system isinvolved in the solution for the �rst variable. However, in some averagecase it is likely that just a subset of the equations contains su�cientinformation and therefore local methods might have better averagecase complexity. Traditionally, approximation techniques (see section

69



70 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.6.2) belong to the global algorithms, tableau methods (see section 6.3)to the local ones. However, borders between the approaches are notstrict. There exists an approximation based algorithm which workslocally; the Gau� elimination algorithm (see section 6.4) exists in bothversions.In chapter 8 we will consider other frameworks, in which there existproblems equivalent to solving Boolean equation systems. Of course,algorithms solving an equivalent problem also solve Boolean equationsystems.6.1 Plain Boolean equation systems.For the momentwe consider closed Boolean equation systems in simpleform without any minimality and maximality conditions, i.e. we justforget about the �s. The remaining system Ep is not an ordered setof Boolean equations of the form Xi = fi for some 1 � i � n. Asolution (or �xpoint) of Ep is an environment � : lhs(Ep) ! IB, suchthat for each equation Xi = fi it is fi(�) = �(Xi). An equationsystem Ep can easily be transformed into a Boolean function of theform W1�i�n(fi ^X0i) _ (f 0i ^Xi) = 0. It is a well studied area whatthe solutions of such a function are (see for example [Rud74]).The condition that all fis are monotone ensures that the set of allsolutions of the Boolean function form a complete lattice. The numberof solutions is in general exponential in the number of equations.From a plain Boolean equation system Ep we can derive two sorts ofgraphs: the order graph telling order conditions for the variables in ev-ery solution and the dependency graph showing the interdependencyof the variables in the system.The order graph is a representation of order conditions derived fromthe equations. It consists of a set of vertices f1; : : : ; n; true; falseg, onevertex for each equation of the system Ep and two for the Booleanconstants. If there is an equation Xi = Xj ^Xk in Ep then for everysolution of Ep it is the case that Xi � Xj and Xi � Xk. Hencethere will be the edges j ! i and k ! i in the order graph. Dually, if



6.1. Plain Boolean equation systems. 71Xi = Xj_Xk then Xi � Xj andXi � Xk and the order graph containsthe edges i ! j and i ! k. Cycles in the order graph indicate thatall variables in the cycle have to be equal in every solution. However,there exist environments ful�lling all conditions of the order graph,but not being solutions of the system. For example �(Xi) = false,�(Xj) = true and �(Xk) = true ful�lls the order conditions derivedfrom Xi = Xj ^Xk, but is not a solution of the equation.The dependency graph of a plain Boolean equation system Ep alsohas the vertices f1; : : : ; n; true; falseg. It is a representation of thedependency relations derived form the equations. For an equationXi = Xj ^ Xk or Xi = Xj _ Xk the dependency graph contains theedges j ! i and k ! i. The information we can get from the depen-dency graph is for example about the nesting structure of the equa-tions. Parts of the graph which are not strongly connected indicatethat the underlying system can be decomposed in parts which can besolved one after the other.Our question now is what is the solution we are interested in, whenwe add to our equation system minimality and maximality conditionsand order.For Boolean equation systems with only maximal �xpoints or onlyminimal �xpoints Andersen [And94a] investigated dependency graphs(boolean graphs in his terminology) and derived e�cient algorithmsfor determining the maximal, or minimal resp. �xpoint.For the case of nested and alternating maximal and minimal �xpointsthings get more complicated. Clearly, the solution of the system with�xpoint operators is one of the solutions of the related plain Booleanequation system. Now an interesting question is, which one of the so-lutions of the plain Boolean equation system is the one we want? A�rst idea is that it is the lexicographically least solution of the plainsystem. The lexicographic order is derived from the �xpoint operatorsas in de�nition 3.4 and the characterization of the solution from propo-sition 3.5 suggests such an idea. The �rst example below will show,that this is not the case. The second example will show that it is evenworse. There we present two Boolean equation systems, both having



72 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.the same �xpoint operators in the same order, and both having theset of solutions for their plain version. However, their solutions di�er.This indicates, that the set of �xpoints of the plain system and the�xpoint operators do not provide enough information to select the so-lution. All algorithms we will discuss in this chapter have to determinethe solutions of the subsystems �rst (in some abstract view). This isan argument for that the traditional methods for solving plain Booleanequation systems do not help in the case here.Example: Let (�X1=X2)(�X2=X2) be a Boolean equation system.There exist two environments ful�lling the both conditions above:�1 = �[X1=true][X2=true] and �2 = �[X1=false][X2=false]. For both,i=1,2, it is (X1)(�i) = �i(X1) and (X2)(�i) = �i(X2).However, the solution of [[�X2:X2]] �[X1=�i(X1)] is X2 = true for bothenvironments, i=1,2. Hence the solution of the whole system is �1,i.e. X1 = true; X2 = true, whereas the lexicographic least �xpoint isX1 = false; X2 = false. CExample: The plain equation system X1 = X2, X2 = X2, has the so-lutions (true; true) and (false; false). The solution for the Boolean equa-tion system is ([[(�X1=X2)(�X2=X2)]] �)(Xi) = false for i = 1; 2.The plain equation system X1 = X2, X2 = X1 also has the solutions(true; true) and (false; false). However, here we have another solution forthe Boolean equation system, ([[(�X1 = X2)(�X2 = X1)]] �)(Xi) = truefor i = 1; 2. C6.2 Approximation.The most well known method for solving �xpoint equations over lat-tices is based on the approximation technique from proposition 2.20.Calculating the least �xpoint �X:f(X) of a monotone (and continu-ous) function f(X) works in the well known manner: the function fis applied �rst to the bottom element of the lattice, then to the resultof the previous application etc., and the increasing chain of these ap-plications of f will reach the �xpoint after a �nite number of steps, ifthe lattice is �nite.



6.2. Approximation. 73? � f(?) � f(f(?)) � : : : � f i(?) = �X:f(X) for some i 2 INDually, when starting from the top element >, the greatest �xpointcan be determined.The method easily extends to nested �xpoints. For nested �xpoints ofthe same kind such as �X1:f1(X1; �X2:f2(X1; X2)) both functions canbe approximated simultaneously in order to reach the least �xpoint.For f i+11 (?) def= f1(f i1(?); f i+12 (?)) and f i+12 (?) def= f2(f i1(?); f i2(?))we get by monotonicity arguments the increasing chain? � f1(?) � f21 (?) � : : : � f i1(?) = �X1:f1(X1; �X2:f2(X1; X2))for some i 2 IN .For alternating �xpoints such as �X1:f1(X1; �X2:f2(X1; X2)) a simul-taneous calculation is not possible. When approximating �X1:f1 eachevaluation of f1 requires a full approximation of �X2:f2:f i+11 (>) = f1(f i1(>); �X2:f2(f i1(>); X2)).Hence the algorithms based on this technique are exponential in thealternation depth.The application of the approximation technique to Boolean equationsystems is straightforward. From the explanations above follows thatall variables of one block can be approximated simultaneously. There-fore the algorithm is most e�cient for a Boolean equation system whenit is transformed to an equivalent one with a minimal number of blocks.We assume that Boolean equation systems considered here are in sucha form where the number of blocks is minimal. (See also de�nitions3.33 and 3.34 for notions of nesting depth and alternation depth.) Be-fore discussing the various approximation based algorithms we try toillustrate the approximation scheme for an alternating depth 3 equa-tion systemIn picture 6.1 we consider an alternation depth 3 �xpoint equationsystem (�X1 = f1) (�X2= f2) (�X3 = f3). The picture simpli�es theactual situation in the way, that we draw lattices as lines.Each �xpoint equation determines one of the planes:E1 : (X2; X3)! �X1:f1(X1; X2; X3)E2 : (X1; X3)! �X2:f2(X1; X2; X3)E3 : (X1; X2)! �X3:f3(X1; X2; X3)



74 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.
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Figure 6.1. Visualizing an alternation depth 3 approximationThe planes E1, E2 and E3 intersect in some of the �xpoints of theequation system. One of them is the solution we are interested in. Itwill be characterized by the order of equations. In the picture there isjust one intersection point, for simplicity.The approximation algorithm works as follows: it starts at point X1 =?, X2 = > and X3 = ? represented by a dot in the picture. Fromthis point it approximates in the direction of X3 the E3-plane. Afterthat, one step is performed in the direction of X2 corresponding toone evaluation of f2. The result is a lower value for X2, closer to theintersection point of planes E3 and E2. The next starting point isthe lower value of X2, X1 = ? and X3 = ?. Again the E3-plane isapproximated in direction of X3, followed by a step in direction of f2,etc.. These iterative approximations are depicted each by a dotted linewith an arrow showing the direction of the approximation. When the



6.2. Approximation. 75intersection line of E3 and E2 is reached, one step in direction of X1 isperformed, corresponding to an evaluation of f3. The result is a newvalue for X1 which gives a new starting point for the approximation,illustrated by a hexagon dot in the picture.Altogether the algorithm moves along the intersection line of E3 andE2 until it reaches the �rst intersection with E1, the �rst �xpoint,which is the solution of the system.In Emerson and Lei's algorithm [EL86] the approximation for unnested�xpoints is performed by the straightforward application of proposi-tion 2.20, the explicit calculation of an increasing chain. The timecomplexity of the algorithm for Boolean equation systems with one�xpoint operator is then O(jEj2). By extension of the approxima-tion technique to Boolean equation systems with arbitrary alternationdepth the algorithm has time complexity O(jEjad(E)+1)). Other au-thors developed faster algorithms for the approximation of unnested�xpoints, e.g. Arnold and Crubille [AC88], Cleaveland and Ste�en[CS91], Andersen [And92, And93] and Vergauwen and Lewi [VL92].Arnold and Crubille's and Vergauwen and Lewi's algorithms are basedon Boolean equation systems, Andersen argues on dependency graphs,Cleaveland and Ste�en on �-calculus equation systems in simple form.However, the basic idea of all these algorithm is the same: in a Booleanequation system with only �-operators every variable has the solutionfalse unless it is \forced" to have the solution true. It must be true ifthe right hand side of its equation is the constant true or a disjunc-tion where one variable has the solution true or a conjunction whereboth variables must be true. The extension of these algorithms to thegeneral case according to the approximation schema then provides al-gorithms which are exponential in the alternation depth of the system[And92, And93], [CKS92].A great acceleration was gained by Long & al [LBC+94] for systemswith at least alternation depth 3. Their crucial idea is visualized inpicture 6.1: the standard approximation technique would continue theapproximation of plane E3 from the new start point, which is markedby a hexagon in the picture. Actually, from the previous approxima-



76 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.tion in the lower X1-level and monotonicity of the functions we knowthat the E3 plane must lie above the square point, which may be usedas the new starting point then. Their algorithm is exponential in halfof the alternation depth of the system.All algorithmsmentioned above are global ones. Andersen [And92] de-rived a local algorithm for alternation free �xpoint expressions basedon approximation techniques, but having a slightly higher worst casecomplexity than the global ones. In [VL94] Vergauwen and Lewi pre-sented a local algorithm for Boolean equation systems of alternationdepth 2 which is also approximation based. Their algorithm has thesame complexity as comparable global algorithms, but the advantageof local methods that it possibly needs just a small subset of equationsto determine the variable of interest. This subset of equations has theproperty that the solutions of variables of the subset do not dependupon solutions of variables outside. It seems to be the case that theother local methods as e.g. tableaux make use of the same subsets ofequations (up to nondeterministic choice).In the table below complexity results of the algorithms mentioned arecollected. Many of them were not intended for Boolean equation sys-tem and the complexity measures are for an adapted version. Whenapplied directly to the model checking problem in some cases there areslightly better bounds. The alternation depth ad(E) is abbreviated byad. For the local model checking algorithm in [VL94] it is E = E1E2.6.3 Tableaux.In this section we de�ne a tableau method for solving Boolean equationsystems. In contrast to global methods, which solve a Boolean equationsystem completely. a tableau gives a solution just for one variable. Forthis purpose not all equations are required. It is therefore called a localmethod. The tableau method presented here is the one of Stirling andWalker [SW89] applied to Boolean equation systems.Consider a Boolean equation system E being in standard form and anenvironment �. Assume the solution is �0 def= [[E ]] �. The goal is to



6.3. Tableaux. 77Time Complexity of Approximation Based Algorithmsalgorithm from fragment complexity[EL86] full O(jEjad+1) global[AC88] ad 1 O(jEjjlhs(E)j) global[And92] ad 1 O(jEj) global[CS91] ad 1 O(jEj) global[VL92] ad 1 O(jEj) global[And92] full O(jEjad) global[CKS92] full O(jEjad) global[VL92] full O(jEjad) global[LBC+94] full O(ad2jEjbad=2c+1) global[And92] ad 1 O(jEjlog(jEj)) local[VL94] ad 2 O(jE1j+ jlhs(E1)jjE2j) local[VLAP94] full O(jEjc�ad) localshow that ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true. The solution for Xi can only be true, iffor equation �iXi = fi the right-hand side fi is true at the solution,i.e. fi(�0) = true. A subgoal is then trying to show that fi gets truefor the solution. A tableau for variable Xi is a proof tree with rootXi. The sucessors of Xi are variables representing the subgoals. Therules for constructing a tableau are collected below. Rules are applieduntil a termination condition holds for a node. In the case that thereis no rule applicable to a node we have reached a leaf and can decidewhether it is successful or not. A tableau is successful if all its leavesare successful.Termination condition 1: The node n containing Xj is a leaf of thetableau if on the path from n to the root there is another node n0containing Xj , and between n and n0 there is no node containing avariable Xi such that Xi is a variable of a lower block than Xj in E .The node n0 is called the companion of n.



78 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.Termination condition 2: The node n containing Xj is a leaf of thetableau, if on the path from n to the root there is another node n0containing Xj . The node n0 is called the companion of n.Tableau rules:[^1] XiXj Xk �iXi=Xj ^Xk is an equation of E[^2] XiXj �iXi=Xj is an equation of E[_1] XiXj �iXi=Xj _Xk is an equation of E[_2] XiXk �iXi=Xj _Xk is an equation of EA leaf containing the constant true is successful, a leaf containing theconstant false is unsuccessful. For leaves containing a variable thesuccess criterion di�ers for the termination conditions:Success criterion 1: A leaf containing a �-variable is successful, a leafcontaining a �-variable is unsuccessful.Success criterion 2: A leaf n is successful, if the least (w.r.t. E)variable at a node between n and its companion is a �-variable. A leafn is unsuccessful, if the least (w.r.t. E) variable at a node between nand its companion is a �-variable.Proposition 6.1 ([[E ]] �)(X1) = true i� there exists a successfultableau with root X1.Example This is a demonstration of the exponential growth of atableau (for both termination conditions) when the underlying transi-tion system just grows linearly.Consider the �-calculus formula �X:[a]�Y:hbi(Y _X) and the followingtransition system:mm mm m mm mm mm���HHH HHH��� HHH��� HHH��� ���HHH ���HHH11 2122 k1k2...12 2 3 k 11 aa aabb bb bbaa



6.3. Tableaux. 79The Boolean equation system derived is�X1 = Y11 ^ Y12�X11 = true: : :�Xk = Yk1 ^ Yk2�Xk1 = true�Y1 = false�Y11 = Y2 _X2: : :�Yk = false�Yk2 = Y1 _X1The tableau for the case k = 3 is:X1Y11X2Y21X3Y31X1 Y32X1 Y22X3Y31X1 Y32X1 Y12X2Y21X3Y31X1 Y32X1 Y22X3Y31X1 Y32X1It is obvious that the exponential size of the tableau is due to thefact that it contains the same subtrees several times. Another exam-ple where the subtrees are not exactly the same, but similar is thefollowing:Example:Given the �-calculus formula�X:h�i�Y:h�ih�iX ^ h�ih�iYand the transition system ii ii i���� @@@@@@@@ ,,,,12 3 45



80 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.The Boolean equation system derived is�X1 = Y2 _ Y3 _ Y4 _ Y5�X2 = Y5�X3 = Y5�X4 = Y5�X5 = Y1 _ Y2 _ Y3 _ Y4�Y1 = X5 ^ Y5�Y2 = 5_i=1Xi ^ 5_i=1Yi�Y3 = 5_i=1Xi ^ 5_i=1Yi�Y4 = 5_i=1Xi ^ 5_i=1Yi�Y5 = 5_i=1Xi ^ 5_i=1YiThe tableau for this Boolean equation system has an enormous size.An implementation of the original tableau method of Stirling &Walkerwas stopped after having created 22millionnodes. The sceptical readermay try it by hand.The version of the tableau method of Cleaveland as implemented inthe concurrency workbench can deal with redundancy of this kind.The examples presented here can also be solved without producingredundant information by the technique of [Mad92].A tableau based model checking algorithm was introduced by Larsen[Lar95] for unnested �xpoint expressions. Stirling and Walker [SW89]and Cleaveland [Cle90] developed tableau methods for the full modal�-calculus. Winskel [Win89] extracted the principles of these tableaumethods and presented them as a rewrite system. Unfortunately thesemethods su�er from a high worst case complexity, which was demon-strated by examples in this section. One reason for that is that indi�erent subtrees of the tableau the same (or very similar) subgoals



6.4. Gau� elimination. 81maybe computed repeatedly. For unnested �xpoint expressions Larsen[Lar92] presented a tableau method with polynomial worst case. Therepreviously discovered (failed) results are remembered. In [Mad92] thetableau methods of [SW89] and [Cle90] are extended by additionalstructure which allows to make maximal use of results gained in onesubtableau for later subtableaux during construction. However, someamount of redundancy is inherent to top-down constructions, and itcan only be avoided by a bottom-up evaluation. This approach leadsto the Gau� elimination method in section 6.4.6.4 Gau� elimination.The method for solving Boolean equation systems presented in thissection is similar to the Gau� elimination algorithm for linear equa-tion systems. It is the only method known so far which does notrequire backtracking techniques: an equation system is stepwise re-duced by one variable and equation after the other until the solutionis determined. The reduction consists of two steps which are appliediteratively. First comes an elimination step, where for a variable Xan expression is constructed containing no occurrence of X. In a sub-sequent substitution step each occurrence of X in the rest of theequation system is substituted by the X-free expression. The remain-ing system contains no occurrence of X on the right-hand sides of itsequations. Thus the problem of solving a Boolean equation system isreduced to the problem of solving a smaller Boolean equation system.The Gau� elimination algorithm is also related to the tableau methods.The main idea here is that the construction of a tableau in a top-downmanner leads to trees possibly containing many copies of identical (orsimilar) subtrees. A very natural way to overcome such an unnecessaryblow-up is to construct a directed acyclic graph instead of a tree (i.e.a tableau). This can be done in a bottom-up manner.A pure bottom-up method would again lead to a global algorithminvolving all equations of the Boolean equation system. The combina-tion of a tableau-like top-down selection of equations and bottom-up



82 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.evaluation gives an algorithm which makes use of the same informa-tion as a tableau, but avoids redundancy. In many examples, wherethe approximation method or tableau method have an exponential be-havior, Gau� elimination solves the problem in linear time. However,for the naive algorithm derived from Gau� elimination there exists anexample where the expressions created have exponential size.The algorithm was introduced in [BM93, Mad95] and in a slightlydi�erent version by Kalorkoti [Kal96].6.4.1 Global and local algorithm.In the case of Gau� elimination for Boolean equation systems an elim-ination step infered in lemma 6.2 is a consequence of lemma 3.29. Inan equation �X=f each occurrence of X in f may be substituted byfalse, or dually for � by true.The substitution step derived from lemma 6.3 preserves the solutionjust in the case when we follow the order: an occurrence of a variablemay be substituted by a right-hand side expression only in all lower(w.r.t. E) equations. (See also proposition 2.21.)The proofs presented here were partly suggested by Vergauwen [Ver95].Di�erent proofs can be found in [BM93, Mad95].The elimination step is based on the following lemma.Lemma 6.2 Let� E1; E2 be Boolean equation systems,� �X=f; �X=f 0 Boolean equations,where f 0 = f [X=b�].Then [[E1 (�X=f) E2]] � = [[E1 (�X=f 0) E2]] �.Proof: According to proposition 3.14 it is su�cient to show that[[(�X=f) E2]] � = [[(�X=f 0) E2]] �:[[(�X=f) E2]] � = [[E2]] �[X=f( [[E2]] �[X=b�] )]= [[E2]] �[X=f 0( [[E2]] �[X=b�] )]= [[(�X=f 0) E2]] � �



6.4. Gau� elimination. 83The following lemma is the basis for the substitution step:Lemma 6.3 Let� E1; E2; E3 be Boolean equation systems,� �1X1=f; �1X1=f 0; �2X2=g Boolean equations,where f 0 = f [X2=g].� [[E1 (�1X1=f) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]] � def= �1� [[E1 (�1X1=f 0) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]] � def= �2.Then �1 = �2Proof: Again following proposition 3.14 we just need to show that for�01 def= [[(�1X1=f) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]] � and�02 def= [[ (�1X1=f 0) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]] �it is the case that �01 = �02.We will show that �01 ful�lls both conditions of proposition 3.5 for thesolution of (�1X1=f 0) E2 (�2X2=g) E3. Hence �02 is lexicographicallysmaller than �01, because �02 is the solution.Show f 0(�01) = �01(X1) (condition (1) of proposition 3.5)g(�01) = �01(X2)�01(X1) = f(�01)= f(�01[X2=�01(X2)])= f(�01[X2=g(�01)])= f 0(�01)Show [[E2 (�2X2=g) E3]] �01 = �01 (condition (2) of proposition 3.5 ):follows from proposition 3.7Analogously, the dual holds: �02 ful�lls both conditions of proposition3.5 for the solution of (�1X1=f) E2 (�2X2=g) E3, and hence �01 islexicographically smaller than �02.f(�02) = �02(X1) (condition (1) of proposition 3.5):analogously[[E2 (�2X2=g) E3]] �02 = �02 (condition (2) of proposition 3.5 )Altogether we can conclude that �01 = �02. �



84 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.Based on these both lemmata is the following algorithm in pseudocode.Input are (�1X1 = f1) : : : (�nXn = fn) and �i := n;while not (f1 � true or f1 � false)do Instantiate Xi in fi to b�i ; (elimination step)Substitute fi for Xi in f1; : : : ; fi�1; (substitution step)f1:=Eval(f1); : : : ; fi�1:=Eval(fi�1); (evaluation step)i := i - 1;odFigure 6.2. Global Version of the Gau� Elimination AlgorithmA crucial point in the algorithm are the evaluation rules for Booleanexpressions applied in the function Eval of the algorithm in �gure6.4.1. In an implementation binary decision diagrams were chosen asdata structure for Boolean expressions. There the evaluation rules areperformed implicitly with every substitution and elimination step. Inthe examples done by hand the following set of Boolean laws was usedfor evaluation.X ^ true = XX _ true = trueX ^ false = falseX _ false = XX _ (X ^ Y ) = XX ^ (X _ Y ) = X(X ^ Y ) _ (X ^ Z) = X ^ (Y _Z)(X _ Y ) ^ (X _ Z) = X _ (Y ^Z)In most contexts we are only interested in the �rst component of the



6.4. Gau� elimination. 85solution, i.e. whether X1 is true or false. Therefore the algorithmin �gure 6.4.1 stops, if the solution of X1 (f1) is determined. If weare interested in the whole solution the Gau� elimination step andsubstitution step have to be applied n times giving an expression forevery Xi where the variables Xi; : : : ; Xn do not occur. A straightbackward substitution leads to the whole solution.Example: Starting with the Boolean equation system:�X1 = X2 _X3�X2 = X3 ^X4�X3 = X4 _X1�X4 = X1 ^X2Substitution of X1 ^ X2 for X4 and evaluation (The substituted ex-pressions are underlined):�X1 = X2 _X3�X2 = X3 ^ (X1 ^X2)�X3 = (X1 ^X2) _X1 = X1Substitution of X1 for X3 and evaluation:�X1 = X2 _X1�X2 = X1 ^ (X1 ^X2) = X1 ^X2Elimination of X2 in �X2 = X1 ^X2 gives �X2 = X1 ^ true = X1.Substitution of X1 for X2:�X1 = X1 _X1 = X1 = false (by an elimination step)The complete system constructed by the algorithm is:�X1 = false (from 4)�X2 = X1 (from 3)�X3 = X1 (from 2)�X4 = X1 ^X2 (from 1)Backward substitution gives X1 = X2 = X3 = X4 = false. CIf only the �rst variable is of interest, it su�ces to consider only thesubset of equations which is necessary to determine the solution for



86 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.X1. The relevant subset of equations is selected in a top-down manner.This observation leads to the local version of Gau� elimination given in�gure 6.3. The idea is as follows. We start with the equation systemE 0 consisting only of the equation (�1X1 = f1). As long as X1 isnot evaluated to true or false we select a free variable from f1, insertits equation in E 0, apply the global version of Gau� elimination, andcontinue in the same way with the modi�ed equation system E 0.E 0 := (�1X1 = f1);Instantiate X1 in f1; (elimination step)f1 := Eval(f1); (evaluation step)while not (f1 = true or f1 = false)do Select Xj from f1, where Xj is not in lhs(E 0);Create fj, insert �jXj = fj in E 0according to the order by the transformation rules;Apply the global version of Gau� elimination to E 0odFigure 6.3. Local Version of the Gau� Elimination AlgorithmThere exists an acceleration of the algorithm which works as follows:an occurrence of a variable Xj may be substituted by true or false at anearlier stage than when occurring on the right hand side of its de�ningequation �jXj = fj . This is the case, when it does not happen that (acopy of) this occurrence ofXj is substituted into an equation �iXi = fiwhere Xi E Xj during the algorithm. This property is a static onein the sense that it can be determined in advance, whether such asubstitution into a prior equation will happen. A special case of thispossibility appears in the de�nition of the semantics for Boolean equa-tion systems (proposition 3.30): any occurrence of the �rst variable,X1, will never be substituted into a prior equation, simply becausethere does not exist a prior one. Hence, every occurrence of X1 maybe substituted by true or false right in the beginning. However, for this



6.4. Gau� elimination. 87acceleration it is the case that backward substitution does not work:it is only guaranteed that the algorithm produces the correct solutionfor the �rst variable.6.4.2 Complexity for the general case.In this section we argue that the naive algorithm derived from Gau�elimination is of complexity exponential in the number of equations,and give an example for it. The source of complexity here is the sizeof right-hand side expressions, which in an example growths exponen-tially. However, it is not known, whether there exists a version of thealgorithm, where this exponential blow up is avoided by more intelli-gent storage of expressions.In comparison to the approximation algorithm the behaviour cwofGau� elimination algorithms is very di�erent. We show that the com-plexity of Gau� elimination is independent from the alternation depthof the Boolean equation system, i.e. given an arbitrary Boolean equa-tion system there exists a Boolean equation system with the samenumber of equations, but alternation depth 1, and for both systemsthe algorithm needs same time and space. An example demonstratesa case, where the approximation based algorithms needs exponentiallymany steps, but Gau� elimination only polynomial time and space.For some fragments we show that Gau� elimination has complexitypolynomial in the number of equations. Especially for the fragmentcorresponding to L2 Gau� elimination provides an O(n2) algorithm.The number of substitution steps during the Gau� elimination in theglobal algorithm is less than (n�1)+(n�2)+ : : :+1 � n2. The localversion includes at most n applications of the global algorithm givingalltogether less than n3 substitution steps.The crucial point concerning complexity is the size of the Boolean ex-pressions arising from iterative substitutions. In general substitutionof Boolean expressions into Boolean expressions leads to size exponen-tial in the number of variables involved. Assuming that a Booleanequation system in normal form consists of n equations (and di�erent



88 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.variables), then the size of the Boolean expressions created during thealgorithm is bound by 2n. Hence the worst case complexity of theglobal and local algorithm is O(2n).Trying a big number of examples showed that the application of eval-uation rules as discussed above and the elimination rule keep the ex-pressions created relatively small. Finding an example where the right-hand side expressions are of exponential size turned out to be a di�-cult task. The example below was constructed with help of Brinksma[Bri96] and Rossmanith [Ros96]. The basic idea is to �nd an expres-sion where one variable appears twice and the laws for evaluation ofBoolean expressions as �xed for the algorithm are not applicable inorder to reduce it. Such an expression gives a scheme for iterative sub-stitution with no possibility of reduction. The �xpoint operators inthis example are irrelevant, because when building up expressions forXn up to Xn=2 there is no application of the elimination rule possible.Therefore �xpoint operators are left away. Assume n 2 10IN . The sizeof expressions is then bound by O(2n=5).X1 = X2X2 = X3X3 = X4X4 = X5: : :Xn=2 = Xn=2+1Xn=2+1 = Xn=2+2 _ Xn=2+3Xn=2+2 = Xn=2+4 ^ Xn=2�1Xn=2+3 = Xn=2+5 ^ Xn=2�2Xn=2+4 = Xn=2+6 _ Xn=2�3Xn=2+5 = Xn=2+6 _ Xn=2�4: : :Xn�14 = Xn�13 _ Xn�12Xn�13 = Xn�11 ^ X13Xn�12 = Xn�10 ^ X12Xn�11 = Xn�9 _ X11Xn�10 = Xn�9 _ X10



6.4. Gau� elimination. 89Xn�9 = Xn�8 _ Xn�7Xn�8 = Xn�6 ^ X9Xn�7 = Xn�5 ^ X8Xn�6 = Xn�4 _ X7Xn�5 = Xn�4 _ X6Xn�4 = Xn�3 _ Xn�2Xn�3 = Xn�1 ^ X5Xn�2 = Xn ^ X4Xn�1 = X1 _ X3Xn = X1 _ X2In order to make the conceptual di�erence to the approximationmethodclear we show that Gau� elimination is independent of the alternationdepth of a Boolean equation system. Least and greatest �xpoints aretreated in a similar way: the corresponding variables are substitutedby a constant, true for a variable with greatest �xpoint, false for avariable with least �xpoint.Proposition 6.4 The complexity of the naive algorithm basedon Gau� elimination is independent of the alternation depth of theBoolean equation system and hence also of the underlying �-calculusformula.Proof: The idea is that for a given Boolean equation system E of ar-bitrary alternation depth we construct a Boolean equation system E 0with only �-�xpoints, and E 0 has the property that the size of expres-sions created during Gau� elimination is at least the size of expressionscreated for E . (Their solutions may di�er.)For this purpose we have to restrict the class of Boolean equation sys-tems we consider to those which do not contain constants and all righthand side variables are bound. In fact this is not a real restriction,because constants and �xed right hand side variables can be elimi-nated from a Boolean equation system in linear time (in the size of thesystem) such that the solution of the system is preserved. Hence ap-plying this elimination before starting any algorithm will not increase



90 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.its complexity. Furthermore we consider Boolean equation systemsin standard form. This representation can be achieved by a linearblow-up of the original system (in the size of the underlying �-calculusformula).The transformation from E to E 0 works as follows:� every conjunction containing a �-variable is transformed to a dis-junction (of the same variables), and� every � is substituted by a �.Note that the solution of E 0 will be �0, where �0(X) = false for allX 2 lhs(E 0).We have to show that the size of expressions when applying Gau�elimination to E 0 is greater or equal to those for E . Both systems havethe same dependency graph, and therefore also the same structure ofsubstitutions. We just have to make sure that in E 0 \no variables getlost" in comparison to E .The property to show holds for the initial systems E and E 0. Fur-thermore corresponding equations of both systems contain the samevariables. Let �iXi=f; �jXj=g be equations of E and �Xi=f 0, �Xj=g0the corresponding equations of E 0, where i < j.Applying a substitution step leads to an expression �iXi=f [Xj=g] and�Xi=f 0[Xj=g0] respectively. If f and g contained at least the same(number of) variables as f 0 and g0 then this will also hold for f [Xj=g]and f 0[Xj=g0] and the size of f 0[Xj=g0] is greater or equal to the sizeof f [Xj=g].For an elimination step consider as part of an expression of E a con-junction Xi ^Xj , where Xi is a �-variable and Xj is a �-variable, andXi is substituted by true. Then the conjunction evaluates to Xj . Inthe transformed system E 0 the conjunction was transformed to a dis-junction Xi _Xj and Xi will be substituted by false. The disjunctionevaluates to Xj as in the other case. When Xj is substituted by falsethen the conjunction of E will evaluate to false, whereas the disjunc-tion of E 0 will evaluate to Xi, leading to a greater expression (with atleast one more variable) than in E . Note that the case of substitutingtrue for a variable in a disjunction introduced in E 0 does not happen,



6.4. Gau� elimination. 91because the solution of E 0 gives false for every variable of E 0.Any statement about size of Boolean expressions makes only sense ifwe choose a sensible representation of Boolean expressions. In the casehere we evaluate expressions just with the rules for constants. �We now want to demonstrate by some examples \good" behaviour ofGau� elimination, where tableau method and approximation methodneed exponential space and/or time. Two examples have already beentreated in section 6.3, illustrating the exponential blow-up of the plaintableau method. These examples can easily be solved with the tech-niques from this section without any blow-up. This might not be toosurprising as already extensions of the tableau method in [Cle90] and[Mad92] can deal with these examples.Here we present another example. Its features are the following:� It is scalable, i.e. it is a set of examples, which can have arbitrarysize n and alternation depth n.� The Gau� elimination method produces only expressions of a �xedconstant length for any of the examples, and the complexity isO(n2).� Known algorithms based on the approximation technique are ex-ponentially in n.The last aspect is due to the fact that the example is constructed in away that a maximal number of backtracking steps is required.Let n 2 2IN�X1 = X2 ^Xn�X2 = X1 _Xn�X3 = X2 ^Xn�X4 = X3 _Xn: : :�Xn�3 = Xn�4 ^Xn�Xn�2 = Xn�3 _Xn�Xn�1 = Xn�2 ^Xn�Xn = Xn�1 _Xn=2



92 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.6.4.3 Complexity for subclasses.In this section we consider classes of Boolean equation systems forwhich Gau� elimination has complexity O(n2). These are the disjunc-tive and the conjunctive class and a combination of them. The frag-ments of the modal �-calculus that gives rise to these classes are L1and L2. In [EJS93] the fragment L2 was shown being equi-expressiveto ECTL� [VW83], an extension of CTL�.A Boolean equation is called disjunctive, if its right-hand side is adisjunction or it is a 2-ary conjunction where at least one conjunct is aconstant. A Boolean equation system in standard form is disjunctive,if all its equations are. Expressions created during an application ofGau� elimination to disjunctive systems are always disjunctions. Thesize of an disjunction is bound by the number of di�erent variablesthat are involved, which is at most the number of equations in thesystem.Proposition 6.5 A disjunctive Boolean equation system of size ncan be solved in time and space O(n2) with the global version of theGau� elimination algorithm. Applying the local version of the Gau�elimination algorithm needs time O(n3) and space O(n2).Proof: The global version of the Gau� elimination algorithm takesat most n2 elimination and substitution steps. Each right-hand sideof an equation can be represented as a set. Substitution correspondsthen to a removing one element of a set and union of two sets. Theseoperations can be performed in constant time. There exist always notmore than n di�erent expressions, or sets resp., each of size less thann. The local algorithm needs less than n3 elimination and substitutionsteps. �The conjunctive class is de�ned analogously: a Boolean equation sys-tem in standard form is conjunctive, if it contains only equations withconjunctions on their right hand sides, or disjunctions, where one ofthe disjuncts is a constant. The dual argument holds here.Proposition 6.6 A conjunctive Boolean equation system of size ncan be solved in time and space O(n2) with the the local version of



6.4. Gau� elimination. 93the Gau� elimination algorithm. Applying the local version of theGau� elimination algorithm needs time O(n3) and space O(n2).Proof: Analogously to the previous proof of proposition 6.5 �.Disjunctive and conjunctive classes may be combined in a restrictedway. Intuitively, the requirement is, that when applying the Gau� elim-ination algorithmnever a disjunction (containing more than a constantor a single variable) is substituted into a conjunction or vice versa. Theformal de�nition of the combined class is given below. Recall that asubsystem E 0 of E is closed with respect to E , i� free(E 0) � free(E).� each disjunctive system is contained in the combined class;� each conjunctive system is contained in the combined class;� if a Boolean equation system E of the combined class containes adisjunctive equation �dXd=fd and a conjunctive equation �cXc=fc, then there is a variable X in either fd or fc, such that� �X = fX is the least (w.r.t. E) equation of a subsystem E 0closed with respect to E ,� E 0 is contained in the combined class,� (�dXd=fd) C (�X=fX ),� (�cXc=fc) C (�X=fX).Proposition 6.7 For a Boolean equation system in the combinedclass the global version of the Gau� elimination algorithm solves thesystem in space and time O(n2).Proof: The observation here is that the Gau� elimination algorithmevaluates the least variable of a closed subsystem to a constant. Therest is analogous to the disjunctive and conjunctice case. �Note, that �X=fX has not to be necessarily the least equation of thesubsystem; it may be one equation of a closed subsystem. In this casethe Gau� elimination algorithm has to be modi�ed in the way, thatafter each evaluation step equations with a constant right-hand side areeliminated from the equation system according to lemma3.20, followedby a further evaluation step, and so on. In this case each variable of aclosed subsystem is evaluated to a constant.



94 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.Also note, that the local version of the Gau� elimination algorithmapplied to Boolean equation systems of the combined class possiblysubstitutes disjunctions into conjunctions and vice versa. The reasonis that a subsystem of a Boolean equation system in the combinedclass is not necessarily contained in the combined class. In order toget a local algorithm for the combined class there is a modi�cationnecessary: before application of the global algorithm equations haveto be created until the actual subsystem is in the combined class.It is easy to see that Boolean equation systems derived from �-calculusformulae of the fragment L1 are disjunctive, and Boolean equation sys-tems derived from �-calculus formulae of fragment L2 are containedin the combined class. (See de�nitions for L1 and L2 in chapter 4).Emerson, Jutla and Sistla [EJS93] presented a model checking algo-rithm for L1 and L2 which is of complexityO(j�j2jT j). Transformationto Boolean equation systems gives also an O(jEj2) algorithm.Bhat and Cleaveland [BC96] developed a model checking algorithm forthe fragment L1. It operates on the dependency graph where nodes areadditionally labelled by _ or ^. A formula of linear time temporal logicexpresses that there exists a �-cycle (or constant true) reachable fromthe node representing the �-calculus formula and initial state, whichimplies that the formula sati�es the transition system. The linear timeformula is proved by a tableau system. The time complexity of theiralgorithm is O(ad(�)�j�j�jT j), giving anO(ad(E)jEj) algorithm for thecase of Boolean equation systems. For the extension of the algorithmto the fragment L2 they claim, that the resulting algorithm may beshown also to have time complexity O(ad(�) � j�j � jT j).6.5 Complexity.We give a proof that the problem of solving Boolean equation systemis contained in NP \ Co-NP.For the model checking problem this is a known result. Most of theproofs (e.g. [EJS93, BVW94]) reduce the model checking problem tonon-emptiness problems of tree automata, which are in NP. Then the



6.5. Complexity. 95model checking problem is also contained in in Co-NP, just because aproperty holds for some model if its negation does not and vice versa.We claim that the proof in the framework of Boolean equation systemsis quite simple. Roughly the argumentation works as follows.An arbitrary Boolean equation system in standard form can be re-duced to a disjunctive system by choosing one variable out of everyconjunction and throwing the other one away. In general the reducedBoolean equation system has a solution pointwise greater than the so-lution of the original one. However, in proposition 3.36 it was shownthat there must be one reduction to a disjunctive system having thesame solution. According to proposition 6.5 we can solve the reducedsystem in time O(jEj2).Dually a Boolean equation system in standard form can be reduced toa conjunctive system. In general it will have a pointwise lower solutionthan the original one, but there must exist one reduction giving thesame solution. Again a disjunctive Boolean equation system can besolved in quadratic time according to proposition 6.6.Given a Boolean equation system in standard form we can guess tworeductions (out of exponentially many), one to a disjunctive system,the other one to a conjunctive one. Both can be solved in quadratictime. We know that the solution of the original system lies betweenthe solutions of the conjunctive and the disjunctive one. Hence, ifwe guessed \correctly" and both systems have the same solution, thismust also be the solution of the original system.Theorem 6.8 Solving a Boolean equation system E is containedin NP \ Co-NP.Proof: We guess a conjunctive system E 0: in each equation of E witha disjunction on the right hand side we reduce the right hand sideto one of the disjuncts. The equations with a conjunction on theright hand side remain unchanged. By construction and de�nition3.15 follows that E 0 � E . There are exponentially many possibilities tochoose such a conjunctive system. Analogously we guess a disjunctivesystem E 00 � E . Again there are exponentially many possibilities to



96 Chapter 6. Solving Boolean equation systems.guess. In general the solution of E 0 is pointwise lower or equal to thesolution of E (proposition 3.16). Proposition 3.36 says that there existsa conjunctive system E 0 having the same solution as E . The solutionof E 00 is pointwise greater or equal to the solution of E (proposition3.16). And again there exists a disjunctive system E 00 having the samesolution as E .E 0 and E 00 can be solved in quadratic time (propositions 6.5, 6.6). Ifthey have the same solution then it must be the solution of E .In lemma 3.35 it was proved that the solving E is the complementaryproblem to solving E , i.e. ([[E ]] �)(X) = false i� ([[E]] �)(X) = true. Fromthe argumentation above follows that solving E is also contained in NPand hence solving E is also in Co-NP. �



Chapter 7Peterson's mutexalgorithm.In this section we demonstrate two things: A non-trivial application ofthe modal �-calculus and results from veri�cation with a prototype im-plementation of the local Gau� elimination algorithm. For this purposethe algorithms for mutual exclusion (mutex) seem to be appropriate:on one hand they are more interesting than the co�ee machine, butthey are small enough to capture concepts easily, on the other handthe properties to be proved result in rather sophisticated �-calculusformulae.Roughly the mutex problem is the following: two (or more) processesshare a common source which may be used by one process only at onetime. When a process has access to the common source then we sayit is in the critical section. The task of mutex algorithms is now toorganize the availability of the common source in such a way that itnever happens that both processes have access at the same time (safetyproperty) and that a requesting process cannot be denied access forever(liveness property).The basis for the examples presented here is the work ofWalker [Wal91],who encoded the best known mutex algorithms as CCS processes and
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98 Chapter 7. Peterson's mutex algorithm.tried to prove safety and liveness properties for them. Whereas forsafety properties he was successful, there remained open questionsconcerning liveness. One reason is that he did not treat fairness inhis properties. As Kindler and Walter [Wal95a, KW97] and Vogler[Vog96] pointed out, liveness for mutex algorithms cannot be guaran-teed without fairness assumptions. A common possibility is to requirefairness for everything. In general, this is not necessary for most cases,and our interest here is to �nd out what are the precise fairness as-sumptions for mutex algorithms to ful�ll the liveness property. Theexamples presented here are contained in [KM].7.1 Modelling the algorithm.We investigate Peterson's mutex algorithm. Other mutex algorithmscan be treated analogously.Peterson's algorithm works for two processes P1 and P2, each onehaving a Boolean variable, b1 or b2 resp., which is set to true if aprocess wishes to enter the critical section. There is a turn variable ktaking values from f1; 2g and in case of a conict it gives a priority tothe process with the corresponding index. Process P1 writes to b1 andreads b2. Dually process P2 writes to b2 and reads b1. Both processesread and write to variable k. Let i; j 2 f1; 2g and j 6= i.while true dobegin (noncritical section);bi := true;k := j;wait until not bj or k = i;(critical section);bi := falseend;The processes are modelled following Walker's [Wal91] approach. Heformulated the two processes as CCS agents [Mil89]. Each variable is



7.1. Modelling the algorithm. 99represented by its own agent and writing to a variable or reading itare actions where a process agent and a variable agent synchronize.Modelling Process P1:P1 = req1 : b1wt : kw2 : P11+ � : P1P11 = b2rf : P12 + b2rt : (kr2 :P11 + kr1 : P12)P12 = enter1 : exit1 : b1wf : P1Modelling Process P2:P2 = req2 : b2wt : kw1 : P21 + � : P2P21 = b1rf : P22 + b1rt : (kr1 : P21 + kr2 : P22)P22 = enter2 : exit2 : b2wf : P2Modelling the whole process:L = fb1rf ; b1rt; b1wf; b1wt; b2rf; b2rt; b2wf; b2wt;kr1; kr2; kw1; kw2gPeterson = (P1 jP2 jK1 jB1f jB2f ) n LModelling the variables b1, b2 and k by process agents:B1f = b1rf :B1f + b1wf:B1f + b1wt:B1tB1t = b1rt:B1t + b1wt:B1t + b1wf:B1fB2f = b1rf :B2f + b1wf:B2f + b1wt:B2tB2t = b1rt:B2t + b1wt:B2t + b1wf:B2fK1 = kr1K1 + kw1K1 + kw2K2K2 = kr2K2 + kw2K2 + kw1K1However, there are small di�erences: in addition to Walker's versionwe also take into account that a process may never wish to enter thecritical section and model this behavior by additional � -loops for pro-cess P1 and process P2. Another point concerns the semantics of thewait-statement in the algorithm. In the process above the busy-waitingsemantics is modelled. Alternatively we also want to look at the algo-rithm with a (non-busy) wait-statement giving di�erent process agents



100 Chapter 7. Peterson's mutex algorithm.for P11 and P21:P1 = req1 : b1wt : kw2 : P11 + � : P1P11 = b2rf : P12 + kr1 : P12P12 = enter1 : exit1 : b1wf : P1P2 = req2 : b2wt : kw1 : P21 + � : P2P21 = b1rf : P22 + kr2 : P22P22 = enter2 : exit2 : b2wf : P27.2 Fairness and Liveness.We distinguish three concepts: progress, weak fairness and strong fair-ness. They describe conditions for access to common sources, whichare variables in the case here, whenever more than one process is in-volved. Getting access to a variable is either reading the variable orwriting to it.Progress: Whenever a process continuously wants to have access toa variable then either it eventually can access or in�nitely often someother processes access.Weak fairness: Whenever a process continuously wants to have accessto a variable then it eventually gets it.Strong fairness: Whenever a process in�nitely often wants to haveaccess to a variable then it eventually gets it.The liveness property to prove is, that if a process wishes to enter thecritical section then it eventually may do so. We want to show theproperty for process P1 and by symmetry arguments it follows also forprocess P2. A �-calculus formula expressing this property is:�1 � �Z:[�]Z ^ [req1](�X:[�]X _ henter1itt)Verifying it for process Peterson gives false for both interpretationsof the wait statement as expected. The property does not hold if wedo not include some additional assumptions. For example it is easy tosee that in an interleaving based model we also have to make progressexplicit. After requesting the critical section one process could stop do-ing anything, whereas the other one is reading variables continuously.



7.2. Fairness and Liveness. 101The whole system is doing something all the time, but, of course, wecannot prove that the one process eventually enters the critical sec-tion. What further fairness properties are required is the point whichwe want to make precise.From the technical point of view we cannot formulate any fairnesscondition with �-calculus expressions for process Peterson as encodedabove. Every variable access results in a � -action and it is not visiblewhich process got access to which variable, or which process wouldlike to do so. Walker used additional actions, called probes, in orderto make request, entering and exiting of the critical section visible.We will use the same technique and add various probes for variableaccesses to the processes.A property we want to prove is the following:Requiring progress for all variables, after requesting the critical sectiona process may eventually enter.According to the de�nition of progress we have to add an individualprobe to each variable access indicating which variable and which pro-cess are involved. The additional probes are b11, b12, b21, b22, k1 andk2. The new agents for processes P1 and P2 are for interpretation withbusy waiting are below.P1 = req1 : b1wt:b11 : kw2:k1 : P11 + �:P1P11 = b2rf:b21 : P12 + b2rt:b21 : (kr2:k1 : P11 + kr1:k1 : P12)P12 = enter1:exit1:b1wf:b11 : P1P2 = req2 : b2wt:b22 : kw1:k2 : P21 + �:P2P21 = b1rf:b12 : P22 + b1rt:b12 : (kr1:k2 : P21 + kr2:k2 : P22)P22 = enter2:exit2 : b2wf:b22 : P2Peterson2 = (P1 jP2 jK1 jB1f jB2f ) n LThe formula expressing liveness under progress conditions is quitelarge, but the construction is rather uniform, and I try to give a mo-tivation. What is actually expressed is the property: always, after arequest, each path has to ful�ll the following: either it eventually leadsto the possibility of entering the critical section or it fails (one of) theprogress conditions. The possibility of failing progress conditions con-sists then in further disjunctions in the \pure" liveness formula �1.



102 Chapter 7. Peterson's mutex algorithm.It is supposed that a process \wishes" to read or write a variable, ifit could do it. In a CCS process the states, where a process couldhave access to a variable are those where it could do a � -action andafterwards the indicating probe. For example at a state where processP2 wants to have access to variable k the �-calculus formula h� ihk2ittholds. According to this addition of probes we also have to modelthat a variable access and its probe have to performed as an atomicaction. Paths where these actions are not directly subsequent shouldnot be considered and they also fail the assumptions. In the formulathis condition is expressed as \whenever a probe can be performed andit is not performed immediately, then this path will not be considered"(e.g. : : :_ (hb11itt ^ [b11]X) : : :). Additionally we assume that if pro-cess P2 may enter the critical section or exit then it will eventually doit.We will have a closer look to one of the subformulae expressing thepossibility to fail a progress condition, e.g.�X: : : :�Y:h� ihb11itt ^ [b11; b12]X ^ [�b11; b12](X _ Y ) : : :According to the discussions in section 4.2 this combination of �x-point operators expresses an \eventually always" property. It is ful-�lled on all paths, where always access to variable b11 is possible (byh� ihb11itt), but only �nitely often one of the processes performs anaccess (by [b11; b12]X) and eventually there will be always no access(by [�b11; b12]Y ). The disjunction [�b11; b12](X _Y ) is necessary be-cause of the branching structure: imagine a path failing the progress-condition, but on paths branching o� there is eventually an enter1action.�2 � �Z: [�]Z ^ [req1]�02�02 � �X: [�]X _ henter1itt_ �Y: h� ihb11itt ^ [b11; b12]X ^ [�b11; b12] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb12itt ^ [b11; b12]X ^ [�b11; b12] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb21itt ^ [b21; b22]X ^ [�b21; b22] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb22itt ^ [b21; b22]X ^ [�b21; b22] (X _ Y )



7.2. Fairness and Liveness. 103_ �Y: h� ihk1 itt ^ [k1 ; k2]X ^ [�k1 ; k2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihk2 itt ^ [k1 ; k2]X ^ [�k1 ; k2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: henter2itt ^ [enter2]X ^ [�enter2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: hexit2itt ^ [exit2]X ^ [�exit2] (X _ Y )_ (hb11itt ^ [b11]X)_ (hb21itt ^ [b21]X)_ (hb12itt ^ [b12]X)_ (hb22itt ^ [b22]X)_ (hk1 itt ^ [k1 ]X)_ (hk2 itt ^ [k2 ]X) )Verifying �2 for Peterson2 shows that only progress conditions arenot su�cient for liveness, as expected. Having tried several fairnessassumptions, the following turned out to be the weakest one that issu�cient for proving liveness: in addition to the general progress as-sumptions, weak fairness is necessary for write access to b1 and b2 andfor both read and write access of variable k. The probes which have tobe added to the process agents now have also to distinguish betweenread and write access for variables b1 and b2 getting the set of probesb11w; b21r; b22w; b12r; k1; k2 (the other possibilities do not appear inthe case here). We get the following process:P1 = req1 : b1wt:b11w : kw2:k1 : P11 + �:P1P11 = b2rf:b21r : P12 + b2rt:b21r : (kr2:k1 : P11 + kr1:k1 : P12)P12 = enter1:exit1:b1wf:b11w : P1P2 = req2 : b2wt:b22w : kw1:k2 : P21 + �:P2P21 = b1rf:b12r : P22 + b1rt:b12r : (kr1:k2 : P21 + kr2:k2 : P22)P22 = enter2:exit2 : b2wf:b22w : P2Peterson3 = (P1 jP2 jK1 jB1f jB2f ) n LThe �-calculus formula �3 expressing the intended liveness propertyis constructed analogously to �2. Note that the progress conditionsfor actions b12w etc. do not appear in the formula, simply because



104 Chapter 7. Peterson's mutex algorithm.they do not appear in the process. Verifying �3 for Peterson3 gave theresult true.�3 � �Z: [�]Z ^ [req1]�03�03 � �X: [�]X _ henter1itt_ �Y: h� ihb11witt ^ [b11w]X ^ [�b11w] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb12ritt ^ [b11w; b12r]X ^ [�b11w; b12r] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb21ritt ^ [b21r; b22w]X ^ [�b21r; b22w] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb22witt ^ [b22w]X ^ [b22w] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihk1 itt ^ [k1]X ^ [�k1] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihk2 itt ^ [k2]X ^ [�k2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: henter2itt ^ [enter2]X ^ [�enter2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: hexit2itt ^ [exit2]X ^ [�exit2] (X _ Y )_ (hb11witt ^ [b11w]X)_ (hb21ritt ^ [b21r]X)_ (hb12ritt ^ [b12r]X)_ (hb22witt ^ [b22w]X)_ (hk1 itt ^ [k1 ]X)_ (hk2 itt ^ [k2 ]X)For the case of interpreting the wait statement not with busy waitingthe necessary requirements turn out to be much weaker. In additionto progress only fair writing for the variables b1 and b2 is su�cientfor liveness. Here also the position of the request-probe makes a dif-ference. In Walker's version of Peterson's algorithm the request-probewas placed after writing b1 to true. In this case we can show thatonly progress requirements are su�cient to prove liveness. However,one conict is hidden in this version: process P1 wishes to get into thecritical section, but is not able to set variable b1 to true. Placing therequest probe before writing to b1 leaves the solution of this problemto the fairness conditions.The proof technique is the same as in the case above and we presentonly processes and formulae veri�ed.



7.2. Fairness and Liveness. 105P1 = req1 : b1wt:b11 : kw2:k1 : P11 + �:P1P11 = b2rf:b21 : P12 + kr1:k1 : P12P12 = enter1:exit1 : b1wf:b11 : P1P2 = req2 : b2wt:b22 : kw1:k2 : P21 + �:P2P21 = b1rf:b12 : P22 + kr2:k2 : P22P22 = enter2:exit2 : b2wf:b22 : P2Peterson4 = (P1 jP2 jK1 jB1f jB2f ) n L�2 expresses simply liveness under progress assumptions. It was eval-uated to false for Peterson4 and processes P1 and P2 as above. For themodi�cation of P1, where the request probe req1 comes after b1wt:b11(Peterson5), it is the case that �2 does hold!For the request probe req1 in the \correct" place as above fair writingfor variables b1 and b2 has to be guaranteed. The probes indicatingwrite (and read) access for b1 and b2 have to be added. The formula�4 giving true Peterson4 is as follows:�4 � �Z: [�]Z ^ [req1]�04�04 � �X: [�]X _ henter1itt_ �Y: h� ihb11witt ^ [b11w]X ^ [�b11w] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb12ritt ^ [b11w; b12r]X ^ [�b11w; b12r] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb21ritt ^ [b21r; b22w]X ^ [�b21r; b22w] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihb22witt ^ [b22w]X ^ [b22w] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihk1; k2itt ^ [k1; k2]X ^ [�k1; k2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: h� ihk1; k2itt ^ [k1; k2]X ^ [�k1; k2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: henter2itt ^ [enter2]X ^ [�enter2] (X _ Y )_ �Y: hexit2itt ^ [exit2]X ^ [�exit2] (X _ Y )_ (hb11witt ^ [b11w]X)_ (hb21ritt ^ [b21r]X)_ (hb12ritt ^ [b12r]X)_ (hb22witt ^ [b22w]X)_ (hk1 itt ^ [k1 ]X)_ (hk2 itt ^ [k2 ]X)



106 Chapter 7. Peterson's mutex algorithm.7.3 Experimental Results.The local version of the Gau� elimination algorithm presented in Sec-tion 6.4 was implemented by Wallner [Wal93] and the processes andformulae of this chapter have been veri�ed using this implementation.The program is written in C and Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)[Bry86] have been chosen as data structure for Boolean expressions.The BBD package fromCarnegie Mellon University was used. The pro-gram was run on a Sun UltraSparc 1. The transformation from CCSagents to transition systems as input for the program was performedwith the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench.However, experiments showed that BDDs are probably not the mostsuitable choice for our algorithm: each substitution step during the al-gorithmmakes a composition of BBDs necessary. The size of the BDDsgrew more than expected and made frequent and time-consuming re-ordering necessary. Below we list the results from the veri�cationprocedures. BDD sizes are included and here and we took only intoaccount the size of the BDD representing the right-hand side of theVeri�cation of Petersons's mutex algorithmVersion of Peterson 2 3 4 4 5states 203 203 139 139 139formula �2 �3 �2 �4 �2�xpoints 10 10 10 10 10result false true false true truetime 8 min 13 min 1 min 1 min 1 minequations created 352 456 236 244 185% of all equations 17 % 22 % 17 % 18 % 13 %maximal BDD size 5689 9868 2123 2123 289average BDD size 577 423 231 175 49substitution steps 106508 202121 50946 51182 23313elimination steps 11219 11464 5078 4946 4088



7.3. Experimental Results. 107variable of interest (\the �rst equation"). Each formula introducedin the previous section was veri�ed for the version of Peterson's al-gorithm containing the relevant probes for this case. All formulaeexpress always-properties, which makes an evaluation of the formulaat all states necessary. It is to be expected that local model checkingis no advantage in this case. However, it turned out, that only 13-22%of the possible equations had to be created.



108 Chapter 7. Peterson's mutex algorithm.



Chapter 8Equivalent techniques.The model checking problem for the modal �-calculus has been treatedalso within other frameworks, and there exist reductions to problems inautomata theory and theory of games. Chapter 5 contains reductionsof the model checking problem to Boolean equation systems and viceversa. In this chapter we will show the equivalence of solving Booleanequation systems on one hand, and the nonemptiness problem for alter-nating automata as well as the decision problem for games, i.e. whichplayer has a winning strategy, on the other hand. From the equivalenceit follows that algorithms solving one problem can be transformed inorder to solve the other problems. Furthermore the equivalence allowsus to apply the various properties for Boolean equation systems fromchapter 3 and Section 3.2 also to the kind of alternating automata andgames considered.8.1 Alternating automata.In this section we show the equivalence of alternating automata onin�nite words over a 1-letter alphabet with a parity acceptance condi-tion and Boolean equation systems. It follows then according to theresults of section 5.2 that the nonemptiness problem for these alter-nating automata and the model checking problem are equivalent too.
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110 Chapter 8. Equivalent techniques.For an overview over automata on in�nite words and trees see [Tho90],for alternating automata also [Var95].Words and trees.Let � be a �nite nonempty alphabet. A �nite word over � is a �nitesequence a0; : : : ; an of elements of �. The set of �nite words over � isdenoted by ��. An in�nite word over � is a in�nite sequence a0; a1; : : :of elements of �. The set of in�nite words over � is denoted by �!.A tree � over the alphabet � is a directed, acyclic graph. Each noden is labelled by an element of �, written as � (n) 2 �. The set ofnodes may be either �nite or in�nite. There exists one node withoutpredecessor, the root of � . Each other node has one unique predeces-sor, its parent, and a �nite number of successors, its children. Thenumber of its children is the arity of a node. Nodes without childrenare called leaves. A branch b of a tree � is a sequence b1b2 : : :, suchthat b0 is the root of � and each bi is the parent of bi+1. It is either�nite, ending in a leaf, of in�nite. Given a branch b of a tree we de�nethe set lim(b) � � as all elements a of � such that in�nitely manynodes of b are labelled with a. Note that if b is �nite, then lim(b) = ;.Alternating automata.Alternating automata are a generalization of nondeterministic automata.For our purpose automata over an alphabet containing a single letterare su�cient.An alternating automatonA is here de�ned as a tuple (fag; S; s0; �;
),where� fag is a 1-letter alphabet,� S is the set of states of A,� s0 2 S is the initial state,� � : fag � S ! B+(S) a transition function, which maps a state ofS (and the symbol a) to a negation free Boolean expression over S,� 
 is an acceptance condition which has to be speci�ed.



8.1. Alternating automata. 111For a subset S0 of S de�ne an environment on states �S0 such that forall s 2 S0 we have that �S0 (s) = true and false for all other states inS n S0. A subset S0 of S satis�es a negation free Boolean expressionf over S, if f(�S0 ) = true. For example when f is represented indisjunctive normal form, all the states occurring in one disjunct forma set which satis�es f .A run of an automaton A over the (in�nite) word ! = a; a; a; : : : is atree r over S with the properties:� the root of r is labelled by the initial state s0� if a node n has the children n1; : : : ; nk, and n is labelled by a states, where �(a; s) =f , then the label set fr(n1); : : : r(nk)g satis�es f .A run r of A is accepting if the acceptance condition 
 holds, whichhere is a parity condition. 
 includes a labelling of the states withcolours f1; : : : ;mg for some m 2 IN , and an acceptance set F � S,which contains for a subset of colours all states of these colours. Theacceptance condition is:� every �nite branch ends in a leaf labelled with a state s, such that�(a; s) = true� for every in�nite branch b the state with the least label in lim(b)is contained in F .An automaton is empty if it has no accepting run.We may also mention now that an alternating automaton over a single-letter alphabet as de�ned above can be interpreted as a non-deterministictree-automaton and vice versa. In this case a run of an automaton Aover the (in�nite) tree � is a tree r over S with the properties:� the root of r is labelled by the initial state s0� if a node n of r has the children n1; : : : ; nk, then for �(a; r(n)) = fthe set of labels fr(n1); : : : r(nk)g satis�es f� de�ne for s2S the automaton As as A, but with initial state s; foreach node n of r with children n1; : : : ; nk there exists a node n0 in� with children n01; : : : ; n0k, such that every subtree of r rooted withni is a run of Ar(ni) over the subtree of � rooted with n0i.The acceptance condition for a run is as above.



112 Chapter 8. Equivalent techniques.Proposition 8.1 An alternating automaton A over in�nite stringsand a 1-letter alphabet is nonempty i� the interpretation of A asnondeterministic tree-automaton is nonempty.From Boolean equation systems to alternatingautomata.Given a Boolean equation system E and an environment � we constructan automaton AE;� as follows.AE;� = (fag; SE ; Xi; �E;�;
E;�), where� SE is the set of all variables of E , i.e. SE = lhs(E) [ rhs(E).� Some variable Xi of E is taken as initial state.� If �X = f is an equation of E , we de�ne �(a;X) = f , otherwise�(a;X) = �(X).� The acceptance set F contains all states X where �X = f is anequation with a greatest �xpoint operator in E . The labelling ofthe states follows the order of the variables in E : the �rst variablegets the label 1, the second 2 etc.. States which do not correspondto left-hand side variables in E are only labels of leaves in all runs.Hence their labelling is irrelevant.Theorem 8.2 For a Boolean equation system E and an environment� it is the case that ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true i� AE;�(fag; SE ; Xi; �E;�;
E;�)is nonempty. Moreover AE;� has size of O(jE j).The proof is in the appendix.From alternating automata to Boolean equationsystems.The transformation from an alternating automaton over a 1-letter al-phabet with parity condition to a Boolean equation system is simple.Given an automaton A(fag; S; s0; �;
) we construct a Boolean equa-tion system EA as follows:� The set of states S is interpreted as set of Boolean variables.



8.1. Alternating automata. 113� For each s 2 S \ F there is an equation �s = �(a; s) in EA.� For each s 2 S n F there is an equation �s = �(a; s) in EA.� The acceptance condition 
 includes a labelling of the states of S. Iffor si; sj 2 S the label of si is lower than the label of sj then si C sjin EA, i.e. the equation �isi = �(a; si) is before �isj = �(a; sj) inEA. (If si and sj carry the same label then they are in the sameblock and their order is irrelevant.)Theorem 8.3 For an alternating parity automaton over a 1-letteralphabet A(fag; S; s0; �;
) there exists a Boolean equation systemEA of size O(jA j), such that for any environment � it is:A(fag; S; s0; �;
) is nonempty i� ([[EA]] �)(s0) = true.Proof: Take the Boolean equation system EA as constructed aboveand transform it back to an automaton AEA as in the previous section.It is easy to see that we get the original automaton up to labelling.The equivalence follows then from theorem 8.2. �Now the equivalence of alternating automata and model checking prob-lems follows easily:Theorem 8.4 For an alternating parity automatonA(fag; S; s0; �;
)over a 1-letter alphabet there exists a proposition of the modal�-calculus � and a model M with the state space S, such that forsome renaming function � : S ! S, any environment � and anyvaluation V it is:�(s0) 2 jj�jjTV i� A(fag; S; s0; �;
) is nonempty. It is ad(�) � jF j+1and the M is of size O(jAj2).Proof: Apply theorems 8.2, 8.3 and 5.2. �Complexity and relation to other work.From the equivalence proved above and the results from section 6.5 weknow that the nonemptiness problem for alternating parity automataover a 1-letter alphabet is contained in NP \ co-NP. In this section



114 Chapter 8. Equivalent techniques.we want to relate this result to other complexity results for the sameproblem in the theory of automata. For that purpose we considermore standard acceptance conditions, the B�uchi and Rabin acceptanceconditions.The B�uchi acceptance condition for a run r of an (alternating) au-tomata consists of an acceptance set F � S and the requirement, thatlim(b) \ F 6= ; for every branch b of r.The Rabin condition includes a set of accepting pairs f(L1; U1); : : : ;(Ln; Un)g and the requirement for a run r to be accepted is: for eachbranch b of r there exists an i 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that lim(b) \ Ui 6= ;and lim(b) \Li = ;.The languages accepted by alternating automata on in�nite words arethe same for all these three acceptance conditions (see e.g. Lindsay[Lin88]); it is the class of !-regular languages.However, concerning the emptiness problem for alternating automataover a 1-letter alphabet the acceptance conditions make a di�erence.There exist linear translations from B�uchi automata to parity au-tomata and from parity automata to Rabin automata, which are es-sentially only transformations of the acceptance conditions.For the case of B�uchi automata the states have to be equipped withlabels from f1; 2g. The labels are chosen in such a way, that eachstate contained in the acceptance set F gets the label 1 and eachother state not contained in F gets the label 2. The labelling togetherwith the acceptance set F is then the equivalent parity acceptancecondition. Thus every alternating B�uchi automaton A can be mappedto an alternating parity automaton, and further with theorem 8.3 toa Boolean equation system EA, such that the B�uchi automaton withinitial state s0 is nonempty i� ([[EA]] �)(s0) = true for any environment�. From the structure of B�uchi acceptance conditions and the wayof construction of EA it follows that EA has alternation depth of atmost 2; the �rst equations have greatest �xpoint operators, the lastequations have least �xpoint operators. Applying complexity resultsfrom chapter 6.2 we get the proposition below. It follows also from[Var95], prop.5 and proposition 8.1.



8.1. Alternating automata. 115Proposition 8.5 The nonemptiness problem for alternating B�uchiautomata on in�nite words over a 1-letter alphabet is decidable inquadratic time and space.For the reduction of a parity automaton to a Rabin automaton wealso just the acceptance condition needs to be transformed. For eachcolour i 2 f1; : : : ;mg we de�ne Li def= fs 2 F j s is labelled with igand Ui def= fs 2 S j s has a label lower than ig. Note that an acceptingpair (Li; Ui) with Li = ; can be removed from the set of acceptingpairs, because it accepts nothing. It is easy to see that this Rabin con-dition accepts the same runs as the original parity condition and viceversa. However, here the nonemptiness problem follows from [EJ88]and proposition 8.1.Proposition 8.6 The nonemptiness problem for alternating Rabinautomata on in�nite words over a 1-letter alphabet is NP-complete.Representing �-calculus formulae as automata already has a long tra-dition (e.g. [SE84, Niw88, EJ91, Kai96]). The modal �-calculus wasshown to be expressively equivalent to automata on in�nite trees.Among known results the closest to ours is the equivalence of themodel checking problem and nonemptiness of nondeterministic tree-automata with parity acceptance condition from Emerson, Jutla andSistla [EJS93]. With proposition 8.1 the equivalence presented hereand their result are interderivable. Another approach (e.g. see [Var95,BVW94]) is to represent a formula of the modal �-calculus and also thetransition system as (alternating, amorphous) Rabin tree-automata. Ifthe product-automaton of these is nonempty, then the formula holdsat the initial state of the transition system. However, this emptinessproblem is NP-complete, and hence the problems are not equivalent.In this approach the NP \ co-NP complexity of the model checkingproblem follows from complementation arguments.



116 Chapter 8. Equivalent techniques.8.2 Graph games.Starting from the framework of Boolean equation systems we can de-rive graph games as de�ned in [Sti96] and show the equivalence of bothapproaches. In this section we assume Boolean equation systems beingclosed and in standard form.A game graph G consists of a set of vertices f1; : : : ; ng, each of themcarrying one label from fI, IIg and another from f�; �g 1 The graphG contains one or two edges of the form i ! j for each vertex i. Thesize jGj is de�ned as usual as sum of the number of vertices and thenumber of edges of G.A play p on the game graph GE is an in�nite sequence of verticeschosen by two players, player I and player II. The play starts at someinitial vertex i. Whenever the current vertex is labelled with I thenplayer I has to move and chooses one of the successors, which then isthe current vertex. Dually, if it is labelled by II then player II has tomove and chooses a successor.A strategy for a player is a decision function from the play done sofar to the next move.Deciding who is the winner of a play p requires considering the setlim(p) of all vertices which have been visited in�nitely often. If theleast vertex of all vertices in lim(p) is labelled with � then player Iwins; if it is labelled with � then player II wins.A player has a winning strategy for the game on GE with initial vertexi if she can win every play.A history free winning strategy is a winning strategy where the choiceof a successor does not depend on the initial sequence of the play done1In [Sti96] game graphs are de�ned in such a way that each vertex carries onlyone label from fI, IIg. For getting from the de�nition there to ours we equip eachI-node with a � and each II-node with a �. For the other way round we have totake care of two cases: vertices carrying a I and a �, and, dually vertices carrying aII and a �. In both cases a extra vertex has to be introduced which inherits all thesuccessors of the one considered, but is then the only immediate successor of theoriginal one. In the �rst case the original vertex gets the label II, its new successorthe label I, dually in the second case. In all other cases the labels � od � may justbe removed.



8.2. Graph games. 117so far. This means that in a history free winning strategy for playerI (II) there exists a unique choice of a successor at every I-labelled(II-labelled) vertex.From Boolean equation systems to graph games.Given a Boolean equation system E we will de�ne a game graph GE .Recall that for a given Boolean equation system E the dependencygraph (see section 6.1) consists of a set of vertices f1; : : : ; n; true; falseg,one for each left-hand side variable of E and two for true and false. Ifthere is an equation �Xi = Xj _Xk (Xj ^Xk) in E then there will beedges i! j and i! k in the dependency graph.Essentially the game graph GE for E is its dependency graph whereadditionally each vertex carries two more labels. For every equation�Xi = f in E vertex i of GE is labelled with �. Vertex false gets thelabel �, true gets the label �. If �Xi = Xj ^Xk is an equation of Ethen vertex i is labelled with I, and all other vertices are labelled withII. Two more edges are added to GE for technical reasons: false! falseand true ! true.Theorem 8.7 Player II has a winning strategy for the game on GEwith initial vertex i i� ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true. Moreover jGEj = O(jEj).The proof can be found in the appendix.The existence of history-free winning strategies follows easily fromthe corresponding properties for Boolean equation systems (see also[Sti96]).Proposition 8.8 If player I (II) has a winning strategy for thegame on GE with initial vertex i, then she has also a history freewinning strategy.Proof: Follows immediately from lemma 3.36 and theorem 8.7. �



118 Chapter 8. Equivalent techniques.From graph games to Boolean equation systems.From a game graph G we derive a Boolean equation system EG .� If vertex i of G is labelled with � there will be an equation �Xi=fiin EG . There will be no equations for true and false.� If vertex i has label I and i ! j and i ! k are edges in G then�Xi = Xj _Xk is an equation of EG .� If vertex i has label II and there are edges i ! j and i ! k in Gthen �Xi = Xj ^Xk is an equation of EG . If there is just one edgei! j from i then �Xi = Xj is an equation of EG .� For i < j it is Xi C Xj in EG .Theorem 8.9 Player II has a winning strategy for the game on Gwith initial vertex i i� ([[EG]] �)(Xi) = true. Moreover jGj = O(jEGj).Proof: Follows immediately from the fact, that the game graph de�nedby EG is again the original game graph, i.e. G = GEG , together withtheorem 8.7 �With linear reductions in both directions we have shown the equiva-lence of determining whether there exists a winning strategy for oneplayer in a game and solving Boolean equation systems. This is an-other proof that the decision problem for graph games is in NP \co-NP.With the equivalence of the latter and the model checking prob-lem in the modal �-calculus we get immediately an answer to an openquestion in [Sti96].Theorem 8.10 For a game graph G there exists a proposition ofthe modal �-calculus � and a modelM with the state space S, suchthat for a renaming function � : f1; : : : ; ng ! S and any valuationV it is:�(i) 2 jj�jjTV i� player II has a winning strategy for the game on Gwith initial vertex i. Moreover jMj = O(jGj2).Proof: Follows from theorems 5.2, 8.7 and 8.9. �



8.2. Graph games. 119Relation to other techniques.In this section a play has been de�ned as an in�nite sequence of ver-tices. The analogy to the automata approach is obvious: each playcan be interpreted as a branch of a run on an alternating automationas de�ned in the previous section. The branch is accepted i� player IIwins the play.Equally a play on a game graph G can be de�ned as a �nite sequenceof vertices ([Sti96]). Then the termination condition for a play is, thata vertex has been visited twice. Player II wins such a �nite play, if thevertex with the least label between the �rst and second occurrence ofthe one visited twice is labelled with �, otherwise player I wins. Withthis de�nition a play is equivalent to a path in a tableau as de�nedin Section 6.3. The question whether there exists a winning strat-egy for player II or a successful tableau are the same. Consequentlyan algorithm which solves the decision problem for �nite plays has todeal with same redundancy problem as tableaux have. One algorithmsolving this problem in a top-down manner is contained in [Mad92].However, the criteria for possible \reuse" of prior information are in-volved. A more e�cient and simple algorithm avoiding redundancy isGau� elimination of section 6.4.



120 Chapter 8. Equivalent techniques.



Chapter 9In�nite Booleanequation systems.So far we have been concerned with model checking only for �nite statesystems. It has been shown that there the problems of solving Booleanequation systems and model checking are equivalent. Models with anin�nite state space easily arise when e.g. considering systems with un-bounded bu�ers or programs using recursive data-structures such asnatural numbers or trees. In this chapter the framework of Booleanequation systems will be extended to the in�nite case. The modelchecking problem for the modal �-calculus and systems with (pos-sibly) in�nite state space on one hand, and solving in�nite Booleanequation systems on the other hand will be shown to be equivalent.However, such an equivalence is only useful, if there exists a �nitely rep-resentable method for solving in�nite Boolean equation systems. Hereapproximation techniques are not applicable. We present an elimina-tion method similar to Gauss elimination in section 6.4 based on a rep-resentation of in�nite Boolean equation systems by set based Booleanequation systems. This elimination method is closely related to thetableau method of Brad�eld and Stirling [BS91, Bra92]. It combinesthe top-down approach of the tableau with a bottom-up evaluation.In a tableau for an in�nite state system the same e�ect can occur asin the �nite case: the tableau might contain many copies of similar
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122 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.subtrees. The bottom-up evaluation avoids this kind of redundancy.To determine whether a tableau is successful or not it is necessary toinvestigate so called extended paths. It turns out that the strategy ofthe elimination method simpli�es the success criterion. The nondeter-minism contained in the tableau method is, of course, still containedin the elimination algorithm presented here. It is intended that anintelligent prover makes use of her (not generally formalizable) knowl-edge about system and property to prove in order to deal with thenondeterministic parts of the algorithm.We de�ne in�nite Boolean equation systems and show how propertiesfor the case of �nite Boolean equation systems can be transfered. Setbased Boolean equation systems are introduced as a �nite represen-tation for in�nite Boolean equation systems. We show a substitutionstep and elimination step similar to the ones in the Gau� eliminationof section 6.4. With these an algorithm is formulated describing thebottom-up version of the tableau method in [BS91, Bra92]. Smallexamples demonstrate the technique.9.1 De�nitions.In this section we de�ne syntax and semantics of in�nite Boolean equa-tion systems. Furthermore, we show that for each in�nite Booleanequation system there exists a system in conjunctive form such thatboth systems have the same solution. In terms of games this says thatthere exist history free winning strategies.In the case of in�nite Boolean equation systems we have to deal withtwo kinds of in�nity: on one hand there might be an in�nite numberof equations, on the other hand the right-hand sides of each equationmay consist of in�nite conjunctions or disjunctions. However, whatstill has to be �nite is the nesting depth of in�nite Boolean equationsystems. An in�nite Boolean equation system therefore consists of a�nite sequence of blocks, where a block is a possibly in�nite set ofBoolean equations all having the same �xpoint operator. The syntaxof an in�nite Boolean equation system is as follows.



9.1. De�nitions. 123De�nition 9.1 The set of positive in�nite Boolean expressionsover a countable set X of variables is denoted by IB+1(X ). Eachof its elements is of the form Wi2I Xi, Vi2I Xi or Xi where I is acountable index set and Xi 2 X [ ftrue; falseg.An in�nite Boolean equation is of the form�X=f , where � 2 f�; �g,X 2 X and f 2 IB+1(X ).A block �B is a set of in�nite Boolean equations �Xj = fj , all havingthe same �xpoint operator �, j 2 J and J is a countable index set.An in�nite Boolean equation system E is a �nite sequence of blocks�1B1 : : :�nBn for some n 2 IN .Again, for technical reasons, we assume that in an in�nite Booleanequation system there are no two equations having the same variableon the left-hand side. The de�nitions of the set of left-hand side vari-ables lhs(E) and right-hand side variables rhs(E) of an in�nite Booleanequation system are as in the �nite case. Also environments � : X ! IBare de�ned as in the �nite case. We have (Wi2I Xi)(�) = true, ifXi = true or �(Xi) = true for some i 2 I, and false otherwise. Dually(Vi2I Xi)(�) = false if for some i 2 I either Xi = false or �(Xi) = false.For some index set I and bI 2 IBI we denote by �[XI=bI] the si-multaneous substitution of all Xi 2 X by bi for i 2 I, such that�[XI=bI ](Xi) = bi for i 2 I and otherwise �[XI=bI](Xi) = �(Xi).The semantic of an in�nite Boolean equation system is de�ned recur-sively. In contrast to the �nite case in each step an in�nite Booleanequation system is not reduced to systems with one equation less, butwith one block less.De�nition 9.2 Let �B E be an in�nite Boolean equation system,where lhs(�B) = fXi 2 X j i 2 Ig for some index set I, and b 2 IBI .[[�]] � = �[[�B E ]] � = [[E ]] �[XI=�XI :B([[E ]] )] , where�XI :B([[E ]] ) = \fb 2 IBI j8i 2 I:bi � fi([[E ]] �[XI=b])g�XI:B([[E ]] ) = [fb 2 IBI j8i 2 I:bi � fi([[E ]] �[XI=b])g



124 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.With this de�nition of the semantic we can make use of all the proper-ties proved for �xpoint equation systems in chapter 3. In this case weinterpret a block above as one vector valued �xpoint equation. How-ever, we often want to argue about a single Boolean equation, notabout a whole block. Therefore we need the property below aboutsplitting of blocks. Then it is also possible to split a single equationfrom a block and consider it as one block. When arguing about in-�nitely many Boolean equations then blocks containing in�nitely manyequations should be split before applying the relevant lemmata.Lemma 9.3 Let� �B, �B1 and �B2 be blocks, where �B = �B1 [ �B2.� E1, E2 be in�nite Boolean equation systems,� and � an environment.Then [[E1 �B E2]] � = [[E1 �B1 �B2 E2]] �.Proof: Follows from Beki�c's Theorem 2.24 and the transformationfrom �xpoint expressions to �xpoint equation systems. Details are leftto the reader. �We now show a property which is the in�nite version of lemma 3.36. Itsays that for every Boolean equation system E and environment � thereexists a conjunctive Boolean equation system E 0 such that E 0 � E , and[[E 0]] � = [[E ]] �. In terms of games this means that also in the in�nitecase there are history free winning strategies.Theorem 9.4 Given an in�nite Boolean equation system E =�1B1 : : :�nBn and an environment � there exists an in�nite Booleanequation system E 0 = �1B01 : : :�nB0n such that E 0 contains no dis-junctions on the right-hand side, such that� If �jXk = Vi2I Xi is an equation in block Bj of E then it is alsoan equation in B0j of E 0.� If �jXk = Xi is an equation in block Bj of E then it is also anequation in B0j of E 0.



9.2. Equivalence to the model checking problem. 125� If �jXk = Wi2I Xi is an equation in block Bj of E and I isnonempty, then for some i 2 I the equation �jXk = Xi is inblock B0j of E 0. If I is empty then �jXk = false is an equation ofB0j of E 0.� [[E ]] � = [[E 0]] �A proof can be found in the appendix.9.2 Equivalence to the model checkingproblem.Essentially the transformation of the model checking problem for in�-nite state spaces to in�nite Boolean equation systems does not di�erfrom the �nite case. However, as we allow for in�nite Boolean equationsystems only one conjunct or one disjunct on the right-hand side ofeach equation we have to introduce new variables.The transformation function E1 maps a pair (�;M) consisting of amodal �-calculus formula � and a modelM with a possibly countablestate space S to an in�nite Boolean equation system.The function E1 performs the transformations from a nested �xpointformula to a �xpoint equation system and creates the basic blockstructure of the whole system. By introduction of new variables andconstants it also reduces each right-hand side expression to a singlevariable, constant, modality, disjunction or conjunction (and no com-bination of those). E1 refers to a set of functions fE1;E2; : : :g, whichcreate the Boolean equations within one block. Each Ei for i 2 IN isrelated to state si of the transition system.We omit the argument M of E1 when it is clear from the context.E1(Q) = �E1(X) = �E1(�1 ^ �2) = E1(�1) E1(�2)E1(�1 _ �2) = E1(�1) E1(�2)E1([a]�) = E1(�)



126 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.E1(hai�) = E1(�)E1(�X:�1 _ �2) = (�X1=E1(X 0 _X 00)) (�X2=E2(X 0 _X 00)) : : :E1(�X 0 = �1) E1(�X 00 = �2) for fresh X 0,X 00E1(�X:�1 ^ �2) = (�X1=E1(X 0 ^X 00)) (�X2=E2(X 0 ^X 00)) : : :E1(�X 0 = �1) E1(�X 00 = �2) for fresh X 0,X 00E1(�X:�) = (�X1=E1(�)) (�X2=E2(�)) : : : E1(�)if � is not a conjunction or disjunctionand for i 2 INEi(Q) = ( true if si 2 V(Q)false elseEi(X) = XiEi([a]�) = ^si a!sj Ej(�)Ei(hai�) = _si a!sj Ej(�)Ei(�X:�) = XiThe transformation function E1 also maps to a valuation V an envi-ronment �V de�ned as follows:�V (Xi) = true i� si 2 V(X).Proposition 9.5 The property �X:� holds at state si of tran-sition system T in the model M = (T ;V), si j=M �X:�, i� thecorresponding in�nite Boolean equation system has the solution truefor Xi, i.e. for all environments �V it is the case that([[E1((�X=�);M)]] �V ) (Xi) = true.Proof: The proof is analogous to the one of proposition 5.1. Theintroduction of new variables and equations is correct due to lemma3.25. �Also the backwards transformation from an in�nite Boolean equationsystem to a model checking problem works here. The construction ofsection 5.2 is immediately applicable to the in�nite case.



9.3. Set based Boolean equation systems. 127Theorem 9.6 For each in�nite Boolean equation system E thereexists a proposition of the modal �-calculus � and a modelM, suchthat for a variable renaming function � on the variables of E , allX 2 lhs(E) and environments � we have([[E ]] �)(X) = ([[E(�;M)]] �)(�(X))Proof: See proof of Theorem 5.2 �9.3 Set based Boolean equation systems.So far we have introduced in�nite Boolean equation systems, showedthat various properties of the �nite case also hold for the in�nite, andthat the model checking problem for possibly in�nite state spaces andin�nite Boolean equation systems are equivalent. However this resultsonly become useful, if we �nd a �nite representation of in�nite Booleanequation systems. This is the aim of this section.The �nite representation we give here deals only with in�nite Booleanequation systems which contain no proper disjunctions (i.e. if thereexist disjunctions, then they consist of not more than one disjunct).Therefore here Theorem 9.4 is crucial. For every model checking prob-lem we get an in�nite Boolean equation system, and for every in�-nite Boolean equation system E there exists another in�nite Booleanequation system E 0 without proper disjunctions, but having the samesolution as E and being �nitely representable.The kind of Boolean equation systems which will be introduced hereis called \set based". Intuitively in a Boolean equation system derivedfrom a model checking problem there is one variable for each pairconsisting of a state and a �xpoint variable. The variable will be true,if the �xpoint formula corresponding to this variable holds at the state.Here this idea generalizes to variables for pairs consisting of a set ofstates and a �xpoint variable, and the variable will be true, if thecorresponding �xpoint formula holds at all states contained in the set.The sets considered here may of course contain in�nitely many statesand this is the technique where �nite representations can be obtained.



128 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.Encoded in a set based Boolean equation system will be a transfor-mation to an in�nite Boolean equation system. The semantics of aset based Boolean equation system is then de�ned by the semantics ofthe in�nite Boolean equation system, to which it is transformed. Forthat purpose we need partial mappings �; �1; : : :. Each right-hand sidevariable in a set based Boolean equation system will be equipped withsuch a mapping �.For the state space S and some M � S let the function � be � :M ! P(S). Then we also de�ne �(N ) = Ss2N �(s) for N � S.The concatenation �2 � �1 and union �1 [ �2 of �2 : M2 ! P(S) and�1 :M1 ! P(S) are de�ned in the usual way:�2 � �1 : ( M1 ! P(S)s1 7! fs 2 S j 9s2 2M2:s2 2 �1(s1) and s 2 �2(s2)gand�1 [ �2 : ( M1 [M2 ! P(S)s 7! �1(s) [ �2(s)Given a function � :M ! P(S) de�ne�0 def= Id; the identity function�i+1 def= �i � ��� def= [i2IN �iAn order <� on M � S is de�ned by a function �: for s1; s2 2 Mde�ne s1 < s2 if s1 2 �(s2). We will say � is wellfounded, if <� iswellfounded.We now de�ne the syntax of set based Boolean equation systems.De�nition 9.7 A set based Boolean equation is of the form:�(X;M ) = Vj2J (Xj ;Mj; �j), where� � 2 f�; �g,� M;Mj � S for all j 2 J ,� (X;M ) 2 X is a Boolean variable,



9.3. Set based Boolean equation systems. 129� J is a �nite index set,� (Xj ;Mj) 2 X [ ftrue; falseg,� �j : M !Mj for all j 2 J .A set based Boolean equation system is a �nite sequence of set basedBoolean equations.The semantics of a set based Boolean equation system E is de�nedvia a transformation T of E to an in�nite Boolean equation system.Informally, a set based equation �(X;M ) = Vj2J (Xj ;Mj ; �j) willbe mapped to a set of in�nite Boolean equations, each of the form�Xs = fs, where s 2M and fs is a conjunction which will be de�nedbelow.Assume M = fs01; s02; : : :g. ThenT(�) = �T( (�(X;M )= ĵ2J(Xj ;Mj; �j)) E) =(�Xs01 = ĵ2J ^t2�j (s01)Xj;t) (�Xs02 = ĵ2J ^t2�j(s02)Xj;t) : : :T(E)where� Xs0i 2 X ,� Xj;t 2 X [ ftrue; falseg,� Xj;t = true if Xj = true,� Xj;t = false if Xj = false.De�nition 9.8 The semantics of a set based Boolean equationsystem E is de�ned relatively to an environment � and is itself anenvironment.[[E ]] � = �0, where �0((X;M )) = (Vs2M Xs)([[T(E)]] �)It is easy to see, that if in Vj2J (Xj ;Mj; �j) for one of the disjuncts(Xj ;Mj) = false, then the in�nite disjunction also gets false, i.e.,([[(�(X;M ) = Vj2J (Xj ;Mj; �j)) E]] �)((X;M )) = false.



130 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.9.4 Elimination method.In this section we present an eliminationmethod for set based Booleanequation systems. Similarly to the �nite case it can be interpreted asa bottom-up evaluation version of the tableau method of Brad�eldand Stirling [BS91, Bra92]. In their method the success of a tableaurequires investigation of so called extended paths. In the eliminationmethod this task is solved by the mappings � in a very simple way.Analogously to the �nite case (see section 6.4) we de�ne a substitutionstep and an elimination step in a set based Boolean equation system,and show that they preserve the solution.First we show the substitution step. When performing one substitutionstep in a set based Boolean equation system E this stands for a possiblyin�nite number of simultaneous substitution steps in the correspondingin�nite Boolean equation system T(E).Lemma 9.9 Let� E1, E2, E3 be set based Boolean equation systems,� M;N;N 0 � S, where N � N 0� assuming that for all j 2 J it is Y 6= XjfM = (Y;N; �Y ) ^ ĵ2J(Xj ;Mj ; �j);fN 0 = k̂2K(Yk; Nk; �k);f 0M = k̂2K(Yk; Nk; �Y � �k) ^ ĵ2J(Xj ;Mj ; �j);� � an environment.Then [[E1 (�X(X;M )=fM ) E2 (�Y (Y;N 0)=fN ) E3]] �= [[E1 (�X (X;M )=f 0M) E2 (�Y (Y;N 0)=fN ) E3]] �.The proof is in the appendix.Next we show the elimination step. In case of �nite Boolean equationsystems the right-hand side occurrences of the left-hand side variablemay just be substituted by true or false. Here when eliminating a vari-able additionally the mappings � of all other right-hand side variables



9.4. Elimination method. 131of this equation are extended. Intuitively this corresponds to the in-vestigation of extended paths in the tableau method.Lemma 9.10 Let� E1 and E2 be set based Boolean equation systems,� �(X;M ) = (X;M; �) ^ Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i) a set based Booleanequation,� � an environment, and� �0 def= [[E1 (�(X;M )=(X;M; �) ^Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i)) E2]] �If � = � then �0 = [[E1(�(X;M ) = Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i � ��))E2]] �.If � = � and � is wellfounded then �0 is as in the case for � = �,if � is not wellfounded then �0((X;M )) = false.A proof can be found in the appendix.Based on these both lemmata is the algorithm in Figure 9.1. Its taskis to show that for an in�nite Boolean equation system E and envi-ronment � it is ([[E ]] �)(Xs) = true. Creating an equation �(Z; S0)= gincludes a nondeterministic choice: from each disjunction on the right-hand side of an equation �Zs=gs in E one disjunct is selected, whereasall other equations �Zs=gs remain unchanged. All these equations arecollected in the block T(�(Z; S0)=g). EvaluationEval of conjunctionsis here done by the following rules:(true; �) ^ î2I(Xi;Mi; �i) = î2I(Xi;Mi; �i)(false; �) ^ î2I(Xi;Mi; �i) = (false; �)^ ; = (true; �) for any �The algorithm in pseudo code is as follows:So far we presented an algorithmfor solving set based Boolean equationsystems and proved it correct. The question is still, whether it is alwayspossible to �nd a representation of an in�nite Boolean equation systemas set based Boolean equation system such that from solving the latterthe solution of the �rst can be derived.



132 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.Create an equation �X (X;M )=fX , such that s 2M ;E 0 := �X (X;M )=fX ;Apply, if possible, an elimination step;fX := Eval(fX );while not fX = (true; �) or fX = (false; �)do Select (Y;N; �Y ) from fX ;Create an equation �Y (Y;N 0)=fY , where N � N 0;Insert �Y (Y;N 0)=fY in E 0 according to the transformation;Apply all possible elimination steps and substitution steps;Evaluate each equation �Z(Z;M 0)=Eval(fZ );odFigure 9.1. Elimination algorithm for in�nite Boolean equation systems.Proposition 9.11 For an in�nite Boolean equation system E andenvironment �, where ([[E ]] �)(Xs) = true the algorithm in Figure 9.1can evaluate a variable (X;M ) to true, where s 2M .Proof: The algorithm includes two sorts of nondeterministic choices.The one is the choice of disjuncts in the in�nite Boolean equationsystem E . Theorem 9.4 says that there exists a choice of disjunctssuch that the solution is preserved. The other nondeterministic choiceconsists in the selection of a set of states when creating a new equation.(Note that this choice is comparable to the thin rule in the tableaumethod.) We have to make sure that there exist choices, such that theresulting set based system contains only a �nite number of equations.The simplest choice is collecting all variables of a block, which havethe solution true, i.e. NY def= fs 2 S j ([[E ]] �)(Ys)g = true. For eachblock of E there exists one set of this kind, and therefore there is just a�nite number of these sets. When restricting the choice of sets to theseNY the resulting set based system E 0 is �nite. Note that it contains allvariables of the system E which have the solution true. Hence there are



9.5. Examples. 133enough equations in order to apply the substitution and eliminationsteps, which are correct according to lemmata 9.10 and 9.9. �9.5 Examples.We want to demonstrate the elimination method by two examples.The problems are both contained in [Bra92].For the transition system T below we want to show the property thatevery path starting at s has only �nite length. In terms of modal�-calculus this is: s 2 jj�Z:[�]Z jjTV .bbbbbPP@@@@@TTTTTTTTBB ��XX��XX��XX ��XX��XX ��XX��XX s11s22s33 s10s21s32 s31s20 s30s s00��� � � �In a �rst step we derive the in�nite Boolean equation system for themodel checking problem above.�Zs = Vi2IN Zsii�Zsij = Zsi(j�1) for i; j 2 IN and 0 < i � j�Zsi0 = true for i 2 INThe next step is to �nd a representation as set based Boolean equationsystem. In general this is the part where the knowledge about systemand property to prove comes in. On one hand in each disjunctionof the in�nite system one disjunct has to be selected, which is notnecessary in the case here. On the other hand for each block of thein�nite system a suitable partition of the state space has to be found.



134 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.As abbreviation we introduce the sets and mappingsM1 def= f(i; i) j i 2 IN n f0ggM2 def= f(i; j) 2 IN � IN j 0 < j � igM3 def= f(i; 0) 2 IN � INg�0 : s 7! f(0; 0)g�1 : s 7!M1�2 : 8><>: M2 ! P(M2)(i; j) 7! f(i; j � 1)g for j > 1(i; 1) 7! ;�3 : 8><>: M2 ! P(M3)(i; j) 7! ; for j > 1(i; 1) 7! f(i; 0)g�? will denote an arbitrary mappingThe set based Boolean equation system is then:�(Z; fsg) = (Z;M1; �1) ^ (Z; f(0; 0)g; �0) (9.1)�(Z;M2) = (Z;M2; �2) ^ (Z;M3; �3) (9.2)�(Z;M3) = (true; �?) (9.3)The procedure of solving this equation system is now done in detail.We substitute the right-hand side of equation 9.3 into equation 9.2getting for equation 9.2:�(Z;M2) = (Z;M2; �2) ^ (true; �?) (9.4)Next we apply an elimination step to equation 9.4. Because �2 iswellfounded we get:�(Z;M2) = (true; �?) (9.5)In the last step we substitute the right-hand sides of equations 9.5 and9.3 into equation 9.1.�(Z; fsg) = (true; �?) ^ (true; �?) (9.6)= (true; �?) (9.7)



9.5. Examples. 135which gives the expected result Zs = true or s 2 jj�Z:[�]Z jjTV . CThe second example is originally a Petri Net example in [Bra92]. Herewe demonstrate its version based on a transition system. The propertyto prove is that on all paths a c-transition occurs only �nitely often.This will be shown for the initial state s00 of the transition system be-low and the corresponding expression is s00 2 jj�Y:�Z:[c]Y ^ [�c]Z jjTV .s01 s03 : : :s11 : : :c c c cs00 s02s10 s12 s13We immediately present a set based system, where it is assumed thati 2 f1; 2g, j; k 2 IN and k > 0. De�ne the mappings�1((1; j)) = ( f(1; j)g for j � 1; for j = 0�2((1; j)) = ( ; for j � 1f(1; 0)g for j = 0�3((0; j)) = f(0; j + 1)g�4((0; j)) = f(1; j)g�5((1; k)) = ( f(1; k � 1)g ) for k > 1; for k = 1�6((1; 1)) = f(1; 0)gThen a set based Boolean equation system equivalent to the modelchecking problem is:� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (Z; f(0; j)g; id ) (9.8)� (Y; f(1; j)g) = (Z; f(1; k)g; �1 ) ^ (Z; f(1; 0)g; �2 ) (9.9)� (Z; f(0; j)g) = (Z; f(0; j)g; �3 ) ^ (Y; f(1; j)g; �4 ) (9.10)



136 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.� (Z; f(1; k)g) = (Z; f(1; k)g; �5 ) ^ (Z; f(1; 0)g; �6 ) (9.11)� (Z; f(1; 0)g) = (true; �? ) (9.12)After substitution of equation 9.12 into equations 9.11 and 9.9 andelimination steps in equations 9.10 and 9.11 we get:� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (Z; f(0; j)g; id ) (9.13)� (Y; f(1; j)g) = (Z; f(1; k)g; �1 ) ^ (true; �? ) (9.14)� (Z; f(0; j)g) = (Y; f(1; j)g; �4 � ��3 ) (9.15)� (Z; f(1; k)g) = (true; �? ) (9.16)� (Z; f(1; 0)g) = (true; �? ) (9.17)Now we substitute the right-hand side of equation 9.15 in equation9.13 and also 9.16 in 9.14.� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (Y; f(1; j)g; id � �4 � ��3 ) (9.18)� (Y; f(1; j)g) = (true; �? ) (9.19): : :The last substitution of 9.19 in 9.18 gives the result� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (true; �? )and it is proved that s00 2 jj�Y:�Z:[c]Y ^ [�c]Z jjTV . C9.6 Conclusion.In this chapter we showed that the techniques for �nite Boolean equa-tion systems can be extended in order to deal also with in�nite statespaces. The model checking problem for in�nite state spaces and solv-ing Boolean equation systems were shown to be equivalent. Whilst thetheoretical approach di�ers very much from the one in [BS91, Bra92],the tableau method there and the elimination method presented hereare closely related. The main advantages of the tableau method are theones of local model checking and computer assisted proving in contrastto fully automatic proving. The �rst allows to consider only a relevant



9.6. Conclusion. 137part of the state space, which is possibly a much smaller subset. Thelatter gives the possibility to set up a proof following the knowledgeabout the special structure and properties of a system in contrast totraversing a whole state space and trying to prove every subformulaat every state, which makes proving properties impossible for in�nitesystems. The elimination algorithm combines the top-down strategyof the tableau with a bottom-up evaluation. With this combinationwe get the advantages of the tableau method, but we are also able toavoid the inherent redundancy of tableaux as well as exploration ofextended paths for the success criterion.Andersen [And94b] described another method for performing modelchecking on in�nite state systems, presented as a set of rewriting rulesand also similar to the tableau system of [BS91, Bra92]. It improvesthe tableau method in the sense that the success criterion for a leaf isderivable from the path leading to that leaf rather than by an explo-ration of possibly the whole tableau.Already Wallner [Wal94] transformed model checking for the modal�-calculus to in�nite Boolean equation systems, but did not derive a�nite representation.



138 Chapter 9. In�nite Boolean equation systems.



Chapter 10Conclusion.In this thesis we attacked model checking in the modal �-calculus.The approach was an algebraic one: model checking was transformedto solving Boolean equation systems and both problems have beenshown to be equivalent for both, models with in�nite and with �nitestate space.10.1 Finite state space model checkingEquivalence to solving Boolean equation systemsOther people have reduced the model checking problem for �nite statespaces to solving Boolean equation systems. Further we have shownthe equivalence of both problems by a reduction which maps a modelchecking problem to a Boolean equation system. With this resultany algorithm solving one of the problems also solves the other one.Boolean equation systems as used here have a simpler structure thanthe model checking problem: right-hand sides of equations are nega-tion free Boolean expressions, the equations are ordered linearly, andeach equation is equipped with a minimality or maximality condition;the logical modalities disappear, and the model is encoded in the equa-tion system. Boolean equation systems are interpreted over complete
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140 Chapter 10. Conclusion.lattices and results of lattice theory give support in �nding new algo-rithms.Algorithms and complexityThere exist several algorithms which solve the model checking problemfor �nite state spaces. However, they all have exponential time com-plexity. The model-checking problem is known to be in NP \ co-NP,and it is believed that there exists an algorithm soving the problem inpolynomial time. But so far, no polynomial algorithm has been found.Existing model-checking algorithms use various settings, and interpret-ing all of them within one framework helped to get a clearer under-standing. We introduced a new algorithm, similar to Gau� eliminationfor linear equation systems, in a global and a local version. It tooka long time to �nd an example where this algorithm has exponentialbehaviour, i.e. the expressions created have exponential size. Whilelooking for it many examples occurred where the tableau method andthe approximation technique have exponential time complexity (andalso space for the tableau), but Gau� elimination solves them in lin-ear time and space. The di�culty in �nding an exponential examplemight indicate that the average complexity of the problem is muchbetter than exponential. Furthermore, we showed that complexity ofGau� elimination is independent of the alternation depth of a Booleanequation system or a �-calculus formula (but depends on the structureof the expressions). Approximation algorithms are exponential in thealternation depth. Obviously, is not inherent to the problem that algo-rithms solving it are exponential in the alternation depth. This givesan argument, that there could be a polynomial algorithm combiningideas of approximation and elimination approach.ApplicationFairness properties are quite di�cult to express in the modal �-calculus. Usually statements are restricted to the fact that the modal�-calculus allows to express \in�nitely often" and this is a necessary



10.1. Finite state space model checking 141ingredient for fairness properties. We gave in section* 7 exampleswhich allow the derivation of a scheme for engineering \real" livenessproperties with fairness assumptions. Some fairness and livenessproperties can also be expressed in other temporal logics, such asCTL*, but translation from these logics to modal �-calculus is forall interesting logics exponential or even worse. Therefore it is usefulto formulate properties directly in the modal �-calculus and ourexamples help with engineering of new formulae.Other frameworksModel checking in the modal �-calculus has already been treated inother frameworks. We looked at them from the perspective of Booleanequation systems and could show equivalences for automata-theoreticand game-theoretic problems.Automata theoryMapping �-calculus formulae to automata already has a long tradition.We were able to show a new result: the equivalence of solving Booleanequation systems and the emptiness problem for alternating automataon in�nite strings over a 1-letter alphabet and parity acceptance con-dition. The equivalence to model checking follows immediately withresults from chapter 5. In other work there are various reductions ofmodel checking in the modal �-calculus to automata-theoretic prob-lems. However, all automata previously considered have been tree-automata. There is a strong claim, that modal �-calculus expressionscorrespond to tree-automata, and this idea has been transferred tomodel checking work. Our result demonstrates that this is not a nec-essary feature. No new complexity results follow directly from ourequivalence, but now also results of alternating !-automata may helpto �nd a solution.



142 Chapter 10. Conclusion.Game theoryWe have shown the equivalence of solving Boolean equation systemsand graph games. In doing this we gave an answer to the open questionof whether graph games are reducible to model checking problems.Game theory is an active area of research and there exist reductions ofgraph games to e.g. simple stochastic game, for which there exists a\subexponential" algorithm (2Opn) (see [Sti96]). There is some hopethat answers to open complexity questions in game theory will give ananswer to the complexity of the model checking problem.10.2 In�nite state space model checkingEquivalence to solving Boolean equation systemsFor the case of in�nite state spaces we introduced in�nite Booleanequation systems and showed the equivalence of model checking inthe modal �-calculus and solving in�nite Boolean equation systems.Translating into game-theoretic terms, we also showed the existence ofhistory-free winning strategies for the case of in�nite state spaces.AlgorithmAnalogously to Gau� elimination for the �nite case we derived anelimination algorithm for in�nite Boolean equation systems. Here,the existence of history-free winning strategies was a crucial condi-tion for representing in�nite Boolean equation systems by �nite, setbased Boolean equation systems. The algorithm is closely related tothe tableau method of Brad�eld and Stirling [BS91, Bra92], but, likein the �nite case, avoiding redundancy of tableaux. The bottom-upstrategy for solving set based Boolean equation systems gave anotheradvantage: the complicated exploration of extended paths to deter-mine success of a leaf is replaced by iterative function compositionswhich seems to be easier treatable for an implementation.Like in the tableau system there is a high grade of nondeterminism



10.2. In�nite state space model checking 143inherent in the elimination algorithm. The idea of making use ofknowledge about a system and a property to direct a proof is quiteattractive. If the supposed properties about a system and the systemdo not coincide then the solution of the set based system constructedwill be false. This also immediately gives diagnostic information. Itwould be interesting to try this approach with real world examples.
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Appendix AAppendixA.1 Proofs of Chapter 3.Proposition 3.5 The solution of [�] � is �.The solution of [(�X=f) E ] � is the lexicographically least(w.r.t (�X=f) E) environment �1 satisfying:(1) f(�1) = �1(X) and(2) �1 is the solution of [E ] � [X = �1(X) ].Proof: Assume that � = �. The case � = � is dually.(3) �1 = [E ] � [X=�1(X)] from (2)(4) �1(X) = f([E ] � [X = �1(X) ]) from (1)(5) �1(X) � Tfa j a � f([E ] � [X=a])g from (3) and (4)on the other hand for(6) �01 def= [E ] � [X =�X:f([E ] �) ](7) f(�01) = �01(X)(8) �01(X) � �1(X) �1 is lex. least env.ful�lling (1) and (2)(9) �1(X) = �X:f([E ] �) ] from (5) and (8) �
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146 Appendix A. AppendixCorollary 3.7 If [E ] � = �0 then [E (i)] � 0 = �0 for 1 � i � n.Proof: Follows directly from proposition 3.5 �Proposition 3.9 Let �X:f be a �xpoint expression over a lattice (A;�)and � an arbitrary environment.Then (�X:f)(�) = ([E(�X:f)] �)(X).Proof: For the proof of this proposition we need a property of Booleanequation systems concerning the independence of equations with dif-ferent variables.Lemma 3.10 Let E1 and E2 be �xpoint-equation systems, such that� lhs(E1) \ lhs(E2) = ;,� lhs(E1) \ rhs(E2) = ;,� lhs(E2) \ rhs(E1) = ;.Then [E1][E2]� = [E1E2]�.The proof of proposition 3.9 is now by induction on the structure ofE .� Assume �X:f is an unnested expression, i.e. E(�X:f) = �X:f , and� an environment.([�X:f ] � )(X) = ([�] � [X=�X:f([�] �)])(X)= (� [X=�X:f(�)])(X)= (�X:f)(�)The same holds for unnested �X:f� Now assume that �1X1:f1; : : : ; �lXl:fl are the direct �xpoint sub-formulae of �X:f (and by assumption the names of variables in�xpoint expressions are unique, such that X1 does not occur in�2X2:f2; : : : ; �lXl:fl etc.). Furthermore let for 1 � i � l and S � A[E(�iXi:fi)] � [X=S] def= [Ei] � [X=S] = (�iXi:fi)(�[X=S])([�X:f ] � )(X) = ([(�X:E0(f))E(�1X1:f1) : : :E(�lXl:fl)] � )(X)= ([(�X:E0(f))E1 : : :El] � )(X)= ([E1 : : :El] � [X=�X:(E0(f)([E1 : : :El] �))])(X)



A.1. Proofs of Chapter 3. 147= �X:(E0(f)([E1 : : :El] �)) ( lemma 3.10)= �X:(E0(f)([E1] : : : [El] �)= �X:(E0(f)( � [X1=�1X1:f1; : : : ; �lXl:fl))= (�X:f)(�)Again the same holds for nested �X:f . �Lemma 3.11 If �1 � �2 then [E ] �1 � [E ] �2.Proof: by induction.For all �1 � �2 it is the case that [�] �1 = �1 � �2 = [�] �2.induction hypothesis: Assume that for all �1 � �2 it is [E ] �1 � [E ] �2.induction step: [E ] �1 � [E ] �2�X:f([E ] �1) � �X:f([E ] �2) (f and �X:are monotone)�1[X=�X:f([E ] �1)] � �2[X=�X:f([E ] �1)] ( de�nition of �)[E ] �1[X=�X:f([E ] �1)] � [E ] �2[X=�X:f([E ] �1)] (ind. hyp.)[(�X=f) E ] �1 � [(�X=f) E ] �2 (de�nition ofsemantics) �Lemma 3.14 If E1 � E2 then EE1 � EE2.If E1 - E2 then EE1 - EE2.Proof: For the second part we show [(�X=f) E1] � � [(�X=f) E2] �.The lemma as stated follows then from iterative application of theweaker statement.[(�X=f) E1] � = [E1] � [X=�X:f([E1] �)]� [E1] � [X=�X:f([E2] �)]� [E2] � [X=�X:f([E2] �)]= [(�X=f) E2] � :The �rst part follows the immediately. �



148 Appendix A. AppendixLemma 3.16 If E1 � E2 then also E1 - E2Proof: by structural inductionAssume f � g. Then[�X=f ] � = �[X=(�X:f)(�)]� �[X=(�X:g)(�)]= [�X=g] �Assume f � g and E1 � E2 with [E1] � � [E2] �.[(�X=f) E1] � = [E1] � [X=�X:f([E1] �)]� [E1] � [X=�X:g([E1] �)]� [E1] � [X=�X:g([E2] �)]� [E2] � [X=�X:g([E2] �)]= [(�X=g) E2] � �Lemma 3.18 If ([(�X=f) E ] � )(X) = ([(�X=g) E ] � )(X)then [(�X=f) E ] � = [(�X=g) E ] �:Proof: Follows directly from proposition 3.5. �Lemma 3.19 Let� E � E1 (�X=f) E2,� ([E ] � )(X) = a, and� E 0 � E1 (�X=a) E2.Then [E ] � = [E 0] � .Proof: Note that here we can not simply apply proposition 3.5 orlemma 3.14, because the equivalence [(�X=f) E2] � = [(�X=a) E2] �does not hold for all environments �.The proof is done by contradiction. We assume that for [E 0] � def= �01 itis �01 6= �1 and derive an in�nite number of subsystems of E and E 0,which must have di�erent solutions.



A.1. Proofs of Chapter 3. 149�1 and �01 coincide in all variables which are not bound in E , or E 0respectively. Let n be the number of equations of E . For all i, 1 � i � nholds, [E (i)] �1 = �1.Now choose the �rst variable Y of var(E) (�rst with respect to theorder of equations in E), for which holds �1(Y ) 6= �01(Y ), such thatfor all previous variables �1 and �01 coincide. Fix the i such thatE (i) � (�iY = g)E (i+1), and E 0(i) � (�iY = g)E 0(i+1).�1 = [E (i)] �1= [(�iY =g) E (i+1)] �1= [E (i+1)] �1[Y=�iY:g([E (i+1)] �1)]�01 = [E 0(i)] �1= [(�iY =g) E 0(i+1)] �1= [E 0(i+1)] �1[Y=�iY:g([E 0(i+1)] �1)]Hence, because �1(Y ) 6= �01(Y ) also�iY:g([E (i+1)] �1)] 6= �iY:g([E 0(i+1)] �1)],and therefore [E (i+1)] �1 6= [E 0(i+1)] �1 def= �001On the other hand still �1(X) = a and also �001 (X) = a. Therefore wecan apply the same argumentation to E (i+1), �1, E 0(i+1) and �001 , and soon. Altogether we can derive that there must be an in�nite number ofsubsystems E (i) and E 0(i) having di�erent solutions relative to �1. �Lemma 3.20 [E1 (�X = a) E2] � = [E1 E2] � [X=a].Proof: For all environments � we have [(�X=a)E2] � = [E2] � [X=a].For some E ; E 0 and all environments � let [E ] � = [E 0] � [X=a]. Then[(�Y =f) E ] � = [E ] � [Y=�Y:f([E ] �)]= [E 0] � [X=a][Y=�Y:f([E 0] � [X=a])]= [(�Y =f) E 0] � [X=a]: �



150 Appendix A. AppendixLemma 3.21 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] �, and� �2 def= [E1 (�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2] �.Then �1 = �2.Proof: follows from Beki�c's theorem and the transformation fromnested �xpoints to �xpoint-equation systems in proposition 3.9. �Lemma 3.22 If� X1 is not free in f2,� X2 is not free in f1,� �1 def= [E1 (�1X1=f1) (�2X2=f2) E2] �� �2 def= [E1 (�2X2=f2) (�1X1=f1) E2] �Then �1 = �2.Proof: Straightforward application of the de�nition of the semanticsshows that[(�1X1=f1) (�2X2=f2) E2]� = (�2X2=f2) (�1X1=f1) E2]�for all environments �. Then lemma 3.14 can be applied. �Lemma 3.23 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] � , and� �2 def= [E1 (�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2] � .Then it is �1 � �2, and moreover, if the inequality is strict then�1(X1) < �2(X1) and �1(X2) < �2(X2).Proof: According to lemma 3.14 it su�ces for the �rst part of theproposition to show that for all environments � it is[(�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] � � [(�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2] � .Let [(�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] � def= �01. We know that� f2( �01) = �01(X2) (proposition 3.5),� [(�X1=f1) E2] �01 = �01 (lemmata 3.19, 3.20)Due to proposition 3.5 these are the two properties which the solution�02 of [(�X2 = f2) (�X1 = f1) E2] � must have, and furthermore the



A.1. Proofs of Chapter 3. 151solution �02 is the lexicographic least one of those environments � 0having these properties. Hence the solution �02 is lexicographicallylower or equal to �1, i.e. �02(X2) � �01(X2).If �02(X2) = �01(X2) then applying lemmata 3.19, 3.20 shows that bothsolutions must be equal.�01 = [(�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2] �= [(�X1=f1) E2] � [X2= �01(X2)]= [(�X1=f1) E2] � [X2= �02(X2)]= [(�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2] � :If �02(X2) > �01(X2) then �02 � �01 and � [X2= �02(X2)] > � [X2=�01(X2)]and with lemma 3.11 also�02 = [(�X1=f1) E2] � [X2= �02(X2)]� [(�X1=f1) E2] � [X2= �01(X2)]= �01: �Lemma 3.24 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X=f) E2] �, and� �2 def= [E1 (�X=f) E2] �.Then it is �1 � �2, and moreover, if the inequality is strict then�1(X) < �2(X).Proof: In order to prove the �rst part of the lemma and according tolemma 3.14 it su�ces to show that [(�X=f) E2] � � [(�X=f) E2] �.[(�X=f) E2] � = [E2] � [X=�X0:f([E2] � [X=X0])]� [E2] � [X=�X0:f([E2] � [X=X0])]= [(�X=f) E2] � :For the second part of the lemma assume that the solutions coincide atX and show that then they must be identical. Substitute the solution�1(X) = �2(X) = a in the equation systems due to lemma 3.19 andeliminate it with lemma 3.20:



152 Appendix A. Appendix[E1 (�X=f) E2] � = [E1 (�X=a) E2] �= [E1 E2] � [X=a]= [E1 (�X=a) E2] �= [E1 (�X=f) E2] �: �Lemma 3.25([(�X=f1 ^ f2) E ] �)(Y ) = ([(�X=f1 ^X 0) (�0X0=f2) E ] �)(Y ),([(�X=f1 _ f2) E ] �)(Y ) = ([(�X=f1 _X 0) (�0X0=f2) E ] �)(Y ),where X 0 is a new variable, i.e. (*) X 0 does not occur on the righthand side of E or in f1 or f2, and (**) Y 6= X 0.Proof: by straightforward application of the de�nition of the seman-tics.([(�X=f1 ^X 0) (�0X 0=f2) E ] �)(Y )= ([(�0X 0=f2) E ] � [X=�X:(f1 ^X0)([(�0X 0=f2) E ] �)])(Y )= ([(�0X 0=f2) E ]� [X=�X:(f1([(�0X 0=f2) E ] �) ^X 0([(�0X 0=f2) E ] �))])(Y )= ([(�0X 0=f2) E ]� [X=�X:(f1([E ] � [X 0=:::])^X 0([E ] �[X 0=�0X 0:f2([E ] �)]))])(Y )= ([(�0X 0=f2) E ] � [X=�X:(f1([E ] �) ^ �0X 0:f2([E ] �))])(Y )= ([(�0X 0=f2) E ] � [X=�X:(f1([E ] �) ^ f2([E ] �))])(Y ) (�)= ([(�0X 0=f2) E ] � [X=�X:(f1 ^ f2)([E ] �)])(Y ) (�)= ([E ] � [X=�X:(f1 ^ f2)([E ] �)][X0= : : :])(Y )= ([E ] � [X=�X:(f1 ^ f2)([E ] �)](Y ) (�)(��)= ([(�X=f1 ^ f2) E ] �)(Y )The proof for _ is analogous. �Lemma 3.26 Let� �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f) (�X2=f) E2] �� �02 def= [E1[X1=X2] (�X2=f [X1=X2]) E2[X1=X2]] �� �2 def= �02[X1=�02(X2)]Then �1 = �2.



A.1. Proofs of Chapter 3. 153Proof: We will show the lemma for the case of � = �. The othercase of � = � is dual. Moreover the proof is done for E1 � �. Thegeneralization to arbitrary E1 follows then by lemma 3.14 and 3.19.For the proof here the alternative characterization of the solution ofa �xpoint-equation system in proposition 3.5 turned out to be moresuitable.Show that �2 � �1:(1) �1(X1) = �1(X2) proposition 3.5(2) �1(X2) = f(�1) proposition 3.5(3) [E2[X1=X2]] �1 = [E2] �1 (1),(2), proposition 3.5(4) [E2] �1 = �1 corollary 3.7Hence, with proposition 3.5, it is �2 � �1.Show that �1 � �2:(1) [E2[X1=X2]] �2 = �2 proposition 3.5(2) �2(X1) = �2(X2) by de�nition(3) [E2] �2 = �2 (1),(2), lemma 3.19(4) f(�2) = �2(X2) proposition 3.5(5) [(�X2=f) E2] �2 � �2 (3), (4), proposition 3.5(6) f([(�X2=f) E2] �2) � f(�2) (5), monotonicity of f(7) �X1:f([(�X2=f) E2] �2) � �2(X1) (2), (4), (6), Theo. 2.16(8) �1(X1) � �2(X1) (7)(9) [(�X2=f) E2] �1 � [(�X2=f) E2] �2(8) & proposition 3.11(10) �1 = [(�X2=f) E2] �1 � �2 (9), (5), prop 3.5 �Proposition 3.30 Let E be a Boolean equation system, �X = f aBoolean equation, � an environment, b� = false and b� = true. Thenfor the solution of a Boolean equation system holds:[[�]] � = �[[(�X=f) E ]] � = [[E ]] � [X =f( [[E ]] � [X=b�] ) ].Proof: Apply lemma 3.29 to de�nition 3.3. �



154 Appendix A. AppendixProposition 3.31 For each Boolean equation system E there exists aBoolean equation system E 0 in standard form and a renaming function�, such that ([[E ]] �)(X) = ([[E 0]] �)(�(X)), and E 0 has size linear in thesize of E .Proof: The transformation from a Boolean equation system E intostandard form is performed by introduction of additional variables(proposition 3.25). The number of additional variables is linear in thesize of the right-hand side expressions of E . The size of the right-hand side expressions of E 0 is linear in the size of the right-hand sideexpressions of E . Renaming does not inuence the size. �Lemma 3.35 ([[E ]] �)(X) = false i� ([[E]] �)(X) = true.Proof: by induction on the structure of E([[�]] �)(X) = �(X)= �(X)= ([[�]] �)(X)= ([[�]] �)(X)induction hypothesis: ([[E ]] �)(X) = ([[E]] �)(X)Show ([[(�Y =f) E ]] �)(X) = ([[(�Y =f ) E ]] �)(X)([[(�Y =f) E ]] �)(X)= ([[E ]] �[Y=f([[E ]] �[Y=false])])(X) de�nition of semantics= ([[E]] �[Y=f([[E ]] �[Y=false])])(X) induction hypothesis= ([[E]] �[Y=f([[E ]] �[Y=false])])(X) complementation of �= ([[E]] �[Y=f([[E ]] �[Y=false])])(X) de Morgan= [[E]] �[Y=f([[E]] �[Y=false])])(X) induction hypothesis= [[E]] �[Y=f([[E]] �[Y=true])(X) complementation of �= ([[(�Y =f) E ]] �)(X) de�nition of semantics �



A.1. Proofs of Chapter 3. 155Proposition 3.36 Given a Boolean equation system E and an envi-ronment � there exist Boolean equation systems E 0 and E 00 with theproperties:� E 0 is in conjunctive form,� E 0 � E , and� [[E 0]] � = [[E ]] �.For E 00 the dual properties hold:� E 00 is in disjunctive form,� E 00 � E , and� [[E 00]] � = [[E ]] �.For the proof of this proposition we need lemmata A.1 and A.2.Lemma A.1 Given Boolean equation systems E ; E1; E2 with theproperties:(1) E1; E2 are in conjunctive form,(2) E1 � E , E2 � E ,(3) [[E1]] � [X=false] = [[E ]] � [X=false],(4) [[E2]] � [X=true] = [[E ]] � [X=true].Then there exists a Boolean equation system E3 in conjunctive form,such that E3 � E and� [[E3]] � [X=false] = [[E ]] � [X=false],� [[E3]] � [X=true] = [[E ]] � [X=true].Proof: AssumeE1 = (�1X1=f1) : : : (�nXn=fn) andE2 = (�1X1=g1) : : : (�nXn=gn).Let �iXi=fi be an equation of E3, if ([[E1]] � [X=false])(Xi) = true and�iXi=gi, if ([[E1]] � [X=false])(Xi) = false.By construction of E3 follows(5) [[E1]] � [X=false] � [[E3]] � [X=false],(6) E3 � E , and(7) E3 is in conjunctive form.



156 Appendix A. AppendixFrom (3), (5), (6) and proposition 3.16 follows that[[E3]] � [X=false] = [[E ]] � [X=false].We also know that [[E2]] � [X=true] � [[E3]] � [X=true], because at thevariables where E2 and E3 di�er E3 has the solution true for � [X=false]and hence also for � [X=true].With (4) and (6) follows that [[E3]] � [X=true] = [[E ]] � [X=true]. �Lemma A.2 Given Boolean equation systems E ; E1; E2 with theproperties:(1) E1; E2 are in disjunctive form,(2) E1 � E , E2 � E ,(3) [[E1]] � [X=false] = [[E ]] � [X=false],(4) [[E2]] � [X=true] = [[E ]] � [X=true].Then there exists a Boolean equation system E3 in disjunctive form,such that E3 � E and� [[E3]] � [X=false] = [[E ]] � [X=false],� [[E3]] � [X=true] = [[E ]] � [X=true].Proof analogous to the proof of lemma A.1 �Proof of proposition 3.36: by inductionHere we assume that the Boolean equation system is in normal form,i.e. each right hand side expression is either a conjunction or a disjunc-tion of two variables. Then we have to investigate the equations whichhave a disjunction as right hand side and show that we can select oneof the disjuncts preserving the solution.[[�X=(Xi _Xj)]] � = � [X=(Xi _Xj)(� [X=b�])]= � [X=� [X=b�](Xi) _ � [X=b�](Xj)]= � [X=� [X=b�](Xi)]( if (Xi _Xj)(�0) = truethen assume wlog Xi(�0) = true)= [[�X=Xi]] �:



A.1. Proofs of Chapter 3. 157Now assume that for E ; � there exists E1 such that [[E ]] � = [[E1]] �. Let�1 def= � [X=b�]�2 def= � [X=(Xi _Xj) ([[E ]] � [X=b�])]�3 def= � [X=b�]; where true = false and false = true[[(�X=Xi _Xj) E]] � = [[E ]] � [X=(Xi _Xj)([[E ]] � [X=b�])]= [[E ]] � [X=(Xi _Xj)([[E ]] �1)]= [[E ]] �2= (�)We have to consider two cases:(i) (Xi _Xj)([[E ]] �1) = b�, and hence �1 = �2. Then there exists E1such that [[E ]] �i = [[E1]] �i for i = 1; 2.(�) = [[E1]] � [X=(Xi _Xj)([[E1]] � [X=b�])]= [[E1]] � [X=(Xi)([[E1]] � [X=b�])]( as in the base case:choose a disjunct which gives the correct result)= [[(�X=Xi)E1]] �(ii) (Xi _Xj)([[E ]] �1) 6= b�, and hence �2 = �3. Now there exists adi�erent equation system for either �i, E1 with [[E ]] �1 = [[E1]] �1and E3 with [[E ]] �3 = [[E3]] �3.Then due to proposition A.1 there exists E4 with [[E4]] �1 = [[E ]] �1and [[E4]] �3 = [[E ]] �3. Hence(�) = [[E4]] � [X=(Xi _Xj)([[E4]] � [X=b�])]= [[E4]] � [X=(Xi)([[E4]] � [X=b�])](again choose a suitable disjunct)= [[(�X=Xi)E4]] �:The proof for the dual fact, that there exists a conjunctive systemwhich has the same solution as E works analogously. �



158 Appendix A. AppendixA.2 Proofs of Chapter 5.Theorem 5.1 Let �X:� be a formula of the modal �-calculus, M =(T ;V) a model and si a state of T .Then for all environments �V it is the case thatsi j=M �X:� i� ([[ E( (�X=�);M ) ]] �V ) (Xi) = true.Proof of theorem 5.1: The mapping E is divided in three steps: the�rst leads from a �-calculus formula to a �-calculus equation system,the second to a equation system over the power space of the statespace, the last one to Boolean equation systems. For each domain wegive a semantics and show that in each case the problems to be solvedare reduced stepwise.The �rst transformation,E�, leads from the set of �-calculus formulae,�L to sequences of unnested �-calculus formulae, denoted by �L1�.This transformation was already given and proved in de�nition 3.8 andproved in proposition 3.9. Here we just present the transformation forthe actual scenario.E� : �L! �L1� is based on a mapping E0� and is de�ned as follows:E�(Q) = �E�(X) = �E�(�1 ^�2) = E�(�1)E�(�2)E�(�1 _�2) = E�(�1)E�(�2)E�([a]�) = E�(�)E�(hai�) = E�(�)E�(�X:�) = (�X:E0�(�)) (E�(�))E0�(Q) = QE0�(X) = XE0�(�1 ^�2) = E0�(�1) ^E0�(�2)E0�(�1 _�2) = E0�(�1) _E0�(�2)E0�([a]�) = [a]E0�(�)



A.2. Proofs of Chapter 5. 159E0�(hai�) = haiE0�(�)E0�(�X:�) = XFromproposition 3.9 follows: s 2 jj�X:� jjV i� s 2 ([[E�(�X:�)]]V)(X).Note that here we interpret the valuation function V as an environ-ment.The second transformation,EM, maps a sequence of �-calculus formu-lae to a �xpoint-equation system over the powerset of the state space.Formally, this is the step from the logical formulae to their seman-tic domain. Technically, we perform only a syntactical transformationfrom logical variables to set variables, from the Boolean connectives _and ^ to the set operations [ and \, from the modal operators [a] andhai to set operators [[a]]T and hhaiiT .Let �X:� be an unnested �-calculus formula and E a sequence ofunnested �-calculus formulae. The transformation EM : �L1� !�P(S)� is based on a mapping E0M and de�ned as follows.EM(�) = �EM((�X:�) E) = (�X=E0M(�))EM(E)E0M(Q) = V(Q)E0M(X) = XE0M(�1 ^ �2) = E0M(�1) \E0M(�2)E0M(�1 _ �2) = E0M(�1) [E0M(�2)E0M([a]�) = [[a]]T (E0M(�))E0M(hai�) = hhaiiT (E0M(�))E0M(�X:�) = �X=E0M(�)Recall that the semantics of a �xpoint-equation system was given inde�nition 3.3. Here f denotes a monotone set function on P(S).[[�]]V = V[[(�X=f) E]]V = [[E ]]V[X=[fS � S j S � f([[E ]]V[X=S])g[[(�X=f) E]]V = [[E ]]V[X=\fS � S j S � f([[E ]]V[X=S])g



160 Appendix A. AppendixCorrectness of the transformation follows immediately from the de�-nitions of the semantics: [[(�X:�) E ]]V = [[(�X=E0M(�)) EM(E)]]VIn the last step the isomorphism between the powerset of the statespace and a Boolean vector space allows to represent a set expressionas a Boolean vector expression and equivalently as a vector of Booleanexpressions. According to Beki�c's theorem such a simultaneous �x-point expression can be eliminated and substituted by a sequence ofsimple �xpoint expressions. In addition the set operators [[a]]T andhhaiiT can be eliminated by evaluation, because here each Booleanexpression describes a set expression at a particular state of the un-derlying transition system and at each single state the set operatorscan be evaluated easily.Altogether the transformation function EIB : �P(S)� ! �IB� mapsa �xpoint-equation system over sets of states to a Boolean equationsystem. It refers to a set of functions fEIB;1; : : : ;EIB;ng, where n =jS jis the size of the state space.EIB(�) = �EIB((�X=f) E) = (�X1=E1(f)) : : : (�Xn=En(f)) EIB(E)EIB;i(S) = ( true if si 2 Sfalse elseEIB;i(X) = XiEIB;i(A1 [A2) = EIB;i(A1) _EIB;i(A2)EIB;i(A1 \A2) = EIB;i(A1) ^EIB;i(A2)EIB;i(hhaiiT A) = _si a!sj EIB;j(A)EIB;i([[a]]TA) = ^si a!sj EIB;j(A)The semantic of a Boolean equation system was already given in section3.2. The environment �V derived from the valuation V is de�ned asabove:�V (Xi) = true i� si 2 V(X)In order to show the correctness of the transformation EIB we have to



A.3. Proofs of Chapter 8. 161prove for a set equation system E and a valuation V:si 2 ([[E ]]V)(X) i� ([[EIB(E)]] �V)(Xi) = true.The proof here requires Beki�c's theorem 2.24 for the transformationof an n-ary simultaneous �xpoint to a nested �xpoint and the trans-formation of a nested �xpoint to a �xpoint-equation system given inde�nition 3.8 and proposition 3.9.Altogether the transformation function E from a �-calculus expres-sion and a model to a Boolean equation system can be composed bythe transformations E�;EM, and EIB as de�ned above, and it holds:E(�) = (EIB �EM �E�)(�) where � is the usual composition of func-tions, and from the correctness of these transformation with respectto the semantics given we can conclude that[[E(�X:�)]] �V (Xi) = true i� si 2jj�jjTV . �A.3 Proofs of Chapter 8.Theorem 8.2 For a Boolean equation system E and an environment� it is ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true i� AE;�(fag; SE ; Xi; �E;�;
E;�) is nonempty.Moreover AE;� has size of O(jE j).Proof: In the following we often argue with automata which di�er onlyin their initial state, but coincide in the set of states SE , the transitionrelation �E;� and the accepting condition 
E;�. Then we will explicitlytalk about the automaton AE;� with initial state Xi.(*) Note, if we have an accepting run r of the automaton AE;� withinitial state Xi and a run r0 of AE;� with initial state Xj , such thatevery branch b0 of r0 consists of a �nite initial part bf continued by abranch b of r, i.e. b0 = bfb, then b0 ful�lls also the acceptance condition
E;� and hence r0 is an accepting run of AE;� with initial state Xj .Now th proof is by induction on E .([[�]] �)(Xi) = truei� �(Xi) = truei� ��;�(a;Xi) = truei� A�;� with initial state Xi has an accepting run.



162 Appendix A. Appendixinduction hypothesis: 8Xi; E of length n, � : ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true i�AE;� with initial state Xi has an accepting run.Show 8Xi; E of length n, �; �;X; f :([[(�X=f) E ]] �)(Xi) = true i� A(�X=f) E;� with initial state Xi isnonempty.(=))case 1 ([[(�X=f) E ]] �)(Xi) = true = ([[E ]] �[X=f([[E ]] �[X=true])])(Xi)1.1 ([[E ]] �[X=false])(Xi) = trueThen there exists an accepting run r on AE;�[X=false] with initialstate Xi and no node of r is labelled with X, because otherwisethis node would be a leaf and this branch not accepted.The tree r is then also an accepted run of A(�X=f) E;� with ini-tial state Xi, because �E;�[X=false] and �(�X=f) E;� coincide on allstates di�erent from X and no node of r is labelled with X.Furthermore, if a run is accepted by 
E;�[X=false]) then it is alsoaccepted by the \weaker" acceptance condition 
(�X=f) E;�.1.2 ([[E ]] �[X=false])(Xi) = false(1) Then it must be the case that f([[E ]] �[X=true]) = true, i.e. fora satisfying set of f fXj1; : : : ; Xjkg it is that([[E ]] �[X=true])(Xjl) = true for 1 � l � k. For each Xjl there isaccording to the induction hypothesis an accepting run rjl of theautomaton AE;�[X=true] with initial state Xjl.(2) We show now that there exists an accepting run rX onA(�X=f) E;� with initial state X.Consider a tree rX0 where the root is labelled withX and the suc-cessors of the root are rj1; : : : ; rjk from (1). Let rX00 be the treerX0 where all leaves labelled with X are substituted by a copy ofrX0 . Continue substitution of X-labelled leaves by rX0 getting�nally the tree rX . It is easy to see that rX follows the transi-tion function �(�X=f) E;� because it coincides on all rj1; : : : ; rjkwith �E;�[X=true] on all states apart from X and at the nodeslabelled with X the sucessors are labelled with a satisfying set



A.3. Proofs of Chapter 8. 163of f according to the transition function �(�X=f) E;�(a;X) = f .It remains to show that the run rX is also accepted. Note thateach branch bX of rX consists either of a �nite initial part fol-lowed by a branch from some rjl, where 1 � l � k, in which nonode is labelled with X, or bX contains in�nitely many nodeslabelled with X. In the �rst case bX is accepted by the fact thateach branch containing no X-labelled node which is accepted byAE;�[X=true] with initial state Xjl is also accepted by A(�X=f) E;�with initial state Xjl and argument (*) above. In the latter casebX is accepted by the acceptance condition 
(�X=f) E;�, becauseX is a �-variable and gets the least index.(3) We �nally have to show that there is an accepting run r onA(�X=f) E;� with initial state Xi. According to the assumptionsit must be the case that ([[E ]] �[X=true])(Xi) = true and with theinduction hypothesis we know that there must be an acceptingrun r0 of AE;�[X=true] with initial state Xi. Now take the runr0 and substitute each leaf labelled with X by the run rX from(2). It is easy to see that rX follows the transition function�(�X=f) E;�. Each branch of r0 containing no X and accepted bt
E;�[X=true] is also a branch of r and accepted by 
(�X=f) E;�.All other branches are accepted by argument (*) above.case 2 ([[(�X=f) E ]] �)(Xi) = ([[E ]] �[X=([[E ]] �[X=false])])(Xi) = true2.1 ([[E ]] �[X=false])(Xi) = trueAccording to the induction hypothesis there is an accepting run ronAE;�[X=false] with initial state Xi. No node of r is labelledwith X, since such a node would be a leaf of a not acceptedbranch. Hence r is also an accepting run of A(�X=f) E;� withinitial state Xi, because �(�X=f) E;� and �E;�[X=false] coincideon all states apart from X and X does not appear in r.Then 
(�X=f) E;� accepts every branch that is accepted by
E;�[X=false].2.2 ([[E ]] �[X=false])(Xi) = false



164 Appendix A. Appendix(1) Then it must be the case that f([[E ]] �[X=false]) = true, i.e.there must be a satifying set fXj1; : : : ; Xjkg for some k 2 IN off such that ([[E ]] �[X=false])(Xjl) = true for 1 � l � k. Accord-ing to the induction hypothesis for each 1 � l � k there is anaccepting run rjl on AE;�[X=false] with initial state Xjl. Since nonode is labelled with X each tree rjl is also an accepting runof A(�X=f) E;� with initial state Xjl, because the transition func-tions �E;�[X=false] and �(�X=f) E;� coincide on all states apart fromX and 
(�X=f) E;� accepts every in�nite branch that 
E;�[X=false]accepts.(2) Show now that A(�X=f) E;� with initial state X has an accept-ing run rX . Let rX be the tree where the root is labelled withX and the successors of the root are the trees rj1; : : : ; rjk from(1). Since fXj1; : : : ; Xjkg is an accepting set of f , rX followsthe transition function �(�X=f) E;�(a;X) = f , which coincideswith �E;�[X=false] on all states other than X. With argument (*)follows that rX is also accepted by A(�X=f) E;�.(3) It remains to construct an accepting run r of A(�X=f) E;� withinitial state Xi. We know that ([[E ]] �[X=true])(Xi) = true andaccording to the induction hypothesis there must be an acceptingrun r0 of AE;�[X=true] with initial state Xi Let r be as r0 whereall leaves labelled with X are substituted by rX from (2). Notethat all branches of r0 containing no X are also accepted byA(�X=f) E;� with initial state Xi. All other branches are acceptedby argument (*).((=) We make use of complementation of Boolean equation systemsand alternating automata with parity condition.Assume ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = false, then by lemma 3.35 ([[E]] �)(Xi) = true andaccording to the �rst part of the proof we know that AE;� with initialstate Xi is nonempty. The complementation of alternating automatawith parity condition is easy (see [EJ91]): the complement of AE;�with initial state Xi is AE;� with initial state Xi, and if AE;� has anaccepting run, then AE;� is empty. �



A.3. Proofs of Chapter 8. 165Theorem 8.7 Player II has a winning strategy for the game on GE withinitial vertex i i� ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true. Moreover jGE j = O(jEj).Proof: It follows immediately from construction that the size of GE islinear in the size of E .((=)Assume ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = true. According to lemma 3.36 there exists aBoolean equation system E 0 in conjunctive form, where E 0 � E andand [[E 0]] � = [[E ]] �. All conjunctions of E are contained in E 0, but fromeach disjunction of E there is only one disjunct in the correspondingequation of E 0. Consider the game graph GE0 . In every play on GE0player II never takes a move, because there are no vertices labelledwith _.We now want to show by contradiction that for the game on GE0 withinitial vertex labelled with i player II wins every play. Then a win-ning strategy for player II is to choose in every I-labelled vertex thissuccessor which is also contained in GE0 .Assume p is a play of GE0 with initial vertex i which is won by playerI. Let j be the least vertex in lim(p). For each vertex in lim(p) itmust be the case that there is (at least) one of its successors in lim(p)and also (at least) one of its predecessors. Moreover there must bea subsequence p0 = v0; v1; : : : ; vn of p, where v0 = vn = j and vk 2lim(p) n fjg for 0 < j < n. We now want to show that in the Booleanequation system E 0 the variable Xi has the solution false. Assumej 6= false. Consider all equations �Xk=fk in E 0 where k is a vertex inlim(p). We know that �Xj=fj , the equation corresponding to vertexj, is the least one with respect to E among these equations. Nowp0 de�nes a sequence of substitution steps (lemma 6.3) in E 0: �rst theequation corresponding to vertex v1 is substituted into fj giving �Xj=f1j , then the equation corresponding to vertex v2 into f1j giving �Xj=f2j and so on. After n� 1 substitution steps we have an occurrence ofthe variable Xj on the right-hand side of �Xj =fn�1j and may applyan elimination step (lemma 6.2). Because f (n�1)j can only consist ofa disjunction or a single variable the equation evaluates to �Xj= falseand it is the case that ([[E 0]] �)(Xj) = ([[E ]] �)(Xj) = false. The initial



166 Appendix A. Appendixpart of p de�nes a sequence from Xi to the �rst occurrence of Xj in pand going this initial sequence backwards applying substitution stepsfor constants (lemma 3.19) we get that ([[E 0]] �)(Xi) = ([[E ]] �)(Xi) =false which contradicts the assumption. For the case j = false we justhave to apply the last argument above and get the same contradiction.(=))The other direction follows by duality arguments. Analogously to the�rst case of the proof we can show that from ([[E ]] �)(Xi) = false itfollows that player I has a winning strategy. Since only one of theplayers can have a winning strategy and ([[E ]] �)(Xi) must be eithertrue or false the proof is complete. �A.4 Proofs of Chapter 9.Theorem 9.4 Given an in�nite Boolean equation system E =�1B1 : : :�nBn and an environment � there exists an in�nite Booleanequation system E 0 = �1B01 : : : �nB0n such that E 0 contains nodisjunctions on the right-hand side. In particular:� If �kXj = Vi2I Xi is an equation in block Bj of E then it is alsoan equation in B0j of E 0.� If �kXj = Xi is an equation in block Bj of E then it is also anequation in B0j of E 0.� If �kXj = Wi2I Xi is an equation in block Bj of E and I isnonempty, then for some k 2 I the equation �kXj = Xi is in blockB0j of E 0. If I is empty then �kXj = false is an equation of B0j of E 0.� [[E ]] � = [[E 0]] �Proof: by induction on the structure of E .The argumentation here is similar to the one in the proof for the �nitecase (proposition 3.36). There in the induction step we have to con-struct one Boolean equation system based on two others (lemma A.1).In contrast to the �nite case here we have to construct one Booleanequation system based on countable number of other ones. However,the idea and technique is very much the same.



A.4. Proofs of Chapter 9. 167base case: Let E = � and � be an environment. Then E 0 = � ful�lls therequirements.induction hypothesis: for each in�nite Boolean equation system E withfewer blocks than n and environment � we can �nd an in�nite Booleanequation system E 0 having no disjunctions with more than one disjuncton its right-hand side and [[E ]] � = [[E 0]] �.induction step: assume that �B E is an in�nite Boolean equation sys-tem, that for some index set I lhs(B) = fXi j i 2 Ig, and that � is anenvironment. Then[[�B E ]] � = [[E ]] �[XI=�XI :B([[E ]] �)]Now we proceed as follows:De�neb0 def= falseIb�+1 def= B([[E ]] �[XI=b�b� def= _�<� b�for � an ordinal, � a limit ordinal. By proposition 2.20, b = b� for some�, and since the b� form an ascending chain in the product lattice IBI ,� is countable.Climbing up the b� we �rst construct a system E 0 having the samesolution as E for all �[XI=b�]. Then E 0 and E also have the samesolution for the least �xpoint b, i.e. [[E ]] �[XI=b] = [[E 0]] �[XI=b]. Af-terwards we construct a block �B0, also climbing up the b�, such thatB([[E ]] �[XI=b�]) = B0([[E ]] �[XI=b�]). Then we get also B([[E ]] �[XI=b] =B0([[E 0]] �[XI=b] = b The theorem follows then by application of the def-inition of the semantic.We �rst construct a system E 0, such that(1) [[E ]] �[XI=b�] = [[E 0]] �[XI=b�] for all �.For this we use the fact that according to the induction hypothesis foreach � there exists an E 0� having the required form and [[E ]] �[XI=b�] =[[E 0�]] �[XI=b�].The construction of E 0 works as follows:For � = 0 select all X 2 lhs(E) where ([[E ]] [XI=b0])(X) = true. Weknow that then also ([[E 00]] [XI=b0])(X) = true. For each of these X let



168 Appendix A. Appendixthe equation �X = f 0 from E 00 be an equation of E 0 in the correspondingblock. Whatever the remaining equations of E 0 will be (they might allbe false, see 3.19), we have(*) ([[E 0]] [XI=b0])(X) = true = ([[E ]] [XI=b0])(X).For each � select all variables Xj 2 lhs(E) such that([[E ]] �[XI=b�+1] )(Xj ) = true([[E ]] �[XI=b�])(Xj) = falseand for all these Xj let the equation �Xj = f 0j in E 0� be an equationof E 0, such that �Xj = f 0j is contained in the corresponding block tothe one of E containing �Xj = fj .The argument now is by induction. Assume that for all other Xk(having lower signature)if ([[E ]] �[XI=b�])(Xk) = truethen ([[E 0]] �[XI=b�])(Xk) = true:This is, because of monotonicity, for all � � �if ([[E 0]] �[XI=b�])(Xk) = truethen ([[E 0]] �[XI=b�])(Xk) = true;Hence we know that for all these Xk, where([[E 0�]] �)(Xk) = true = ([[E ]] �)(Xk) that also ([[E 0]] �)(Xk) = true.With the base case (*) we can now conclude (1). (See also the argu-mentation for lemma A.1 in combination with lemma 9.3).Furthermoreif [[E ]] �[XI=b�] = [[E 0]] �[XI=b�]then B([[E ]] �[XI=b�]) = B([[E 0]] �[XI=b�]) = b�+1From the above we also can conclude(2) �XI :B([[E ]] �) = �XI :B([[E 0]] �)Next we construct �B0 in such a way, that for each �B([[E ]] �[XI=b�]) = B0([[E ]] �[XI=b�]).� Let each equation �X = Vj2J Xj for some index set J in �B bealso an equation of �B0.



A.4. Proofs of Chapter 9. 169� If there is an equation in �B of the form �X = Xi or �X = WXi,where the disjunction contains only a single disjunct, then let �X =Xi be an equation of �B0.� If there is an equation in �B of the form �X = Wj2J Xj for someindex set J and there is one of the disjuncts true, then let �X = truebe an equation of �B0.� For each equation �X = Wj2J Xj in �B where ([[�B E]] �)(X) =false choose any of the disjuncts from Wj2J Xj , say Xj , and let�X = Xj be an equation of �B0.� In all other cases for Xi 2 lhs(B) we have ([[�B E ]] �)(Xi) = trueand the equation for Xi is of the form �Xi = Wj2J Xj for someindex set J . For each of these Xi there exists an � such that(�[XI=b�+1])(Xi) = true and (�[XI=b�])(Xi) = false. Select fromWj2J Xj a variable Xj , such that ([[E ]] �[XI=b�])(Xj) = true andlet �X = Xj an equation in �B0. Hence (B0([[E ]] �[XI=b�]))i = trueaccording to the choice of Xj .It follows from the construction that(3) B([[E ]] �[XI=b�+1]) = B0([[E ]] �[XI=b�+1])Altogether we have then that[[�B E ]] � = [[E ]] �[XI=�XI :B([[E ]] �)]= [[E ]] �[XI=�XI :B0([[E ]] �)] (3)= [[E 0]] �[XI=�XI :B0([[E 0]] �)] (1); (2)= [[�B0 E 0]] �The dual case for �B E works similarly. �Lemma 9.9 Let� E1, E2, E3 be set based Boolean equation systems,� M;N;N 0 � S, where N � N 0� assuming that for all j 2 J it is Y 6= XjfM = (Y;N; �Y ) ^ ĵ2J(Xj ;Mj; �j);fN 0 = k̂2K(Yk; Nk; �k);



170 Appendix A. Appendixf 0M = k̂2K(Yk; Nk; �Y � �k) ^ ĵ2J(Xj ;Mj; �j);� � an environment.Then [[E1 (�X (X;M )=fM) E2 (�Y (Y;N 0)=fN ) E3]] �= [[E1 (�X(X;M )=f 0M ) E2 (�Y (Y;N 0)=fN ) E3]] �.Proof: Transform both equation systems to in�nite Boolean equationsystems E4 and E5.For m 2M and n 2 N E4 contains the equations�XXm = ^n2�Y (m)Yn ^ ĵ2J ^t2�j(m)Xj;t and�Y Yn = k̂2K ^n02�k(n)Yk;n0in E4. According to lemmata 9.3, 6.3 we can apply in�nitely many sub-stitution steps in the in�nite Boolean equation system E4 substitutingall the Yn, and getting the new equation�XXm = ^n2�Y (m) k̂2K ^n02�k(n)Yk;n0 ^ ĵ2J ^t2�j(m)Xj;t= k̂2K ^n02(�k��Y )(m) Yk;n0 ^ ĵ2J ^t2�j(m)Xj;tThis is an equation of the in�nite Boolean equation system E5. �Lemma 9.10 Let� E1 and E2 be set based Boolean equation systems,� �(X;M ) = (X;M; �) ^ Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i) a set based Boolean equa-tion,� � an environment, and� �0 def= [[E1 (�(X;M )=(X;M; �) ^Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i)) E2]] �If � = � then �0 = [[E1(�(X;M ) = Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i � ��))E2]] �.If � = � and � is wellfounded then �0 is as in the case for � = �,if � is not wellfounded then �0((X;M )) = false.



A.4. Proofs of Chapter 9. 171Proof: In a �rst step the set based equation system is transformed toan in�nite Boolean equation system, where the set equation�(X;M ) = (X;M; �) ^ î2I(Xi;Mi; �i)for s 2M is mapped to a block �B containing the equations�Xs = ^s02�(s)Xs0 ^ î2I ^s02�i(s)Zi;s0 :The equation�(X;M ) = î2I(Xi;Mi; �i � ��)is mapped to a block �B� in an in�nite Boolean equation system,containing the equations�Xs = î2I ^s02(�i���)(s)Zi;s0We will abbreviate the (in�nite) vector of all Xi for i 2 I by X.Let E 01 def= T(E1) and E 02 def= T(E2). For the cases that � is wellfoundedor � = � we have to show that [[E 01 �B E 02]] � = [[E 01 �B� E 02]] � andaccording to lemma 3.14 we just have to show the equivalence aboveonly for the case E1 = �, i.e. [[�B E 02]] � = [[�B� E 02]] �, and according tothe de�nition of the semantics it su�ces to show that �X:B([[E 02]] �) =�X:B�([[E 02]] �)Now we want to apply a substitution step to each Xs0 . For apply-ing in�nitely many substitutions within block �B we need proposition2.17(6) and lemma 9.3 rather than lemma 9.9.�Xs = ^s02�(s)( ^s002�(s0)Xs00 ^ î2I ^s002�i(s0)Zi;s00) ^ î2I ^s02�i(s)Zi;s0= ^s002�(�(s))Xs00 ^ î2I ^s002(�i��)(s)Zi;s00 ^ î2I ^s02�i(s)Zi;s0= ^s02�(�(s))Xs0 ^ î2I ^s02((�i��)[�i)(s)Zi;s0: : : applying these substitution steps log2(n) times



172 Appendix A. Appendix= ^s02�n(s))Xs0 ^ î2I ^s02(�i�(�0[�1[:::�n�1))(s)Zi;s0Let these equations be collected in a block Bn for n 2 2m;m 2 INIt follows from proposition 2.17(6) that [[�Bn E 02]] � = [[�B E 02]] � for allBn.De�neb def= �X:B([[E 02]] ��sol def= [[�B E 02]] �b� def= �X:B�([[E 02]] ���sol def= [[�B� E 02]] �and it follows thatb = �X:Bn([[E ]] 02�)With lemmata 3.19 and 3.20 it is the case that �sol = [[�B]] �sol andb = B(�sol), and also ��sol = [[�B�]] ��sol and b� = B�(��sol)We abbreviate �sol [X=b](Xs) by bs and �sol [X=B(�sol)](Xs) by(B(�sol))(Xs), and analogously for b� and B�. Now we assume � = �.It su�ces to show that b = b� and for that purpose we show that(1) �X:B�(�sol) = b and (2) �X:B(��sol) = b�(1) implies that B�([[E ]] 02�[X=b]) = b and hence b � b�,(2) implies that B([[E ]] 02�[X=b�]) = b� and hence b� � b.Show now �X:B�(�sol) = b(i) Because in B� there is no free Xs on the right-hand side, it is thecase that �X:B�(�sol) = B�(�sol)If for B�(�sol) and an equation �Xs = Vi2I Vs02(�i���)(s)Zi;s0 in B�we have that (Vi2I Vs02(�i���)(s) Zi;s0)(�sol) = false then there for someZi;s0 it must be that �sol(Zi;s0) = false. Then we can �nd a Bn, wherethe equation for Xs has this Zi;s0 on its right-hand side and also(Bn(�sol))(Xs) = false and hence we have also (�X:Bn(�sol))(Xs) =false and also (�X:B(�sol))(Xs) = bs = false. Therefore is b � B�(�sol).(ii) De�ne b0 def= trueI and b�+1 def= B(�sol [X=b�]).Assume that (�X:B(�sol))(Xs) = false.



A.4. Proofs of Chapter 9. 173Show that then also (B�(�sol))(Xs) = false. Then there must be some� such that b�s = false and b��1s = true. (� is called the signature ofXs.)If � = 1 then there must be a Zi;s0 for some i 2 I, s0 2 �i(s), where�sol(Zi;s0) = false. But then it is also (B�(�sol))(Xs) = false.If � > 1 then there must be a X0s for some s0 2 �(s) with �sol(Xs0 ) =false andX 0s having a signature �0 < �. Applying this argument repeat-edly then the signature eventually reaches 0, and then we have a Zi;s0for some i 2 I, s0 2 (�i��n)(s), for some n, such that �sol(Zi;s0) = false.Hence it is (B�(�sol))(Xs) = false.Altogether from (�X:B(�sol))(Xs) = false follows that (B�(�sol))(Xs) =false and hence B�(�sol) � b.From (i) and (ii) we can conclude that B�(�sol) = bWhen showing that b� = B(��sol) apply the same arguments as aboveto ��sol instead of �sol. From (i) follows then that �X:B(��sol) � b�,from (ii) that b� � �X:B(��sol).For the case � = � note that if � is wellfounded for each S 2M thereexists some n 2 IN such that �n(s) = ; and the equivalence of Bn andB� follows immediately.If � is not wellfounded then de�ne b0 = falseI and b�+1 =B(�sol [X=b�]). Assume an Xs0 being true at the least �xpointand let � be its signature. For all s00 2 �(s0) Xs00 must be true andhave a lower signature. Repeat this argument for Xs00 . Because � isnot wellfounded we can �nd an in�nite chain of decreasing signatures,which is a contradiction. �
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